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Abstract

This thesis deals with Energy Balance Climate Models (EBMs) and examines their appli-
cations in teaching and research. After a brief introduction to the Earth’s climate system
and climate modeling, the basic concepts of EBMs are presented. The implementation
that is done as part of this thesis is based on the software package climlab. After an
introduction to climlab, the contributions of this work to the software are presented.
Since climlab had only scarcely been documented, a comprehensive documentation was
developed within the framework of this thesis to make it usable for both teaching and
research purposes. Following this, the climlab package is used for a certain question of
research. It is an investigation of the stability of EBMs with a prescribed present-day heat
transport term to assess earlier modeling results about the Earth’s climate state billions
of years before today.

Zusammenfassung

Diese Abschlussarbeit handelt von Energie-Bilanz-Klima-Modellen (EBMs) und betrach-
tet deren Anwendungsmöglichkeiten für Lehre und Forschung. Nach einer kurzen Ein-
führung in das Klimasystem der Erde und in die Klimamodellierung werden die zu
Grunde liegenden Konzepte von EBMs erklärt. Für die Implementierung von EBMs
wird in dieser Arbeit das Software Paket climlab verwendet. Nach einer Einführung in
climlab wird die Mitwirkung an der Weiterentwicklung von climlab im Rahmen dieser
Arbeit dargestellt. Da climlab bisher kaum dokumentiert war, wurde eine umfang-
reiche Dokumentation für die Software erstellt, um sie für Forschung und Lehre nutzbar
zu machen. Anschließend wird climlab verwendet, um die Stabilität von EBMs mit
vorgeschriebenem heutigem Energietransport zu untersuchen. Dies geschieht mit der Mo-
tivation, bisherige Modelergebnisse zum Klimazustand der Erde vor einigen Milliarden
Jahren besser einschätzen zu können.
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1. Introduction

Energy Balance Climate Models, which are usually referred to as Energy Balance Models
(EBMs) belong to the simplest approaches in the vast field of climate modeling. Despite
their simplicity, they allow a number of interesting applications. EBMs are popular tools
for teaching students the basics of climate modeling. Nevertheless, the availability of
convenient and practical tools for the use of EBMs in university courses is small.

Having a computer modeling background at Ulm University with the plan to emphasize on
climate modeling during my further studies matched perfectly Dr. Georg Feulner’s need
for a comprehensive EBM tool for both teaching and research. Therefore, the thesis was
written at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK), a interdisciplinary
research institution focusing on climate change, where Dr. Feulner is based.

This thesis should contribute to an inclusive approach of using Energy Balance Models
in various applications, especially in teaching climate science and modeling as well as
supportive tool in climate research. The second chapter includes a brief explanation
about the theory and underlying concepts of EBMs, while the third chapter focuses on
the implementation of EBMs in a software tool. In the last chapter the EBM approach
is used to make a brief investigation about ongoing research, demonstrating that EBMs
can be useful tools beyond their application in teaching.
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2. Climate Models

2.1. Overview

What is climate and what are climate models?

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines climate as the following:

Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the average weather, or more
rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the mean and variability of
relevant quantities over a period of time ranging from months to thousands or
millions of years. The classical period for averaging these variables is 30 years,
as defined by the World Meteorological Organization. The relevant quantities
are most often surface variables such as temperature, precipitation and wind.
Climate in a wider sense is the state, including a statistical description, of the
climate system. (Planton, 2013, p.1450).

The climate system can be classified into different components which are the atmosphere,
the hydrosphere (oceans, rivers and lakes), the cryosphere (inland and sea ice, permafrost
and snow cover), the lithosphere (the Earth’s crust and upper Earth’s mantle) and the
biosphere (the living world) (Claussen et al., 2002). It is a very complex system with vari-
ous feedback mechanisms, procedures and components, which are indicated in Figure 2.1.
The different processes and couplings are acting on various time and spatial scales. These
can range from orders of 10−6s and 10−6m for collision of droplets at cloud formation, up
to orders of millennia for the formation of land ice masses or global spatial dimensions for
the exchange of carbon between biosphere and atmosphere (Stocker, 2014, p.6; Peixoto
and Oort, 1992, p.19).

A climate model is an attempt to simulate and represent all or some specific components
of the climate system. Processes are implemented by describing them in terms of basic
physical or chemical laws such as conservation of energy, mass and momentum or by char-
acterizing them with empirical equations (McGuffie and Henderson-Sellers, 2005, p.47ff).
Even though high performance computing infrastructure is used, no climate model is able
to include all processes and components in the appropriate resolution which is not sur-
prising due to the range of order of magnitudes pointed out before. Therefore, there are
many different models which focus on specific components or processes that are relevant
for a certain research field. In Chapter 2.2 different model hierarchies are introduced.
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Figure 2.1.: Shown are the different components of the global climate system (bold) as
well as some of their processes and interactions (thin arrows). Adapted from
Houghton et al. (2001).

Why do we actually need climate models and what are they useful for?

Without going too much into detail, this question should be addressed briefly at the
beginning of this work:
Computer models are developed and used in various different applications and fields. In
engineering and natural science computer simulations are mainly used when analytical
solutions are not possible and regular experiments are too costly, too dangerous, too com-
plex or take too much time. In the case of climate science, computer models are even more
relevant as the possibilities of experiments are heavily restricted and mostly impossible
at all. There is no experimental framework to examine the behavior of the whole com-
plex climate system on a small temporal and spatial scales. Only very few processes are
suitable for isolated standalone experiments such as formation of clouds in a laboratory.

The renowned climate scientist Thomas Stocker summarizes the scope of climate model-
ing:

Numerical climate models enable a physically based estimate of the range of
future climate change. These models, which rest on the fundamental laws of
physics and chemistry [...], are invaluable in providing scientific information
towards political and societal decision making. When the effects of a doubling
of the atmospheric CO2 concentration, as it is expected around the year 2050,
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and other changes in the atmospheric composition have to be evaluated, only
numerical climate models can generate a well-founded quantitative answer.
(Stocker, 2014, p.1).

Stocker speaks here only about future climate projections. But climate models are also
used to understand previous changes of climate in the Earth’s history e.g. the last glacial
maximum, the last interglacial period or abrupt climate events (Jansen et al., 2007, p.439f)
which is also subject of Chapter 4. Furthermore, they can be used to better understand
specific processes and feedbacks in the climate system through idealized numerical exper-
iments and to integrate sparse observational data into a more complete framework.

2.2. Hierarchy of Climate Models

”
There is no best climate model! Different models

have different advantages which may be due to their
complexity or the form of their implemented

parameterisations.“

Introduction to Climate Modelling1

Thomas Stocker

Figure 2.2 classifies climate models applying three criteria: 1. the (climate system) pro-
cess coverage of the model, 2. how detailed the processes are implemented in the model
and 3. the magnitude of time over which the model can be run or can be integrated. The
latter is heavily dependent on the number of spatial dimensions and their resolution. The
detail of description is an indicator of how much a process is parametrized by statistical
equations in contrast to an implementation derived from physical and chemical laws.

The figure introduces three model categories: Energy Balance Models (EBMs), Earth
System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) and Atmosphere Ocean General
Circulation Models (AOGCMs) which are briefly described below:

• EBMs
Basically all climate models are Energy Balance Models as they balance the energy
budget. Yet those models referred to as EBMs only take the planet’s energy balance
into account and therefore belong to the simplest climate models which are just
conceptual models. They can be 0-dimensional (like a point mass) or 1-dimensional,
where the surface is divided in latitudinal bands as described in Section 2.4.2. In
the latter the model usually does not have a vertical structure. The processes
considered in EBMs are highly parametrized and due to their simplicity they can
be implemented and run on regular computers or integrated over very long time
ranges. That makes them interesting for investigations of Earth’s climate history.

Similarly, so called Radiative Convective Models (RCMs) are also just 1-dimensional,
but with respect to the vertical axis. They simulate the radiation processes in the
atmosphere and are discretized on different altitude levels.

1Stocker (2014, p.23)
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Figure 2.2.: Classification and hierarchy of climate models from Caesar (2015, p.8) fol-
lowing Claussen et al. (2002).

• EMICs
Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity implement many more processes
then EBMs and resolve them in more detail. They are usually composed of different
parts, like components for atmosphere, ocean, biosphere, ice, etc. They are compu-
tationally much more expensive than conceptual models and therefore require very
fast and or parallel computers to run and integrate.

• AOGCMs
General Circulation Models (GCM) are the most detailed and comprehensive climate
models. Their spatial description is three-dimensional in atmosphere and ocean.
Accordingly the abbreviation AOGCM stands for Atmosphere Ocean General Cir-
culation Model. Many physical processes are implicitly solved and parametrization
is less compared to the other model types. Due to their complexity the integration
comes with high computational cost which is the major limiting factor. A few hun-
dred years of integration is very expensive in terms of computation time, storage
and effort of result analysis (Stocker, 2014, p.26f). Such models usually require
massively parallel computers with large memory.

2.3. Utility of Energy Balance Models

Why are Energy Balance Models useful for teaching climate modeling?

As shown in Section 2.2, EBMs belong in terms of complexity to the simplest climate
models. Budyko (1969) and Sellers (1969) published the first formulations of EBMs,
where they independently followed a very similar approach at the very same time. First
climate models have been developed even earlier (the predecessors of today’s GCMs), but
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the formulation of simplified Energy Balance Models has triggered a lot of investigations
and research of climatic changes on longer time scales and of important feedbacks like the
ice-albedo feedback. Today, their application is mainly conceptual and not of quantitative
relevance anymore.

Nevertheless, EBMs offer a good way to get into the topic of climate modeling. Because
of their reduced complexity and highly parametrized approach the models are easy to
understand. They are an inclusive content of most climate modeling lectures, as the basic
concepts of climate modeling can be explored in the simplified world of EBMs.
Thanks to their easy and clear structure, EBMs can also be modified easily as well as
be extended and refined. Modifications can instantly be tested and verified because com-
putational cost is low. Most Energy Balance Models can be easily run and integrated
on a personal laptop, even for longer time scales, and no access to a high performance
computer cluster is mandatory. Dependent on the complexity of the software imple-
mentation, EBMs can even provide a learning-by-doing approach to programming, e.g.
object-oriented programming.

Summarizing, Energy Balance Models represent a very good possibility for students to
get involved in the field of climate modeling.

2.4. The Concept of Energy Balance Models

The global energy balance accounts for the radiative energy exchanges between Sun, Earth
and space (Wild et al., 2012). It can be quantified from satellite and surface observations.
A visualization is shown in Figure 2.3.
EBMs primarily balance the incoming and outgoing radiation at the Top Of the Atmos-
phere (TOA) and usually also allow heat storage in the system. They do not necessary
model all the energy balance components shown in Figure 2.3.

This chapter introduces the basic concept and structure of Energy Balance Climate Mod-
els, their components and possible parametrization for implementation.

2.4.1. Zero-dimensional EBMs

The concept of Energy Balance Climate Models is rooted in a planet’s radiative balance,
where the incoming solar radiation R ↓ is subtracted by the emitted longwave radiation R ↑
of the planet. Bearing the thermal inertia of a body (∂E/∂t) in mind, the energy balance
can be simply written as:

∂E

∂t
= R ↓ −R ↑ . (2.1)

The planet’s body is assumed to be a point mass, that is why it is called a zero-dimensional
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Figure 2.3.: The global mean energy balance of the Earth displayed in a schematic dia-
gram. Best estimates for the magnitudes of the globally averaged energy
balance components are indicated by numbers including their uncertainty
ranges in brackets. Values are representing present day climate conditions at
the beginning of the twenty first century (Wild et al., 2012).

EBM, corresponding to the spatial dimension. The three mentioned terms can be de-
scribed as the following:

• The thermal energy E of the body can be written as a product of its heat capacity C̃
and its surface temperature Ts:

E = C̃ · Ts . (2.2)

When energy storage of the system is only assumed to happen in the atmosphere,
C̃ can be written as C̃ = Vaρaca = 4πr2zρaca, where r is the planet’s radius, z is
the vertical expansion of the troposphere, ρa the density and ca the specific heat
capacity of air2 (Stocker, 2014, p.31). The volume of the atmosphere has been
approximated by Va = Aspherez = 4πr2z , which is possible as z � r.

• The incoming solar radiation R ↓ is given through the solar constant S and
the effectively irradiated area Adisk which is a disk with the planet’s radius r. The

2index a refers to air
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amount of reflected radiation determined by the global albedo α has to be sub-
tracted:

R ↓=AdiskS − αAdiskS

=Adisk(1− α)S

=πr2(1− α)S .

(2.3)

• The emitted longwave radiation R ↑ is described through the Stefan-Boltzmann
law for a gray body. The emitted energy is given through the body’s surface A (a
sphere in this case), the Stefan-Boltzmann-constant σ, the surface emissivity ε and
the surface temperature Ts to the 4th power:

R ↑=AsphereσετT
4
s

=4πr2σετT 4
s .

(2.4)

The Stefan-Boltzmann law is multiplied by a damping factor τ , which accounts
for the greenhouse effect. Not all of the radiation emitted at the surface is reach-
ing space. Instead radiation is getting partially absorbed by greenhouse gases and
reflected back to the surface (Stocker, 2014, p.19ff).

Inserting these three terms in the basic energy balance equation (2.1) results in the fol-
lowing equation for the zero-dimensional EBM:

∂E

∂t
=R ↓ −R ↑ (2.5)

⇔ 4πr2

=C︷︸︸︷
zρca

∂Ts
∂t

=πr2(1− α)S − 4πr2σετT 4
s (2.6)

⇔ C
∂Ts
∂t

=
1

4
(1− α)S − σετT 4

s . (2.7)

As solar radiation is in the shortwave spectrum and the albedo α is the ratio of radiation
which is reflected back from a surface, the term S(1−α) describes the amount of shortwave
solar radiation which is not reflected back. Therefore, it is often referred to as Absorbed
Shortwave Radiation (ASR).

Due to a significant lower temperature of Earth compared to the Sun, Wien’s displace-
ment law (λmax = bw

T
) indicates that the Earth emits longwave radiation. Accordingly,

the term σετT 4 which accounts for the emitted and outgoing radiation in the energy
balance is called Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR). Another possibility for OLR
parametrization is explained in Section 2.4.3.

Already with this simple zero-dimensional model a lot of investigations like a stability
analysis for the Earth’s climatic states can be done. However, this is not the focus of this
work. For further reading see for example Fraedrich (1979).
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2.4.2. One-dimensional EBMs

In one-dimensional Energy Balance Models a spatial dimension is added to the zero-
dimensional approach, namely the latitude. Adding this dimension makes sense since solar
radiation (and thus temperature) varies considerable for different latitudes. A model with
a vertical dimension instead of a horizontal would be referred to as Radiative Convective
Model (RCM) but can be similarly derived from the concept of 0-dimensional EBMs as
described in McGuffie and Henderson-Sellers (2005, p.121-136).

Figure 2.4.: Illustration of a 1-dimensional EBM from Goosse et al. (2008, Section 3.2.1).
Every latitudinal band is represented by a point mass with index i.

A latitudinal EBM represents the planet’s surface in zonal bands, where the area of a
band of longitudes is averaged to a point mass of zonal mean (see Figure 2.4). The energy
balance equation (2.6) for the 0-dimensional EBM is applied to every point in space on
the latitude grid.

Now every grid point has a different surface temperature Ti, where the index i refers to
the discretized latitude ϕi (90◦S ≤ ϕ ≤ 90◦N). As neighboring zonal bands with dif-
fering temperatures would thermally interact, an additional term h(ϕ) is required which
accounts for the meridional energy transport between the zonal bands.

The new energy balance equation for every grid point is now:

AiCi
∂Ti
∂t

= Ai(1− αi)Qi − AiσετT
4
i − [Fout − Fin]︸ ︷︷ ︸

hi

. (2.8)

Ai abbreviates A(ϕi) and is the surface area of the zonal band at latitude ϕi. Qi repre-
sents the latitudinal solar distribution at latitude ϕi. A possible parametrization for Qi

is presented in Section 2.4.3. Other variables are handled respectively. The energy flow
in and out of the zonal band at latitude ϕi is expressed through Fin and Fout. The net
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energy transport out of the cell is named hi.

Like previously done in the 0-dimensional EBM case (eq. 2.7), it is more practical to
divide the latitudewise formulated energy balance equation (2.8) by the surface area which
converts it from unit Watt into unit W/m2:

Ci
∂Ti
∂t

= (1− αi)Qi − σετT 4
i −

1

Ai

[Fout − Fin]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Hi

. (2.9)

A more general notation uses the ASR and OLR terms explained above as well as the net
heat transport out of the cell H:

Ci
∂Ti
∂t

= ASRi −OLRi −Hi . (2.10)

2.4.3. Parametrizations

The different terms in the energy balance equation (2.10), namely albedo, solar insolation,
outgoing longwave radiation and energy transport, can be parametrized in various ways.
For most of the terms there cannot be a

”
correct“ parametrization as all will be based on

assumptions and therefore only be simplifications. The choice which parametrizations to
choose may be influenced by several criteria:

• application and focus of the model

• applicability to topic of interest

• limitations as a consequence of assumptions

• analytical solubility

• numerical stability

• computation time

• validity of the model

A few examples for common parametrizations are given below.

Albedo

The easiest but not very realistic way to describe the surface’s albedo is to set it to a fixed
mean value. The average albedo value for the Earth’s surface would be around α = 0.3
(Stocker, 2014, p.32). But the amount of reflected radiation differs a lot for different
surfaces: for example from 2-6% for water surfaces up to 95% for fresh snow (Peixoto and
Oort, 1992, 103f.). Especially the difference between snow and ice-covered surfaces and
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ice-free areas is huge and correlates with the surface temperature, resulting in the ice-
albedo feedback, one of the most important and positive feedbacks in the climate system.
Therefore, it makes sense to parametrize the albedo according to the model’s surface
temperature. This can be done through a simple step function, where Tf represents a
suitable freezing temperature:

α(ϕ) =

{
αice , T (ϕ) < Tf

αice-free, T (ϕ) ≥ Tf .
(2.11)

Further possibilities for parametrization are a linear decline between αice and αice-free in-
stead of the step-function as well as smooth transition, e.g. in form of an arctangent
function. Multiple options for elaboration can be derived, like latitude dependent values
for αice and αice-free or a cloud-amount dependent albedo calculation. See North et al.
(1981); Oerlemans and Van den Dool (1978) and Van den Dool (1980) for further exam-
ples.

Incoming Solar Radiation

Latitude, season and time of the day as well as orbital parameters determine the amount
of solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere. The latitudinal distribution of solar radi-
ation is the key factor why the energy budget varies over latitude and a heat flux term is
required to manage the flow of energy from equator to poles.

According to North (1975) the annual mean solar radiation Q can be approximated by

Q(ϕ) =
S

4
[1 + s2P2(x)] , (2.12)

where x = sin(ϕ), P2 = 1
2
(3x2 − 1) is the second Legendre-polynomial (multiplied by

factor s2) and S represents the solar constant.

Figure 2.5 shows that the Legendre parametrization is a good approximation.

However, this parametrization does not account for seasonal changes in solar radiation dis-
tribution, which are substantial. In a seasonal EBM with corresponding solar parametriza-
tion the ice-edge shift in polar regions can be modeled.

Outgoing Longwave Radiation

In the previous EBM equations like eq. (2.9) the outgoing longwave radiation has been
implemented with the physically correct Stefan-Blotzmann law for a black - or more
precisely for a grey-body:

OLR(ϕ) = στεTs(ϕ)4 . (2.13)
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Figure 2.5.: A simple parametrization with the second Legendre polynomial (s2 = −0.482)
used in North (1975) is compared to the accurate calculation by Berger (1978)
which is considered to be the correct insolation for present-day orbital para-
meters.

Many EBMs parametrize the OLR component in form of a linear relation to the surface
temperature which makes the model easy to solve in the steady-state case (see Oerlemans
and Van den Dool (1978) for an example):

OLR(ϕ) = AOLR +BOLR · Ts(ϕ) . (2.14)

This parametrization uses statistically derived parameters3 AOLR and BOLR from observa-
tions where outgoing longwave radiation is compared to surface temperature (see Figure
2.6). As the OLR data is measured at top of the atmosphere, this parametrization already
considers the greenhouse effect. This is important as in an EBM usually this warming ef-
fect in the atmosphere is accounted for nowhere else. This linear simplification of longwave
radiation has also been used in the first EBMs described by Sellers (1969) and Budyko
(1969).

Figure 2.7 shows that the linear parametrization is a good approximation for the Stefan-
Boltzmann law. Although the temperature is contributing with the fourth power in the
Stefan-Boltzmann law (eq. 2.13), the effect is almost linear in the range of Earth’s tem-
peratures.

The linear approximation has the additional advantage that it can easily be extended
to account for CO2 concentrations different than today’s via the Caldeira and Kasting
(1992) parametrization described in Section 3.2.2.

3AOLR and BOLR are also used without indices in the following.
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Temperature - OLR Analysis
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Figure 2.6.: Following Rose (2015) climatology data4 for emitted longwave radiation (at
top of the atmosphere) is plotted according to the corresponding surface tem-
peratures.

”
Monthly Long Term Mean of Skin Temperature“ and

”
Monthly

Long Term Mean of Upward Longwave Radiation Flux“ from 1981-2010 have
been averaged over time and longitude. Values for A and B have been cal-
culated through a linear least-squares regression with taking area weighting
into account.

Energy Transport

In the one-dimensional EBM equation (2.10) the energy transport per unit area has been
denoted as H. Since it describes the net energy out of the zonal band, it reduces the
thermal storage term on the left side of the equation:

C(ϕ)
∂T (ϕ)

∂t
= ASR(ϕ)−OLR(ϕ)−H(ϕ) . (2.15)

Like all the other components, the transport term can be parametrized in different ways
as well. North et al. (1981) explain why it is reasonable to model the transport as a
diffusion-like process via the divergence of the temperature gradient:

H =∇ · (K∇T )

=
d

dx
D(1− x2)

dT (x)

dx
.

(2.16)

As temperature T has just one spatial dimension in the latitudinal EBM, the Nabla op-

4NCEP Reanalysis Derived data provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA,
from their Web site at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.

derived.html. Accessed on April 10, 2016

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.derived.html
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.derived.html
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Outgoing Longwave Radiation
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Figure 2.7.: Grey-body radiation compared to linear parametrization. The Stefan-
Boltzmann law is multiplied by a factor τ = 0.65 (greenhouse effect) and
the surface emissivity ε = 0.95 (Stocker, 2014, p.30ff). A and B values are
chosen as in McGuffie and Henderson-Sellers (2005, p.89).

erator ∇ reduces to a single partial derivative ∂
∂x

.

The parameter D has to be tuned for realistic transport process. It contains the diffusion
parameter K and a factor which is equal to the square of the Earth’s radius. In the above
form H has been transformed to a notation where x = sin(ϕ). Oerlemans and Van den
Dool (1978) chose a notation in dependence of ϕ:

H = D

[
∂2

∂ϕ2
T − tanϕ

∂

∂ϕ
T

]
. (2.17)

Another common way for energy transport parametrization has been introduced by Budyko
(1969). This

”
Budyko transport“ calculates the difference from latitude given tempera-

ture T (ϕ) to the global mean temperature T̄ multiplied by the parameter b, which again
has to been tuned accordingly:

H(ϕ) = b
[
T (ϕ)− T̄

]
. (2.18)

Note that all transport patterns must be set to zero at the poles as boundary conditions
to maintain a closed energy budget across all latitudes.
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3. Implementation of Energy Balance
Models with CLIMLAB

The initial idea for this thesis was to develop a software environment for the implemen-
tation of Energy Balance Models. At the beginning several criteria have been formulated
that the desired software tool should accomplish:

• The user can initialize and solve EBMs in an easy, clear and structured way.

• A set of different parametrization possibilities for subprocesses is provided.

• Results can be displayed and analysed comfortably.

• The programming language is free and open-source.

• Installing and using the software is easy for the user.

The aim of the project was to use the EBM software in future climate modeling lectures.
Furthermore the scope and utility of Energy Balance Models for research applications was
supposed to be estimated, which is described in Chapter 4.

During the investigations in possibilities how to implement the formulated requirements,
the very interesting software project climlab was encountered. Most of the desired
components were already implemented in that software. In terms of code structure and
architecture climlab is written in a very generic and universal way that makes it very
flexible and provides a solid foundation for extensions and further development.
As climlab offers to a large extent the required features formulated previously, the de-
cision was made, not to program a new software, but to work with the climlab package
instead and put strength in its further development. climlab had been poorly docu-
mented, so a major part of this work became the creation of a user documentation.

This chapter gives an overview about the climlab package. It points out which parts
had already been implemented before, which parts have been extended and what has been
modified in the code. It also introduces the user documentation which has been built as
a part of this thesis work. The documentation was originally designed in HTML format
for interactive browser usage and will also be used as an online documentation for the
package. However, the text based version can be found in Appendix B, which is rather a
printed demonstration of the work that has been done. It is not a convenient format for
the later use. The HTML version of the documentation is attached to this work in form
of a CD.
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3.1. What is CLIMLAB?

climlab
Python package for

process-oriented climate modeling

climlab README-file
Brian Rose

As the package’s subtitle is indicating, climlab is a package for process-oriented climate
modeling. It is written in the programming language Python and is object-oriented.

The README file gives a good insight in the model architecture:

climlab defines a base class called Process, which can contain an arbitrarily
complex tree of sub-processes (each also some sub-class of Process). Every
climate process (radiative, dynamical, physical, turbulent, convective, chemi-
cal, etc.) can be simulated as a stand-alone process model given appropriate
input, or as a sub-process of a more complex model.
New classes of model can easily be defined and run interactively by putting
together an appropriate collection of sub-processes. (Rose et al., 2016).

The chapter about the package architecture in the documentation gives a more com-
prehensive and detailed description about the internal procedures and processes of the
package.

Brian Rose, Assistant Professor in the Department of Atmospheric and Environmental
Sciences at the University at Albany (New York, USA), started the climlab project
in winter 2014 and used it for his climate lecture courses. Most of the code has been
developed by him. My contributions to the code will be pointed out below.

3.2. CLIMLAB Code Components

3.2.1. Model Templates

climlab supports a couple of preconfigured model types that follow a certain modeling
approach.

• Energy Balance Model
One-dimensional EBMs can be implemented with a couple of different components
such as insolation, albedo, outgoing longwave radiation and latitude-wise energy
transport. The actual available processes are described in the documentation’s
model chapter.
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• Radiative Convective Model
Vertical Single Column Models can be modeled with climlab as well. Different ra-
diation schemes are offered including the radiation module of the Global Circulation
Model CAM3 which is written in Fortran.

• Orbital and Insolation Calculation
climlab provides data to calculate solar insolation on Earth for a range of millions
of years over which the orbital parameters of the Earth changed. Seasonal variations
of solar distribution can be computed as well.

• Seasonal and Steady-state Model Configuration
These orbital and insolation modules can be used as standalone insolation models.
But included as insolation processes in Energy Balance or Radiative Convective
Models, the modules can transform these from steady-state to seasonal models.

Due to the focus of the thesis, mainly the Energy Balance Model template has been used
for this work. Although most relevant processes were already implemented, a couple of
extensions and modifications have been made, which were considered to be helpful for the
later use. Details are explained in the following section.

3.2.2. Own Contributions to CLIMLAB

All EBM related modules are listed in the documentation’s model chapter (Appendix B).
The subprocesses that resulted from this project are listed here:

• climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT_CO2

This module parametrizes the outgoing longwave radiation in dependence of the
CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. It calculates the OLR in linear dependence
of the surface temperature similar to eq. (2.14):

OLR = ACO2 +BCO2 · Ts , (3.1)

whereby parameters ACO2 and BCO2 are functions of the CO2 concentration as de-
scribed in Caldeira and Kasting (1992). Hence it is possible to consider the CO2

concentration in the Energy Balance Model as an additional parameter.
The source code of the AplusBT_CO2 class can be found in Appendix A.1.

• climlab.radiation.Boltzmann.Boltzmann

The radiation of a gray body according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law is implemented
in this module like noted in equation (2.13). The Boltzmann law is the physical
correct way to calculate energy transmitted by a body with a certain temperature.
Compared to the

”
AplusBT“ method this one should be more realistic although it

uses simple damping parameters for surface emissivity and the greenhouse effect,
which only represents a crude simplification of the complex radiation processes that
are happening in the atmosphere.
The source code can be found in Appendix A.2.
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• climlab.dynamics.budyko_transport.BudykoTransport

The meridional diffusion class which is used by default in all climlab EBMs as
energy transport process is climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion.
Additional to this transport scheme, the energy transport term proposed by Budyko
(1969) was implemented in the BudykoTransport class according to equation (2.18).
This module induces a slightly different stability behavior of the model when vary-
ing the solar constant.
Details about the computation and implementation can be found in the documen-
tation (Appendix B). The source code is printed in Appendix A.3

In addition to newly implemented subprocesses, some further modifications and additions
were made:

• integrate_converge() method
In the climlab.process.time_dependent_process.TimeDependentProcess class,
the model integration could be done either for each timestep, for a specified number
of days or a certain number of years. However there was no possibility to automate
the integration process to convergence of the solution. The integrate_converge()

method implements this feature. The function integrates the model forward in an-
nual periods until the maximum difference of the solution (surface temperature in
this case) to the previous state is lower than a defined constant. When this is true,
the solution converged.
The code is attached in Appendix A.4.

• surface temperature for EBM initialization
Previously, there was a fixed initial temperature distribution specified through the
the second Legendre polynomial that was set during the creation of an Energy
Balance Model instance. Now the parameters T0 and T2 can be specified during the
creation of a model instance in climlab.model.ebm.EBM.__init__(). The initial
temperature is then calculated through:

Tinit = T0 + T2 · P2(x)

= T0 + T2 ·
1

2
(3x2 − 1) ,

(3.2)

where P2 = 1
2
(3x2 − 1) is the second Legendre-polynomial and x is the sinus of

latitude.

• bug fix in find_icelines() method
Within the climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline class the find_icelines() method
determines the latitude of the ice edge. It first detects all latitudes with ice accord-
ing to the local temperature and a defined freezing temperature. Then it declares
the switch between ice and no-ice as the ice edge and returns the variable icelat

with the corresponding values of latitude (which usually are two).
This worked only correctly for models that have symmetrically defined solar insola-
tion to the Equator. In a non-symmetric model, e.g. with seasonal distributed solar
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insolation, this was not the case. In a state where one pole was ice-free (ice-edge
equals 90◦) but the ice-edge on the other hemisphere had some arbitrary value l, the
method would just return the latitude l as a single value and ignore the additional
(theoretical) ice-edge at 90◦.

This bug could be fixed by a simple dimension check of the return value and corre-
sponding corrections. Figure 3.1 illustrates the calculation differences. Changes of
the source code can be seen in Appendix A.5.
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Figure 3.1.: Ice edge calculation for a seasonal EBM by the find icelines() method
before and after the bug fix.

3.3. CLIMLAB Documentation

Building the climlab documentation has been a significant part of this bachelor the-
sis. Good documentation is particularly important because the package will be used for
teaching. The documentation has been compiled with the Python-based tool Sphinx.
A HTML based web version as well as a text based print version (see Appendix B) has
been created.

All contents of the documentation are my own work except indicated differently below.
The documentation is structured in the following parts:

Introduction

The first chapter gives a brief summary about the climlab package. It is very much
based on the package’s README file which was created by Brian Rose.
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Download

Everything concerning the installation and setup process is described in this section. Links
to the available releases on the source code hosting website github (https://github.
com/) as well as Python package dependencies can be found. Support for setting up a
suitable Python environment and installing the climlab package is given.

Architecture

The basic code structure of the climlab package is explained with its most important
classes on which the package is based on: Process, Domain and Axis. Access to model
attributes and the subprocess hierarchy and classification is explained. climlab’s inte-
gration scheme is outlined and the involved methods are introduced.
The chapter was partly built on the basis of a sketch of the new Application Programm-
ing Interface which was released in climlab version 0.3.0.1 and written by Brian Rose in
docstring format in the code of the Process class.

Models

Possible energy balance subprocess parametrizations are listed here for the energy budget
components insolation, albedo, outgoing longwave radiation and energy transport.
The preconfigured EBMs (steady-state, seasonal and annual) are described as well.

Tutorials

The Tutorial chapter should provide examples and practical help for new users to under-
stand how to use climlab. Tutorials are written in the interactive format of Jupyter
notebooks, where Python code can be displayed and executed live, results can be stored
and visualized and everything can be combined with explanatory text blocks. Obviously,
the imported versions of the notebooks in the documentation are not interactive.

Brian Rose created a couple of notebooks which come with the climlab package. In this
version of the documentation they are not included, but only those that have been newly
created as part of this thesis. These notebooks show the basic workflow with Energy
Balance Models and their subprocesses:

• Preconfigured Energy Balance Models

• Boltzmann Outgoing Longwave Radiation

• Budyko Transport for Energy Balance Models

In the published online version of the documentation a collection of Brian Rose’s note-
books will be included as well.

https://github.com/
https://github.com/
Process
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Application Programming Interface

The Application Programming Interface (API) comprises the kind of methods and func-
tions that the user invokes for the usage of the climlab code. The classes and their
related methods are explained in the API. Following information are included:

• general information

• initialization parameters

• object attributes created or modified

• base class where object is inherited from

• inheritance diagram

• code example

To enable a comprehensive understanding and traceability, the API does not only docu-
ment the first layer user interface, but also all non-private base classes and modules where
user interface modules are inherited from. A couple of private classes and functions are
documented as well.

The API is build by the Sphinx tool from docstrings in the package source code. Previ-
ous docstring documentation of methods and classes in the source code has been sketchy
and brief if present at all. Therefore, a major part of the work was to understand the
climlab code in detail and trace all method calls as well as object inheritances in the
class hierarchy. The docstrings have been written according to this procedure.

To give an example, the docstring of the zonal_mean_surface() method of the climlab.
domain.domain module is printed here:

1 def zonal mean surface(num lat=90, water depth=10., lat=None, ∗∗kwargs):
2 """Creates a Domain with one water cell and a latitude axis above.
3

4 Domain has a single heat capacity according to the specified water
5 depth.
6

7 ∗∗Function−call argument∗∗ \n
8

9 :param int num lat: number of latitude points on the axis
10 [default: 90]
11 :param float water depth: depth of the water cell (slab ocean)
12 [default: 10.]
13 :param lat: specification for latitude axis (optional)
14 :type lat: :class:‘~climlab.domain.axis.Axis‘ or
15 latitude array
16 :raises: :exc:‘ValueError ‘ if ‘lat‘ is given but neither Axis nor
17 latitude array.
18 :returns: surface domain
19 :rtype: :class:‘SlabOcean ‘
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20

21 :Example:
22

23 ::
24

25 >>> from climlab import domain
26 >>> sfc = domain.zonal mean surface(num lat=36)
27

28 >>> print sfc
29 climlab Domain object with domain type=ocean and shape=(36, 1)
30

31 """

As this work just refers to Energy Balance Models, only the EBM relevant parts of the
climlab package have been documented and included. However, this includes the whole
general package architecture which is not EBM specific, but very relevant for the EBM
processes of course.

References

All references cited in the documentation are listed here.

License

The climlab code is as well as the documentation licensed under MIT License. Details
about the license are listed in this chapter.

Contact

Reference and contacts of the corresponding authors (code and documentation) can be
found here. A link to the issue tracker on github is provided for bug reports.
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4. Stability of Energy Balance Models
with Prescribed Heat Transport

4.1. Introduction

In Kienert et al. (2012) a three dimensional climate model is applied for the first time
to study possible glaciation during the Archean (3.8–2.5 billion years ago). The study
is based on the well-known paradox (Feulner, 2012) that the Earth’s ocean surface was
not completely frozen in that time and liquid surface water existed (Lowe, 1980; Walker,
1982), although the solar luminosity was significant lower than today (Bahcall et al.,
2001). Accordingly an ocean general circulation model (OGCM) including a dynamic
sea-ice model and coupled to a simplified atmosphere model is used to estimate the partial
CO2 pressure in the atmosphere that is necessary to prevent the climate from transform-
ing into a deep freeze state with a complete frozen surface of the Earth. Comparing the
results of Kienert et al. (2012) to later studies which use atmosphere general circulation
models (AGCMs) coupled to simple ocean models without sea-ice dynamics reveals that
the atmospheric models calculate significantly lower CO2 pressures as shown in Figure 4.1.

The OGCM by Kienert et al. (2012) applies detailed equations for oceanic flow, while
the compared AGCMs use a mixed-layer ocean and dictate an ocean heat transport from
today’s state of the climate system. The energy exchange from atmosphere and ocean as
well as energy flow within the ocean basins is highly dependent on the polar ice extent,
as sea ice acts as an isolator between the layers. In turn, the oceanic heat transport to-
wards the poles has a strong impact on the iceline. Thus, the lower values for the critical
CO2 partial pressure may result from the prescribed heat transport in the AGCMs, which
stabilizes the climate and counteracts a fast extension of the polar ice surfaces during a
reduction of solar luminosity.

This motivates the investigation of a stabilizing effect of the ice edge through prescrib-
ing heat transport in climate models. In the following, this is explored with the one-
dimensional energy balance model described above.

4.2. Model Configuration

The one-dimensional energy balance model approach is used as described in Chapter 2.4.2
and 2.4.3. Two EBMs are compared: one model distributes the meridional energy via the
diffusion transport term (eq. 2.16) which will be referred to as EBMdiff, while the other
model has a fixed term Hp of energy exchange between atmosphere and ocean as well as
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Figure 4.1.: Atmospheric partial CO2 pressures are illustrated for specific temperatures
in dependency of the solar luminosity corresponding to billions of years be-
fore present. Three different model types are used in the presented studies.
The OGCM results (upper dark gray area) indicate a much higher pressure of
greenhouse gases than the AGCM results (lower light gray area). For compar-
ison the results of a one-dimensional radiative-convective model are plotted
which are predominantly intermediate (Feulner, 2016).

a diffusion term with a lower diffusivity constant (EBMmix in the following).

The models are using linear parametrization of outgoing longwave radiation (eq. 2.14) and
a step function for albedo values (eq. 2.11). Albedo values above the freezing temperature
Tf = −10◦C are described through a parabolic function αice-free = a0 + a2P2(sin(ϕ)) with
P2(x) = (3x2−1)/2 to account the dependency of solar zenith angle and observed changes
in cloudiness (Budyko, 1969; North et al., 1981; Rose and Marshall, 2009). Equation
(2.12) is used to approximate the distribution of solar radiation. The latitudinal energy
budget of EBMdiff and EBMmix is noted in eq. (4.1) and eq. (4.2) respectively:

Ci
∂Ti
∂t

=(1− αi)Qi − (A+B · Ti)−Ddiff

[
d2

dϕ2
Ti − tan(ϕ)

d

dϕ
Ti

]
, (4.1)

Ci
∂Ti
∂t

=(1− αi)Qi − (A+B · Ti)−Dmix

[
d2

dϕ2
Ti − tan(ϕ)

d

dϕ
Ti

]
+Hp(ϕ) . (4.2)
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The diffusion term is written in representation of the spheric variable latitude like in
eq. (2.17). Hp is the globally balanced fixed net energy input in the cell as plotted in
Figure 4.2.

Prescribed Energy Transport
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Figure 4.2.: Hp describes the net energy input into one cell resulting from the energy
exchange of atmosphere and ocean. Monthly climatology data (1984-2009)
for ocean surface net heat radiation from the WHOI OAFlux Project (Yu
et al., 2008) has been averaged over time and longitude as well as equalized
to hemispherical symmetry and balanced to net zero.

All parameters used in the model are listed in Table 4.1, where nlat represents the number
of latitudinal model grid points. OLR parameters A and B have been chosen according
to McGuffie and Henderson-Sellers (2005). The diffusion parameters Ddiff and Dmix have
been tuned to a global mean temperature T̄ = 13◦C and ice edge at 78◦ according to Hp

at S0 = 1365.2 W/m2.

Parameter Value Units

nlat 360 -
C 41.813 · 106 J/m2/K
S0 1365.2 W/m2

s2 -0.48 -
a0 0.325 -
a2 0.078 -

Parameter Value Units

αice 0.62 -
Tf -10 ◦C
A 204.0 W/m2

B 2.17 W/m2/◦C
Ddiff 0.590 W/m2/◦C
Dmix 0.315 W/m2/◦C

Table 4.1.: Model Parameters

Both models EBMdiff and EBMmix are integrated for present day conditions with solar
constant S0. Afterwards the solar constant is reduced successively after the models reached
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equilibrium. For solar constants greater than S0 both models are starting at present day
conditions as well.

4.3. Results

As shown in Figure 4.3, EBMmix is more stable to alteration of the solar constant S.
EBMdiff shifts to a complete snow-covered Earth at S = 1234 W/m2 while the instability
of the mixed model occurs at a 14 W/m2 lower solar constant. A similar effect exists
at the transition point from the initial state with small ice-cap cover towards a complete
ice-free surface. Also in that case the mixed model EBMmix is more resilient to a rise of
solar insolation compared to EBMdiff.
During a reduction of S from present-day conditions, EBMmix is stabilized by the ice-edge
imprinted in the prescribed energy transport term Hp although this effect is small com-
pared to the mere diffusion model. Ice cover is slightly larger for mid-60 latitudes to 45◦

in EBMdiff at same solar rate, which also has effect on the global mean temperature. At
the latter Hp turns positive again after a local low point and provides energy to latitude
between 45◦ and 22◦ (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.3.: Ice-edge latitude and global mean temperature are plotted in dependence
of the solar constant for two EBMs with varying implementation of energy
transport. The present-day solar constant S0 is marked by a dashed line.

The global mean temperature follows a similar trend like the ice-edge behavior, as the ice
occurrence has a strong influence on the radiation budget. Switching from the 80◦ ice-cap
edge to ice-free state does not have a significant effect on the global mean temperatures
which change rather linear. Due to the small area and comparatively small amount of
solar insolation at the pole regions, the impact on the global energy balance is much
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smaller than in mid and low latitudes.

4.4. Interpretation and Conclusion

Due to the very conceptual and highly parametrized approach of EBMs, the presented
results are only of qualitative relevance. Irrespective of the simplifications in the EBM
equations, also the implementation may cause some inaccuracies. The used nlat = 360
resolves the latitude grid in steps of 0.5◦, which disrupts the sensitive ice-albedo feed-
back to a small extent. Another major impact may have the diffusion transport term in
the mixed model: as it tends to level the non-linear influence of prescribed heat trans-
port heavily, the effect of the fixed energy exchange might even be underestimated in the
EBMmix model.
Yet with comparably simple and conceptual energy balance models, a stabilizing influ-
ence of prescribed heat transport towards variations of the solar constant can be shown.
This might help to interpret the model results of Figure 4.1 and gives more evidence,
that the prescribed heat transport in the AGCMs has an influence in the significant lower
computed values for partial CO2 pressure. That in turn promotes the theory of very high
concentration of greenhouse gases in the Archean to maintain conditions for liquid water
on the Earth’s surface.

Generally the EBM stability results emphasize the significance of model assumptions and
preconditions to potential model results. These are crucial and determine the scope and
range of model result interpretations.
It can be stressed that the chosen model approach including all necessary assumptions
and simplifications is very dependent on the question of research.
As the application of GCMs comes with high computation cost and time, conceptual
models such as EBMs or RCMs might be able to play a more important role in preinves-
tigations and the planing processes of research activities or may help to estimate model
results at an early stage. For these applications the climlab package might be a good
resource.
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A. CLIMLAB Code

In this Appendix chapter the contributions and modifications of the climlab code that
have been done as a part of this thesis are attached.

A.1. climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT C02

The AplusBT_CO2 class has been added to the climlab.radiation.AplusBT module:

1 class AplusBT CO2(EnergyBudget):
2 """Linear longwave radiation module considering CO2 concentration.
3

4 This radiation subprocess is based in the idea to linearize the Outgoing
5 Longwave Radiation (OLR) emitted to space according to the surface
6 temperature (see :class:‘AplusBT ‘).
7

8 To consider a the change of the greenhouse effect through range of
9 :math:‘CO 2 ‘ in the atmosphere , the parameters A and B are computed like

10 the following:
11

12 .. math::
13

14 A(c) = −326.4 + 9.161 c − 3.164 c^2 + 0.5468 c^3 \n
15 B(c) = 1.953 − 0.04866 c + 0.01309 c^2 − 0.002577 c^3
16

17 where :math:‘c=\\log \\frac{p}{300}‘ and :math:‘p‘ represents
18 the concentration of :math:‘CO 2 ‘ in the atmosphere.
19

20 For further reading see :cite:‘Caldeira 1992 ‘.
21

22

23 ∗∗Initialization parameters∗∗ \n
24

25 An instance of ‘‘AplusBT CO2 ‘‘ is initialized with the following
26 argument:
27

28 :param float CO2: The concentration of :math:‘CO 2 ‘ in the atmosphere.

29 Referred to as :math:‘p‘ in the above given formulas.\n
30 − unit: :math:‘\\textrm{ppm}‘ (parts per million) \n
31 − default value: ‘‘300.0‘‘
32

33

34 ∗∗Object attributes∗∗ \n
35

36 Additional to the parent class
37 :class:‘~climlab.process.energy budget.EnergyBudget ‘
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38 following object attributes are generated or updated during initialization:
39

40 :ivar float CO2: calls the setter function of :func:‘CO2‘
41 :ivar dict diagnostics: the subprocess’s diagnostic dictionary
42 ‘‘self.diagnostic ‘‘ is initialized
43 through calling
44 ‘‘self.init diagnostic(’OLR’, 0. ∗ self.Ts)‘‘
45 :ivar Field OLR: the subprocess attribute ‘‘self.OLR‘‘ is
46 created with correct dimensions
47

48 :Example:
49

50 Replacing an the regular AplusBT subprocess in an energy balance model::
51

52 >>> import climlab
53 >>> from climlab.radiation.AplusBT import AplusBT CO2
54

55 >>> # creating EBM model
56 >>> model = climlab.EBM()
57

58 >>> print model
59

60 .. code−block:: none
61 :emphasize−lines: 7
62

63 climlab Process of type <class ’climlab.model.ebm.EBM’>.
64 State variables and domain shapes:
65 Ts: (90, 1)
66 The subprocess tree:
67 top: <class ’climlab.model.ebm.EBM’>
68 diffusion: <class ’climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion’>
69 LW: <class ’climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT’>
70 albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo’>
71 iceline: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline’>
72 cold albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo’>
73 warm albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo’>
74 insolation: <class ’climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation’>
75

76 ::
77

78 >>> # creating and adding albedo feedback subprocess
79 >>> LW CO2 = AplusBT CO2(CO2=400, state=model.state, ∗∗model.param)
80

81 >>> # overwriting old ’LW’ subprocess with same name
82 >>> model.add subprocess(’LW’, LW CO2)
83

84 >>> print model
85

86 .. code−block:: none
87 :emphasize−lines: 7
88

89 climlab Process of type <class ’climlab.model.ebm.EBM’>.
90 State variables and domain shapes:
91 Ts: (90, 1)
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92 The subprocess tree:
93 top: <class ’climlab.model.ebm.EBM’>
94 diffusion: <class ’climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion’>
95 LW: <class ’climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT CO2’>
96 albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo’>
97 iceline: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline’>
98 cold albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo’>
99 warm albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo’>

100 insolation: <class ’climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation’>
101

102 """
103 # implemented by m−kreuzer
104 def init (self, CO2=300., ∗∗kwargs):
105 super(AplusBT CO2 , self). init (∗∗kwargs)
106 self.CO2 = CO2
107 #newdiags = [’OLR’,]
108 #self.add diagnostics(newdiags)
109 self.init diagnostic(’OLR’, 0. ∗ self.Ts)
110

111 @property
112 def CO2(self):
113 """Property of AplusBT CO2 parameter CO2.
114

115 :getter: Returns the CO2 concentration which is stored in attribute
116 ‘‘self. CO2 ‘‘
117 :setter: ∗ sets the CO2 concentration which is addressed as
118 ‘‘self. CO2 ‘‘ to the new value
119 ∗ updates the parameter dictionary ‘‘self.param[’CO2’]‘‘
120 :type: float
121

122 """
123 return self. CO2
124 @CO2.setter
125 def CO2(self, value):
126 self. CO2 = value

A.2. climlab.radiation.Boltzmann.Boltzmann

The climlab.radiation subpackage as been extended by the Boltzmann class:

1 from climlab import constants as const
2 from climlab.process.energy budget import EnergyBudget
3

4

5 class Boltzmann(EnergyBudget):
6 """A class for black body radiation.
7

8 Implements a radiation subprocess which computes longwave radiation
9 with the Stefan−Boltzmann law for black/grey body radiation.

10

11 According to the Stefan Boltzmann law the total power radiated from an
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12 object with surface area :math:‘A‘ and temperature :math:‘T‘ (in
13 unit Kelvin) can be written as
14

15 .. math::
16

17 P = A \\varepsilon \\sigma T^4
18

19 where :math:‘\\varepsilon ‘ is the emissivity of the body.
20

21 As the :class:‘~climlab.process.energy budget.EnergyBudget ‘ of the
22 Energy Balance Model is accounted in unit

23 :math:‘\\textrm{energy} / \\textrm{area}‘
24 (:math:‘\\textrm{W}/ \\textrm{m}^2‘)
25 the energy budget equation looks like this:
26

27 .. math::
28

29 C \\frac{dT}{dt} = R\downarrow − R\uparrow − H \n
30

31 The :class:‘Boltzmann ‘ radiation subprocess represents the outgoing

32 radiation :math:‘R\uparrow‘ which then can be written as
33

34 .. math::
35

36 R\uparrow = \\varepsilon \\sigma T^4
37

38 with state variable :math:‘T‘.
39

40 ∗∗Initialization parameters∗∗ \n
41

42 An instance of ‘‘Boltzmann ‘‘ is initialized with the following
43 arguments:
44

45 :param float eps: emissivity of the planet’s surface which is the
46 effectiveness in emitting energy as thermal radiation

47 \n
48 − unit: dimensionless \n
49 − default value: ‘‘0.65‘‘
50 :param float tau: transmissivity of the planet’s atmosphere which is the
51 effectiveness in transmitting the longwave radiation
52 emitted from the surface

53 \n
54 − unit: dimensionless \n
55 − default value: ‘‘0.95‘‘
56

57 ∗∗Object attributes∗∗ \n
58

59 During initialization both arguments described above are created as object
60 attributes which calls their setter function (see below).
61

62 :ivar float eps: calls the setter function of :func:‘eps‘
63 :ivar float tau: calls the setter function of :func:‘tau‘
64 :ivar dict diagnostics: the subprocess’s diagnostic dictionary
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65 ‘‘self.diagnostic ‘‘ is initialized
66 through calling
67 ‘‘self.init diagnostic(’OLR’, 0. ∗ self.Ts)‘‘
68 :ivar Field OLR: the subprocess attribute ‘‘self.OLR‘‘ is
69 created with correct dimensions
70

71 :Example:
72

73 Replacing an the regular AplusBT subprocess in an energy balance model::
74

75 >>> import climlab
76 >>> from climlab.radiation.Boltzmann import Boltzmann
77

78 >>> # creating EBM model
79 >>> model = climlab.EBM()
80

81 >>> print model
82

83 .. code−block:: none
84 :emphasize−lines: 7
85

86 climlab Process of type <class ’climlab.model.ebm.EBM’>.
87 State variables and domain shapes:
88 Ts: (90, 1)
89 The subprocess tree:
90 top: <class ’climlab.model.ebm.EBM’>
91 diffusion: <class ’climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion’>
92 LW: <class ’climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT’>
93 albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo’>
94 iceline: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline’>
95 cold albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo’>
96 warm albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo’>
97 insolation: <class ’climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation’>
98

99 ::
100

101 >>> # creating and adding albedo feedback subprocess
102 >>> LW boltz = Boltzmann(eps=0.69, tau=0.98, state=model.state,
103 ∗∗model.param)
104

105 >>> # overwriting old ’LW’ subprocess with same name
106 >>> model.add subprocess(’LW’, LW boltz)
107

108 >>> print model
109

110 .. code−block:: none
111 :emphasize−lines: 7
112

113 climlab Process of type <class ’climlab.model.ebm.EBM’>.
114 State variables and domain shapes:
115 Ts: (90, 1)
116 The subprocess tree:
117 top: <class ’climlab.model.ebm.EBM’>
118 diffusion: <class ’climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion’>
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119 LW: <class ’climlab.radiation.Boltzmann.Boltzmann’>
120 albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo’>
121 iceline: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline’>
122 cold albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo’>
123 warm albedo: <class ’climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo’>
124 insolation: <class ’climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation’>
125

126 """
127 # implemented by m−kreuzer
128 def init (self, eps= 0.65, tau=0.95, ∗∗kwargs):
129 super(Boltzmann , self). init (∗∗kwargs)
130 self.eps = eps
131 self.tau = tau
132 self.init diagnostic(’OLR’, 0. ∗ self.Ts)
133

134 @property
135 def eps(self):
136 """Property of emissivity parameter.
137

138 :getter: Returns the albedo value which is stored in attribute
139 ‘‘self. eps ‘‘
140 :setter: ∗ sets the emissivity which is addressed as ‘‘self. eps ‘‘
141 to the new value
142 ∗ updates the parameter dictionary ‘‘self.param[’eps’]‘‘
143 :type: float
144

145 """
146 return self. eps
147 @eps.setter
148 def eps(self, value):
149 self. eps = value
150 self.param[’eps’] = value
151

152 @property
153 def tau(self):
154 """Property of the transmissivity parameter.
155

156 :getter: Returns the albedo value which is stored in attribute
157 ‘‘self. tau ‘‘
158 :setter: ∗ sets the emissivity which is addressed as ‘‘self. tau ‘‘
159 to the new value
160 ∗ updates the parameter dictionary ‘‘self.param[’tau’]‘‘
161 :type: float
162

163 """
164 return self. tau
165 @tau.setter
166 def tau(self, value):
167 self. tau = value
168 self.param[’tau’] = value
169

170

171 def compute emission(self):
172 for varname, value in self.state.iteritems():
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173 flux = self.eps ∗ self.tau ∗ const.sigma ∗ \
174 (value + const.tempCtoK)∗∗4.
175 self.OLR[:] = flux
176

177

178 def compute heating rates(self):
179 """Computes energy flux convergences to get heating rates
180 in :math:‘W/m^2‘.
181

182 """
183 self. compute emission()
184 for varname, value in self.state.iteritems():
185 self.heating rate[varname] = −self.OLR

A.3. climlab.dynamics.budyko transport.BudykoTransport

The climlab.dynamics subpackage as been extended by the BudykoTransport class:

1 from climlab.process.energy budget import EnergyBudget
2 from climlab.domain.field import global mean
3

4

5 class BudykoTransport(EnergyBudget):
6 """Calculates 1−dim latitudinal heat transport as difference
7 between local temperature and global mean temperature.
8

9 :param float b: budyko transport parameter \n
10 − unit: :math:‘\\textrm{W} / \\left( \\textrm{m}^2 \\
11 ^{\circ} \\textrm{C} \\right)‘ \n
12 − default value: ‘‘3.81‘‘
13

14 The BudykoTransport :class:‘~climlab.process.process.Process‘ needs
15 a state do be defined on. See example for details.
16

17 ∗∗Computation Details:∗∗ \n
18

19 In a global Energy Balance Model
20

21 .. math::
22

23 C \\frac{dT}{dt} = R\downarrow − R\uparrow − H
24

25 with model state :math:‘T‘, the energy transport term :math:‘H‘
26 can be described as
27

28 .. math::
29

30 H = b [T − \\bar{T}]
31

32 where :math:‘T‘ is a vector of the model temperature and :math:‘\\bar{T}‘
33 describes the global mean value of :math:‘T‘.
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34

35 For further information see :cite:‘Budyko 1969 ‘.
36

37 :Example:
38

39 Budyko Transport as a standalone process:
40

41 .. plot:: code input manual/example budyko transport.py
42 :include−source:
43

44 """
45 # implemented by m−kreuzer
46 def init (self, b=3.81, ∗∗kwargs):
47 super(BudykoTransport , self). init (∗∗kwargs)
48 self.b = b
49

50 @property
51 def b(self):
52 """the budyko transport parameter in unit

53 :math:‘\\frac{\\textrm{W}}{\\textrm{m}^2 \\textrm{K}}‘
54

55 :getter: returns the budyko transport parameter
56 :setter: sets the budyko transport parameter
57 :type: float
58

59 """
60 return self. b
61 @b.setter
62 def b(self, value):
63 self. b = value
64 self.param[’b’] = value
65

66 def compute heating rates(self):
67 """Computes energy flux convergences to get heating rates
68 in :math:‘W/m^2‘.
69

70 """
71 for varname, value in self.state.iteritems():
72 self.heating rate[varname] = − self.b ∗ \
73 (value − global mean(value))

A.4. climlab.process.time dependent process.
TimeDependentProcess

The TimeDependentProcess class as been extended by the integrate_converge() method:

1 def integrate converge(self, crit=1e−4, verbose=True):
2 """Integrates the model until model states are converging.
3

4 :param crit: exit criteria for difference of iterated solutions
5 :type crit: float
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6

7 :param bool verbose: information whether total elapsed time
8 should be printed.
9

10 :Example:
11

12 ::
13

14 >>> import climlab
15 >>> model = climlab.EBM()
16

17 >>> model.global mean temperature()
18 Field(11.997968598413685)
19

20 >>> model.integrate converge()
21 Total elapsed time is 10.0 years.
22

23 >>> model.global mean temperature()
24 Field(14.288155406577301)
25

26 """
27 # implemented by m−kreuzer
28 for varname, value in self.state.iteritems():
29 value old = copy.deepcopy(value)
30 self.integrate years(1,verbose=False)
31 while np.max(np.abs(value old−value)) > crit :
32 value old = copy.deepcopy(value)
33 self.integrate years(1,verbose=False)
34 if verbose == True:
35 print("Total elapsed time is %s years."
36 % str(self.time[’days elapsed’]/const.days per year))

A.5. climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline

The find_iceline() method in the climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline class has been
modified to calculate the ice edges correctly. Added have been lines 38-47.

1 def find icelines(self):
2 """Finds iceline according to the surface temperature.
3

4 This method is called by the private function
5 :func:‘~climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline. compute ‘
6 and updates following attributes according to the freezing temperature
7 ‘‘self.param[’Tf’]‘‘ and the surface temperature ‘‘self.param[’Ts’]‘‘:
8

9 ∗∗Object attributes∗∗ \n
10

11 :ivar Field noice: a Field of booleans which are ‘‘True‘‘ where

12 :math:‘T s \\ge T f ‘
13 :ivar Field ice: a Field of booleans which are ‘‘True‘‘ where
14 :math:‘T s < T f ‘
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15 :ivar array icelat: an array with two elements indicating the
16 ice−edge latitudes
17 :ivar dict diagnostics: key ‘‘’icelat’‘‘ is updated according to
18 object attribute ‘‘self.icelat‘‘ during
19 modification
20

21

22 """
23 Tf = self.param[’Tf’]
24 Ts = self.state[’Ts’]
25 lat bounds = self.domains[’Ts’].axes[’lat’].bounds
26 self.noice = np.where(Ts >= Tf, True, False)
27 self.ice = np.where(Ts < Tf, True, False)
28 if self.ice.all():
29 # 100% ice cover
30 self.icelat = np.array([−0., 0.])
31 elif self.noice.all():
32 # zero ice cover
33 self.icelat = np.array([−90., 90.])
34 else: # there is some ice edge
35 # Taking np.diff of a boolean array gives True at the boundaries
36 # between True and False
37 boundary indices = np.where(np.diff(self.ice.squeeze()))[0]+1
38 # check for asymmetry case: [−90,x] or [x,90]
39 # −> boundary indices hold only one value for icelat
40 if boundary indices.size == 1:
41 if self.ice[0] == True: # case: [x,90]
42 # extend indice array by missing value for northpole
43 boundary indices = \
44 np.append(boundary indices , self.ice.size)
45 elif self.ice[−1] == True: # case: [−90,x]
46 # extend indice array by missing value for northpole
47 boundary indices = np.insert(boundary indices ,0 ,0)
48 # an array of boundary latitudes
49 self.icelat = lat bounds[boundary indices]
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B. Documentation of the CLIMLAB
Package

The documentation of climlab is printed here in the pdf-output format. The regular
HTML format of the documentation can be found on CD attached to this work.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 What is climlab?

climlab is a flexible engine for process-oriented climate modeling. It is based on a very general concept of a
model as a collection of individual, interacting processes. climlab defines a base class called Process, which can
contain an arbitrarily complex tree of sub-processes (each also some sub-class of Process). Every climate process
(radiative, dynamical, physical, turbulent, convective, chemical, etc.) can be simulated as a stand-alone process
model given appropriate input, or as a sub-process of a more complex model. New classes of model can easily be
defined and run interactively by putting together an appropriate collection of sub-processes.

Most of the actual computation for simpler model components use vectorized numpy array functions. It should
run out-of-the-box on a standard scientific Python distribution, such as Anaconda or Enthought Canopy.

1.2 What’s new in version 0.3?

New in version 0.3, climlab now includes Python wrappers for more numerically intensive processes implemented
in Fortran code (specifically the CAM3 radiation module). These require a Fortran compiler on your system, but
otherwise have no other library dependencies. climlab uses a compile-on-demand strategy. The compiler is
invoked automatically as necessary when a new process is created by the user.

1.3 Implementation of models

Currently, climlab has out-of-the-box support and documented examples for:

• 1D radiative and radiative-convective single column models, with various radiation schemes:

– Grey Gas

– Simplified band-averaged models (4 bands each in longwave and shortwave)

– One GCM-level radiation module (CAM3)

• 1D diffusive energy balance models

• Seasonal and steady-state models

• Arbitrary combinations of the above, for example:

– 2D latitude-pressure models with radiation, horizontal diffusion, and fixed relative humidity

• orbital / insolation calculations

• boundary layer sensible and latent heat fluxes

Note: For more details about the implemented Energy Balance Models, see the Models (page 11) chapter.

1
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1.4 Documentation

This documentation currently only covers all Energy Balance Model relevant parts of the code, which is just a part
of the package. The whole package may be covered in a later release of the documentation.

2 Chapter 1. Introduction



CHAPTER

TWO

DOWNLOAD

2.1 Code

Stables releases as well as the current development version can be found on github:

• Stable Releases

• Development Version

2.2 Dependencies

climlab is written in Python 2.7 and the requires the following Python packages to run:

• Numpy

• Scipy

• NetCDF4

Optional packages:

• Jupyter (to run Jupyter notebooks containing tutorials and introduction for climlab)

• Matplotlib (plotting libary)

The packages have to be installed on your machine. Either they can be individially downloaded, compiled and
installed according to the the instructions on the corresponding websites.

Easier to handle however are Python distributions like Anaconda or Enthought Canopy which already include
many popular Python packages.

2.2.1 Setup environment with Anaconda

An example is given here how to set up a python environment with Anaconda.

A new environment named climlab_env with all above packages is created like this:

$ conda create --name climlab_env numpy scipy netcdf4 jupyter matplotlib

All new packages which will be installed are displayed including their version number. Press y to
proceed.

After the environment is build, it can be activated with

$ source activate climlab_env

and can be deactivated with

$ source deactivate

To install climlab in the new environment follow the steps below.

3
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2.3 Installation

2.3.1 Stable Release

With the Python package pip, which collects the current version from the Python Package Index,
climlab can be easily installed on a machine through the terminal command

$ pip install climlab

2.3.2 Development Version

Otherwise, the package can be downloaded from the above referred link and installed manually
through running from the package directory

$ python setup.py install

for a regular system wide installation.

In case you want to develop new code, run following command (which also has an uninstall option):

$ python setup.py develop

4 Chapter 2. Download



CHAPTER

THREE

ARCHITECTURE

The backbone of the climlab architecture are Processes and their relatives TimeDependentProcesses. As all rel-
evant procedures and events that can be modelled with climlab are expressed in Processes, they build the basic
structure of the package.

For example, if you want to model the incoming solar radiation on Earth, climlab implements it as a Process,
namely in the Diagnostic Process _Insolation (page 80) (or one of it’s daughter classes to be specific).

Another example: the emitted energy of a surface can be computed through the Boltzmann (page 73) class
which is also a climlab Process and implements the Stefan Boltzmann Law for a grey body. Like that, all events
and procedures that climlab can model are organized in Processes.

Note: The implementation of a whole model, for example an Energy Balance Model (EBM (page 50)), is also an
instance of the Process (page 60) class in climlab.

For more information about models, see the climlab Models (page 11) chapter.

A Process that represents a whole model will have a couple of subprocesses which will be Processes themselves.
They represent a certain part of the model, for example the albedo or the insolation component. More details about
subprocesses can be found below.

A Process is always defined on a Domain which itself is based on Axes or a single Axis. The following section
will give a basic introduction about their role in the package, their dependencies and their implementation.

3.1 Process

A process is an instance of the class Process (page 60). Most processes are timedependent and therefore an
instance of the daughter class TimeDependentProcess (page 66).

3.1.1 Basic Dictionaries

A climlab.Process object has several iterable dictionaries (dict) of named, gridded variables 1:

• process.state contains the process‘ state variables, which are usually time-dependent and which are
major quantities that identify the condition and status of the process. This can be the (surface) temper-
ature of a model for instance.

• process.input contains boundary conditions and other gridded quantities independent of the process.
This dictionary is often set by a parent process.

• process.param contains parameter of the Process or model. Basically, this is the same as
process.input but with scalar entries.

1 In the following the small written process refers to an instance of the Process (page 60) class.

5
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• process.tendencies is an iterable dictionary of time tendencies (𝑑/𝑑𝑡) for each state variable defined
in process.state.

Note: A non TimeDependentProcess (but instance of Process (page 60)) does not have this dictio-
nary.

• process.diagnostics contains any quantity derived from the current state. In an Energy Balance
Model this dictionary can have entries like ’ASR’, ’OLR’, ’icelat’, ’net_radiation’,
’albedo’ or ’insolation’.

• process.subprocess holds subprocesses of the process. More about subprocesses is described below.

The process is fully described by contents of state, input and param dictionaries. tendencies and diagnostics are
always computable from the current state.

3.1.2 Subprocesses

Subprocesses are representing and modeling certain components of the parent process. A model consists of many
subprocesses which are usually defined on the same state variables, domains and axes as the parent process, at
least partially.

Example The subprocess tree of an EBM may look like this:

model_EBM #<head process>
diffusion #<subprocess>
LW #<subprocess>
albedo #<subprocess>

iceline #<sub-subprocess>
cold_albedo #<sub-subprocess>
warm_albedo #<sub-subprocess>

insolation #<subprocess>

It can be seen that subprocesses can have subprocesses themselves, like albedo in this case.

A subprocess is similar to its parent process an instance of the Process (page 60) class. That means
a subprocess has dictionaries and attributes with the same names as its parent process. Not necessary
all will be the same or have the same entries, but a subprocess has at least the basic dictionaries and attributes
created during initialization of the Process (page 60) instance.

Every subprocess should work independently of its parent process given appropriate input.

Example Investigating an individual process (possibly with its own subprocesses) iso-
lated from its parent can be done through:

newproc = climlab.process_like(procname.subprocess['subprocname'])
newproc.compute()

Thereby anything in the input dictionary of ’subprocname’ will remain fixed.

3.1.3 Process Integration over time

A TimeDependentProcess (page 66) can be integrated over time to see how the state variables and other
diagnostic variables vary in time.

6 Chapter 3. Architecture
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Time Dependency of a State Variable

For a state variable 𝑆 which is dependendet on processes 𝑃𝐴, 𝑃𝐵 , ... the time dependency can be written as

𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑃𝐴(𝑆)⏟  ⏞  

𝑆 tendency by 𝑃𝐴

+ 𝑃𝐵(𝑆)⏟  ⏞  
𝑆 tendency by 𝑃𝐵

+ ...

When the state variable 𝑆 is discretized over time like

𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
=

∆𝑆

∆𝑡
=

𝑆(𝑡1) − 𝑆(𝑡0)

𝑡1 − 𝑡0
=

𝑆1 − 𝑆0

∆𝑡
,

the state tendency can be calculated through

∆𝑆 =
[︀
𝑃𝐴(𝑆) + 𝑃𝐵(𝑆) + ...

]︀
∆𝑡

and the new state of 𝑆 after one timestep ∆𝑡 is then:

𝑆1 = 𝑆0 +
[︀

𝑃𝐴(𝑆)⏟  ⏞  
𝑆 tendency by 𝑃𝐴

+ 𝑃𝐵(𝑆)⏟  ⏞  
𝑆 tendency by 𝑃𝐵

+ ...
]︀
∆𝑡 .

Therefore, the new state of 𝑆 is calculated by multiplying the process tendencies of 𝑆 with the timestep and adding
them up to the previous state of 𝑆.

Time Dependency of an Energy Budget

The time dependency of an EBM energy budget is very similar to the above noted equations, just differing in a
heat capacity factor 𝐶. The state variable is temperature 𝑇 in this case, which is altered by subprocesses 𝑆𝑃𝐴,
𝑆𝑃𝐵 , ...

𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐶

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑆𝑃𝐴(𝑇 )⏟  ⏞  

heating-rate of 𝑆𝑃𝐴

+ 𝑆𝑃𝐵(𝑇 )⏟  ⏞  
heating-rate of 𝑆𝑃𝐵

+ ...

⇔ 𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑆𝑃𝐴(𝑇 )

𝐶⏟  ⏞  
𝑇 tendency by 𝑆𝑃𝐴

+
𝑆𝑃𝐵(𝑇 )

𝐶⏟  ⏞  
𝑇 tendency by 𝑆𝑃𝐵

+ ...

Therefore, the new state of 𝑇 after one timestep ∆𝑡 can be written as:

𝑇1 = 𝑇0 +

[︂
𝑆𝑃𝐴(𝑇 )

𝐶
+

𝑆𝑃𝐵(𝑇 )

𝐶
+ ...

]︂

⏟  ⏞  
compute()

∆𝑡

⏟  ⏞  
step_forward()

The integration procedure is implemented in multiple nested function calls. The top functions for model integra-
tion are explained here, for details about computation of subprocess tendencies see Classification of Subprocess
Types (page 8) below.

• compute() (page 67) is a method that computes tendencies 𝑑/𝑑𝑡 for all state variables

– it returns a dictionary of tendencies for all state variables

Temperature tendencies are 𝑆𝑃𝐴(𝑇 )
𝐶 , 𝑆𝑃𝐵(𝑇 )

𝐶 , ... in this case, which are summed up like:

tendencies(𝑇 ) =
𝑆𝑃𝐴(𝑇 )

𝐶
+

𝑆𝑃𝐵(𝑇 )

𝐶
+ ...

– the keys for this dictionary are the same as keys of state dictionary

As temperature 𝑇 is the only state variable in this energy budget, the tendencies dictio-
nary also just has the one key, representing the state variable 𝑇 .

3.1. Process 7
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– the tendency dictionary holds the total tendencies for each state including all subprocesses

In case subprocess 𝑆𝑃𝐴 itself has subprocesses, their 𝑇 tendencies get included in ten-
dency computation by compute() (page 67).

– the method only computes 𝑑/𝑑𝑡 but does not apply changes (which is done by
step_forward() (page 69))

– therefore, the method is relatively independent of the numerical scheme

– method will update variables in proc.diagnostic dictionary. Therefore, it will also gather
all diagnostics from the subprocesses

• step_forward() (page 69) updates the state variables

– it calls compute() (page 67) to get current tendencies

– the method multiplies state tendencies with the timestep and adds them up to the state variables

• integrate_years() (page 68) etc will automate time-stepping by calling the step_forward
(page 69) method multiple times. It also does the computation of time-average diagnostics.

• integrate_converge() (page 67) calls integrate_years() (page 68) as long as the state vari-
ables keep changing over time.

Example Integration of a climlab EBM model over time can look like this:

import climlab
model = climlab.EBM()

# integrate the model for one year
model.integrate_years(1)

Classification of Subprocess Types

Processes can be classified in types: explicit, implicit, diagnostic and adjustment. This makes sense as subpro-
cesses may have different impact on state variable tendencies (diagnostic processes don’t have a direct influence
for instance) or the way their tendencies are computed differ (explixit and implicit).

Therefore, the compute() (page 67) method handles them seperately as well as in specific order.
It calls private _compute() methods that are specified in daugther classes of Process (page 60)
namely DiagnosticProcess (page 57), EnergyBudget (page 58) (which are explicit processes) or
ImplicitProcess (page 59).

The description of compute() (page 67) reveals the details how the different process types are handeled:

The function first computes all diagnostic processes. They don’t produce any tendencies directly but
they may effect the other processes (such as change in solar distribution). Subsequently, all tendencies
and diagnostics for all explicit processes are computed.

Tendencies due to implicit and adjustment processes need to be calculated from a state that is already
adjusted after explicit alteration. For that reason the explicit tendencies are applied to the states
temporarily. Now all tendencies from implicit processes are calculated by matrix inversions and
similar to the explicit tendencies, the implicit ones are applied to the states temporarily. Subsequently,
all instantaneous adjustments are computed.

Then the changes that were made to the states from explicit and implicit processes are removed again
as this compute() (page 67) function is supposed to calculate only tendencies and not apply them
to the states.

Finally, all calculated tendencies from all processes are collected for each state, summed up and stored
in the dictionary self.tendencies, which is an attribute of the time-dependent-process object,
for which the compute() (page 67) method has been called.

8 Chapter 3. Architecture
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3.2 Domain

A Domain defines an area or spatial base for a climlab Process (page 60) object. It consists of axes which are
Axis (page 31) objects that define the dimensions of the Domain.

In a Domain the heat capacity of grid points, bounds or cells/boxes is specified.

There are daughter classes Atmosphere (page 33) and Ocean (page 34) of the private _Domain (page 35) class
implemented which themselves have daughter classes SlabAtmosphere (page 35) and SlabOcean (page 35).

Every Process (page 60) needs to be defined on a Domain. If none is given during initialization but latitude
lat is specified, a default Domain is created.

Several methods are implemented that create Domains with special specifications. These are

• single_column() (page 38)

• zonal_mean_column() (page 38)

• box_model_domain() (page 36)

3.3 Axis

An Axis (page 31) is an object where information of a _Domain (page 35)‘s spacial dimension are specified.

These include the type of the axis, the number of points, location of points and bounds on the spatial dimension,
magnitude of bounds differences delta as well as their unit.

The axes of a _Domain (page 35) are stored in the dictionary axes, so they can be accessed through dom.axes
if dom is an instance of _Domain (page 35).

3.4 Accessibility

For convenience with interactive work, each subprocess ’name’ should be accessible as
proc.subprocess.name as well as the regular way through the subprocess dictionary
proc.subprocess[’name’]. Note that proc is an instance of the Process (page 60) class here.

Example

import climlab
model = climlab.EBM()

# quick access
longwave_subp = model.subprocess.LW

# regular path
longwave_subp = model.subprocess['LW']

climlab will remain (as much as possible) agnostic about the data formats. Variables within the dictionaries will
behave as numpy.ndarray objects.

Grid information and other domain details are accessible as attributes of each process. These attributes are lat,
lat_bounds, lon, lon_bounds, lev, lev_bounds, depth and depth_bounds.

Example the latitude points of a process object that is describing an EBM model

import climlab
model = climlab.EBM()

# quick access
lat_points = model.lat

3.2. Domain 9
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# regular path
lat_points = model.domains['Ts'].axes['lat'].points

Shortcuts like proc.lat will work where these are unambiguous, which means there is only a single axis of that
type in the process.

Many variables will be accessible as process attributes proc.name. This restricts to unique field names in the
above dictionaries.

Warning: There may be other dictionaries that do have name conflicts: e.g. dictionary of tendencies
proc.tendencies, with same keys as proc.state.
These will not be accessible as proc.name, but will be accessible as proc.dict_name.name (as well
as regular dictionary interface proc.dict_name[’name’]).

10 Chapter 3. Architecture
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FOUR

MODELS

As indicated in the Introduction (page 1), climlab can implement different types of models out of the box. Here,
we focus on Energy Balance Models which are refered to as EBMs.

4.1 Energy Balance Model

Currently, there are three “standard” Energy Balance Models implemented in the climlab code. These are EBM
(page 50), EBM_seasonal (page 55) and EBM_annual (page 55), which are explained below.

Let’s first give an overview about different (sub)processes that are implemented:

4.1.1 EBM Subprocesses

Insolation

• FixedInsolation (page 78) defines a constant solar value for all spatial points of the domain:

𝑆(𝑙𝑎𝑡) = 𝑆input

• P2Insolation (page 79) characterizes a parabolic solar distribution over the domain’s latitude on the
basis of the second order Legendre Polynomial 𝑃2:

𝑆(𝜙) =
𝑆0

4

[︁
1 + 𝑠2𝑃2

(︀
sin(𝜙)

)︀]︁

Variable 𝜙 represents the latitude.

• DailyInsolation (page 77) computes the daily solar insolation for each latitude of the domain on the
basis of orbital parameters and astronomical formulas.

• AnnualMeanInsolation (page 75) computes a latitudewise yearly mean for solar insolation on the
basis of orbital parameters and astronomical formulas.

Albedo

• ConstantAlbedo (page 86) defines constant albedo values at all spatial points of the domain:

𝛼(𝜙) = 𝑎0

• P2Albedo (page 88) initializes parabolic distributed albedo values across the domain on basis of the sec-
ond order Legendre Polynomial 𝑃2:

𝛼(𝜙) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎2𝑃2

(︀
sin(𝜙)

)︀

• Iceline (page 87) determines which part of the domain is covered with ice according to a given freezing
temperature.

11
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• StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89) implements an albedo step function in dependence of the surface
temperature by using instances of the above described albedo classes as subprocesses.

Outgoing Longwave Radiation

• AplusBT (page 69) calculates the Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) in form of a linear dependence
of surface temperature 𝑇 :

OLR = 𝐴 + 𝐵 · 𝑇

• AplusBT_CO2 (page 71) calculates OLR in the same way as AplusBT (page 69) but uses parameters 𝐴
and 𝐵 dependent of the atmospheric CO2 concentration 𝑐.

OLR = 𝐴(𝑐) + 𝐵(𝑐) · 𝑇

• Boltzmann (page 73) calculates OLR according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law for a grey body:

OLR = 𝜎𝜀𝑇 4

Energy Transport

These classes calculate the transport of energy 𝐻(𝜙) across the latitude 𝜙 in an energy budget noted as:

𝐶(𝜙)
𝑑𝑇 (𝜙)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑅 ↓ (𝜙) −𝑅 ↑ (𝜙) + 𝐻(𝜙)

• MeridionalDiffusion (page 46) calculates the energy transport in a diffusion like process along the
temperature gradient:

𝐻(𝜙) =
𝐷

cos𝜙

𝜕

𝜕𝜙

(︂
cos𝜙

𝜕𝑇 (𝜙)

𝜕𝜙

)︂

• BudykoTransport (page 42) calculates the energy transport for each latitude 𝜙 depending on the global
mean temperature 𝑇 :

𝐻(𝜙) = −𝑏[𝑇 (𝜙) − 𝑇 ]

4.1.2 EBM templates

The preconfigured Energy Balance Models EBM (page 12), EBM_seasonal (page 13) and EBM_annual (page 13)
use the described suprocesses above:

EBM

The EBM (page 50) class sets up a typical Energy Balance Model with following subprocesses:

• Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) parametrization via AplusBT (page 69)

• solar insolation paramterization via P2Insolation (page 79)

• albedo parametrization in dependence of temperature via StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89)

• energy diffusion via MeridionalDiffusion (page 46)
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EBM_seasonal

The EBM_seasonal (page 55) class implements Energy Balance Models with realistic daily insolation. It uses
following subprocesses:

• Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) parametrization via AplusBT (page 69)

• solar insolation paramterization via DailyInsolation (page 77)

• albedo parametrization in dependence of temperature via StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89)

• energy diffusion via MeridionalDiffusion (page 46)

EBM_annual

The EBM_annual (page 55) class that implements Energy Balance Models with annual mean insolation. It uses
following subprocesses:

• Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) parametrization via AplusBT (page 69)

• solar insolation paramterization via AnnualMeanInsolation (page 75)

• albedo parametrization in dependence of temperature via StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89)

• energy diffusion via MeridionalDiffusion (page 46)

Note: For information how to set up individual models or modify instances of the classes above, see the Tutorials
(page 15) chapter.

4.2 Other Models

As noted in the Introduction (page 1), more model types are implemented in climlab but not covered in the
documentation yet.

4.2. Other Models 13
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CHAPTER

FIVE

TUTORIALS

For a learning-by-doing approach, a couple of Tutorials come with the climlab package. They can be found in the
package’s courseware folder and are written in the Jupyter Notebook format. The first climlab notebooks have
been used for teaching some basics of climate science and had also the initial purpose to document the climlab
package. 1

Example usage

The notebooks are self-describing, and should all run out-of-the-box once the package is installed, e.g.:

jupyter notebook Insolation.ipynb

Notebooks

A few notebooks which describe the basic usage of EBMs can be found here:

5.1 Preconfigured Energy Balance Models

In this document the basic use of climlab’s preconfigured EBM class is shown.

Contents are how to

• setup an EBM model

• show and access subprocesses

• integrate the model

• access and plot various model variables

• calculate the global mean of the temperature

In [1]: # import header

%matplotlib inline
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import climlab
from climlab import constants as const
from climlab.domain.field import global_mean

5.1.1 Model Creation

The regular path for the EBM class is climlab.model.ebm.EBM but it can also be accessed through
climlab.EBM

An EBM model instance is created through

1 As this documentation is part of a bachelor thesis, only tutorials by Moritz Kreuzer have been included in this version. In the future online
version of the documentation there will be more tutorials included.
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In [2]: # model creation
ebm_model = climlab.EBM()

By default many parameters are set during initialization:

num_lat=90, S0=const.S0, A=210., B=2., D=0.55, water_depth=10., Tf=-10,
a0=0.3, a2=0.078, ai=0.62, timestep=const.seconds_per_year/90., T0=12.,
T2=-40

For further details see the climlab documentation.

Many of the input parameters are stored in the following dictionary:

In [3]: # print model parameters
ebm_model.param

Out[3]: {'A': 210.0,
'B': 2.0,
'D': 0.555,
'S0': 1365.2,
'Tf': -10.0,
'a0': 0.3,
'a2': 0.078,
'ai': 0.62,
'timestep': 350632.51200000005,
'water_depth': 10.0}

The model consists of one state variable (surface temperature) and a couple of defined subprocesses.

In [4]: # print model states and suprocesses
print ebm_model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

5.1.2 Model subprocesses

The subprocesses are stored in a dictionary and can be accessed through

In [5]: # access model subprocesses
ebm_model.subprocess.keys()

Out[5]: ['diffusion', 'LW', 'albedo', 'insolation']

So to access the time type of the Longwave Radiation subprocess for example, type:

In [6]: # access specific subprocess through dictionary
ebm_model.subprocess['LW'].time_type

Out[6]: 'explicit'
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5.1.3 Model integration

The model time dictionary shows information about all the time related content and quantities.

In [7]: # accessing the model time dictionary
ebm_model.time

Out[7]: {'day_of_year_index': 0,
'days_elapsed': 0,
'days_of_year': array([ 0. , 4.05824667, 8.11649333, 12.17474 ,

16.23298667, 20.29123333, 24.34948 , 28.40772667,
32.46597333, 36.52422 , 40.58246667, 44.64071333,
48.69896 , 52.75720667, 56.81545333, 60.8737 ,
64.93194667, 68.99019333, 73.04844 , 77.10668667,
81.16493333, 85.22318 , 89.28142667, 93.33967333,
97.39792 , 101.45616667, 105.51441333, 109.57266 ,
113.63090667, 117.68915333, 121.7474 , 125.80564667,
129.86389333, 133.92214 , 137.98038667, 142.03863333,
146.09688 , 150.15512667, 154.21337333, 158.27162 ,
162.32986667, 166.38811333, 170.44636 , 174.50460667,
178.56285333, 182.6211 , 186.67934667, 190.73759333,
194.79584 , 198.85408667, 202.91233333, 206.97058 ,
211.02882667, 215.08707333, 219.14532 , 223.20356667,
227.26181333, 231.32006 , 235.37830667, 239.43655333,
243.4948 , 247.55304667, 251.61129333, 255.66954 ,
259.72778667, 263.78603333, 267.84428 , 271.90252667,
275.96077333, 280.01902 , 284.07726667, 288.13551333,
292.19376 , 296.25200667, 300.31025333, 304.3685 ,
308.42674667, 312.48499333, 316.54324 , 320.60148667,
324.65973333, 328.71798 , 332.77622667, 336.83447333,
340.89272 , 344.95096667, 349.00921333, 353.06746 ,
357.12570667, 361.18395333]),

'num_steps_per_year': 90.0,
'steps': 0,
'timestep': 350632.51200000005,
'years_elapsed': 0}

To integrate the model forward in time different methods are availible:

In [8]: # integrate model for a single timestep
ebm_model.step_forward()

The model time step has increased from 0 to 1:

In [9]: ebm_model.time['steps']

Out[9]: 1

In [10]: # integrate model for a 50 days
ebm_model.integrate_days(50.)

Integrating for 12 steps, 50.0 days, or 0.136895462792 years.
Total elapsed time is 0.144444444444 years.

In [11]: # integrate model for two years
ebm_model.integrate_years(1.)

Integrating for 90 steps, 365.2422 days, or 1.0 years.
Total elapsed time is 1.14444444444 years.

In [12]: # integrate model until solution converges
ebm_model.integrate_converge()

Total elapsed time is 9.14444444444 years.

5.1. Preconfigured Energy Balance Models 17
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Plotting model variables

A couple of interesting model variables are stored in a dictionary named diagnostics. It has following entries:

In [13]: ebm_model.diagnostics.keys()

Out[13]: ['ASR', 'OLR', 'icelat', 'net_radiation', 'albedo', 'insolation']

They can be accessed respecively to the keys through ebm_model.diagnostics[’ASR’]. Most of them
can be also accessed directly as model attributes like:

In [14]: ebm_model.icelat

Out[14]: array([-70., 70.])

The following code does the plotting for some model variables.

In [15]: # creating plot figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))

# Temperature plot
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(221)
ax1.plot(ebm_model.lat,ebm_model.Ts)

ax1.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax1.set_xlim([-90,90])
ax1.set_title('Surface Temperature', fontsize=14)
ax1.set_ylabel('(degC)', fontsize=12)
ax1.grid()

# Albedo plot
ax2 = fig.add_subplot(223, sharex = ax1)
ax2.plot(ebm_model.lat,ebm_model.albedo)

ax2.set_title('Albedo', fontsize=14)
ax2.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax2.set_ylim([0,1])
ax2.grid()

# Net Radiation plot
ax3 = fig.add_subplot(222, sharex = ax1)
ax3.plot(ebm_model.lat, ebm_model.OLR, label='OLR',

color='cyan')
ax3.plot(ebm_model.lat, ebm_model.ASR, label='ASR',

color='magenta')
ax3.plot(ebm_model.lat, ebm_model.ASR-ebm_model.OLR,

label='net radiation',
color='red')

ax3.set_title('Net Radiation', fontsize=14)
ax3.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax3.legend(loc='best')
ax3.grid()

# Energy Balance plot
net_rad = np.squeeze(ebm_model.net_radiation)
transport = ebm_model.heat_transport_convergence()

ax4 = fig.add_subplot(224, sharex = ax1)
ax4.plot(ebm_model.lat, net_rad, label='net radiation',

color='red')
ax4.plot(ebm_model.lat, transport, label='heat transport',
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color='blue')
ax4.plot(ebm_model.lat, net_rad+transport, label='balance',

color='black')

ax4.set_title('Energy', fontsize=14)
ax4.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax4.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax4.legend(loc='best')
ax4.grid()

plt.show()

The energy balance is zero at every latitude. That means the model is in equilibrium. Perfect!

5.1.4 Global mean temperature

The model’s state dictionary has following entries:

In [16]: ebm_model.state.keys()

Out[16]: ['Ts']

So the surface temperature can usually be accessed through ebm_model.state[’Ts’] but is also availible as
a model attribute: ebm_model.Ts

The global mean of the model’s surface temperature can be calculated through

In [17]: # calculate global mean temperature
global_mean(ebm_model.Ts)

Out[17]: Field(14.288135944994657)

Note that in the header the global_mean method has been imported!
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In [18]: print 'The global mean temperature is %s degC.' \
%np.round(global_mean(ebm_model.Ts),2)

print 'The modeled ice edge is at %s deg.' % np.max(ebm_model.icelat)

The global mean temperature is 14.29 degC.
The modeled ice edge is at 70.0 deg.

5.2 Boltzmann Outgoing Longwave Radiation

In this document an Energy Balance Model (EBM) is set up with the Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR)
parametrized through the Stefan Boltzmann radiation of a grey body.

𝑂𝐿𝑅(𝜙) = 𝜎 · 𝜀 · 𝑇𝑠(𝜙)4

In [1]: # import header

%matplotlib inline
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import climlab
from climlab import constants as const
from climlab.domain.field import global_mean

5.2.1 Model Creation

An EBM model instance is created through

In [2]: # model creation
ebm_boltz = climlab.EBM(D=0.8, Tf=-2)

The model is set up by default with a linearized OLR parametrization (A+BT).

In [3]: # print model states and suprocesses
print ebm_boltz

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

5.2.2 Create new subprocess

The creation of a subprocess needs some information from the model, especially on which model state the sub-
process should be defined on.

In [4]: # create Boltzmann subprocess
LW_boltz = climlab.radiation.Boltzmann(eps=0.65, tau=0.95,

state=ebm_boltz.state,

**ebm_boltz.param)
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Note that the model’s whole state dictionary is given as input to the subprocess. In case only the temperature field
ebm_boltz.state[’Ts’] would be given, a new state dictionary would be created which holds the surface
temperature with the key ’default’. That raises an error as the Boltzmann process refers the temperature with
key ’Ts’.

Now the new OLR subprocess has to be merged into the model. Therefore, the AplusBT subprocess has to be
removed first.

In [5]: # remove the old longwave subprocess
ebm_boltz.remove_subprocess('LW')

# add the new longwave subprocess
ebm_boltz.add_subprocess('LW',LW_boltz)

Note that the new OLR subprocess has to have the same key ‘‘’LW’‘‘ as the old one, as the model refers to this
key for radiation balance computation.

That is why the old process has to be removed before the new one is added.

In [6]: print ebm_boltz

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.Boltzmann.Boltzmann'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

5.2.3 Model integration & Plotting

To visualize the model state at beginning of integration we first integrate the model only for one timestep:

In [7]: # integrate model for a single timestep
ebm_boltz.step_forward()

The following code plots the current surface temperature, albedo and energy budget:

In [8]: # creating plot figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))

# Temperature plot
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(221)
ax1.plot(ebm_boltz.lat,ebm_boltz.Ts)

ax1.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax1.set_xlim([-90,90])
ax1.set_title('Surface Temperature', fontsize=14)
ax1.set_ylabel('(degC)', fontsize=12)
ax1.grid()

# Albedo plot
ax2 = fig.add_subplot(223, sharex = ax1)
ax2.plot(ebm_boltz.lat,ebm_boltz.albedo)

ax2.set_title('Albedo', fontsize=14)
ax2.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
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ax2.set_ylim([0,1])
ax2.grid()

# Net Radiation plot
ax3 = fig.add_subplot(222, sharex = ax1)
ax3.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, ebm_boltz.OLR, label='OLR',

color='cyan')
ax3.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, ebm_boltz.ASR, label='ASR',

color='magenta')
ax3.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, ebm_boltz.ASR-ebm_boltz.OLR,

label='net radiation',
color='red')

ax3.set_title('Net Radiation', fontsize=14)
ax3.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax3.legend(loc='best')
ax3.grid()

# Energy Balance plot
net_rad = np.squeeze(ebm_boltz.net_radiation)
transport = ebm_boltz.heat_transport_convergence()

ax4 = fig.add_subplot(224, sharex = ax1)
ax4.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, net_rad, label='net radiation',

color='red')
ax4.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, transport, label='diffusion transport',

color='blue')
ax4.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, net_rad+transport, label='balance',

color='black')

ax4.set_title('Energy', fontsize=14)
ax4.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax4.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax4.legend(loc='best')
ax4.grid()

plt.show()
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The two right sided plots show that the model is not in equilibrium. The net radiation reveals that the model
currently gains heat and therefore warms up at the poles and loses heat at the equator. From the Energy plot we
can see that latitudinal energy balance is not met.

Now we integrate the model as long there are no more changes in the surface temperature and the model reached
equilibrium:

In [9]: # integrate model until solution converges
ebm_boltz.integrate_converge()

Total elapsed time is 7.01111111111 years.

We run the same code as above to plot the results:

In [10]: # creating plot figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))

# Temperature plot
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(221)
ax1.plot(ebm_boltz.lat,ebm_boltz.Ts)

ax1.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax1.set_xlim([-90,90])
ax1.set_title('Surface Temperature', fontsize=14)
ax1.set_ylabel('(degC)', fontsize=12)
ax1.grid()

# Albedo plot
ax2 = fig.add_subplot(223, sharex = ax1)
ax2.plot(ebm_boltz.lat,ebm_boltz.albedo)

ax2.set_title('Albedo', fontsize=14)
ax2.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax2.set_ylim([0,1])
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ax2.grid()

# Net Radiation plot
ax3 = fig.add_subplot(222, sharex = ax1)
ax3.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, ebm_boltz.OLR, label='OLR',

color='cyan')
ax3.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, ebm_boltz.ASR, label='ASR',

color='magenta')
ax3.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, ebm_boltz.ASR-ebm_boltz.OLR,

label='net radiation',
color='red')

ax3.set_title('Net Radiation', fontsize=14)
ax3.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax3.legend(loc='best')
ax3.grid()

# Energy Balance plot
net_rad = np.squeeze(ebm_boltz.net_radiation)
transport = ebm_boltz.heat_transport_convergence()

ax4 = fig.add_subplot(224, sharex = ax1)
ax4.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, net_rad, label='net radiation',

color='red')
ax4.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, transport, label='diffusion transport',

color='blue')
ax4.plot(ebm_boltz.lat, net_rad+transport, label='balance',

color='black')

ax4.set_title('Energy', fontsize=14)
ax4.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax4.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax4.legend(loc='best')
ax4.grid()

plt.show()
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Now we can see that the latitudinal energy balance is statisfied. Each latitude gains as much heat (net radiation)
as is transported out of it (diffusion transport). There is a net radiation surplus in the equator region, so more
shortwave radiation is absorbed there than is emitted through longwave radiation. At the poles there is a net
radiation deficit. That imbalance is compensated by the diffusive energy transport term.

5.2.4 Global mean temperature

We use climlab to compute the global mean temperature and print the ice edge latitude:

In [11]: print 'The global mean temperature is %s degC.' \
%np.round(global_mean(ebm_boltz.Ts),2)

print 'The modeled ice edge is at %s deg.' %np.max(ebm_boltz.icelat)

The global mean temperature is 13.33 degC.
The modeled ice edge is at 66.0 deg.

5.3 Budyko Transport for Energy Balance Models

In this document an Energy Balance Model (EBM) is set up with the energy tranport parametrized through the the
budyko type parametrization term (instead of the default diffusion term), which characterizes the local energy
flux through the difference between local temperature and global mean temperature.

𝐻(𝜙) = −𝑏[𝑇 (𝜙) − 𝑇 ]

where 𝑇 (𝜙) is the surface temperature across the latitude 𝜙, 𝑇 the global mean temperature and 𝐻(𝜙) is the
transport of energy in an Energy Budget noted as:

𝐶(𝜙)
𝑑𝑇 (𝜙)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑅 ↓ (𝜙) −𝑅 ↑ (𝜙) + 𝐻(𝜙)
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In [1]: # import header

%matplotlib inline
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import climlab
from climlab import constants as const
from climlab.domain.field import global_mean

5.3.1 Model Creation

An EBM model instance is created through

In [2]: # model creation
ebm_budyko= climlab.EBM()

The model is set up by default with a meridional diffusion term.

In [3]: # print model states and suprocesses
print ebm_budyko

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

5.3.2 Create new subprocess

The creation of a subprocess needs some information from the model, especially on which model state the sub-
process should be defined on.

In [4]: # create Budyko subprocess
budyko_transp = climlab.dynamics.BudykoTransport(b=3.81,

state=ebm_budyko.state,

**ebm_budyko.param)

Note that the model’s whole state dictionary is given as input to the subprocess. In case only the temperature
field ebm_budyko.state[’Ts’] is given, a new state dictionary would be created which holds the surface
temperature with the key ’default’. That raises an error as the budyko transport process refers the temperature
with key ’Ts’.

Now the new transport subprocess has to be merged into the model. The diffusion subprocess has to be
removed.

In [5]: # add the new transport subprocess
ebm_budyko.add_subprocess('budyko_transport',budyko_transp)

# remove the old diffusion subprocess
ebm_budyko.remove_subprocess('diffusion')

In [6]: print ebm_budyko
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climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
budyko_transport: <class 'climlab.dynamics.budyko_transport.BudykoTransport'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

5.3.3 Model integration & Plotting

To visualize the model state at beginning of integration we first integrate the model only for one timestep:

In [7]: # integrate model for a single timestep
ebm_budyko.step_forward()

The following code plots the current surface temperature, albedo and energy budget:

In [8]: # creating plot figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))

# Temperature plot
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(221)
ax1.plot(ebm_budyko.lat,ebm_budyko.Ts)

ax1.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax1.set_xlim([-90,90])
ax1.set_title('Surface Temperature', fontsize=14)
ax1.set_ylabel('(degC)', fontsize=12)
ax1.grid()

# Albedo plot
ax2 = fig.add_subplot(223, sharex = ax1)
ax2.plot(ebm_budyko.lat,ebm_budyko.albedo)

ax2.set_title('Albedo', fontsize=14)
ax2.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax2.set_ylim([0,1])
ax2.grid()

# Net Radiation plot
ax3 = fig.add_subplot(222, sharex = ax1)
ax3.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, ebm_budyko.OLR, label='OLR',

color='cyan')
ax3.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, ebm_budyko.ASR, label='ASR',

color='magenta')
ax3.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, ebm_budyko.ASR-ebm_budyko.OLR,

label='net radiation',
color='red')

ax3.set_title('Net Radiation', fontsize=14)
ax3.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax3.legend(loc='best')
ax3.grid()
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# Energy Balance plot
net_rad = ebm_budyko.net_radiation
transport = ebm_budyko.subprocess['budyko_transport'].heating_rate['Ts']

ax4 = fig.add_subplot(224, sharex = ax1)
ax4.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, net_rad, label='net radiation',

color='red')
ax4.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, transport, label='heat transport',

color='blue')
ax4.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, net_rad+transport, label='balance',

color='black')

ax4.set_title('Energy', fontsize=14)
ax4.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax4.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax4.legend(loc='best')
ax4.grid()

plt.show()

The two right sided plots show that the model is not in equilibrium. The net radiation reveals that the model
currently gains heat and therefore warms up at the poles and loses heat at the equator. From the Energy plot we
can see that latitudinal energy balance is not met.

Now we integrate the model as long there are no more changes in the surface temperature and the model reached
equilibrium:

In [9]: # integrate model until solution converges
ebm_budyko.integrate_converge()

Total elapsed time is 7.01111111111 years.
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In [10]: # creating plot figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))

# Temperature plot
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(221)
ax1.plot(ebm_budyko.lat,ebm_budyko.Ts)

ax1.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax1.set_xlim([-90,90])
ax1.set_title('Surface Temperature', fontsize=14)
ax1.set_ylabel('(degC)', fontsize=12)
ax1.grid()

# Albedo plot
ax2 = fig.add_subplot(223, sharex = ax1)
ax2.plot(ebm_budyko.lat,ebm_budyko.albedo)

ax2.set_title('Albedo', fontsize=14)
ax2.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax2.set_ylim([0,1])
ax2.grid()

# Net Radiation plot
ax3 = fig.add_subplot(222, sharex = ax1)
ax3.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, ebm_budyko.OLR, label='OLR',

color='cyan')
ax3.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, ebm_budyko.ASR, label='ASR',

color='magenta')
ax3.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, ebm_budyko.ASR-ebm_budyko.OLR,

label='net radiation',
color='red')

ax3.set_title('Net Radiation', fontsize=14)
ax3.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax3.legend(loc='best')
ax3.grid()

# Energy Balance plot
net_rad = ebm_budyko.net_radiation
transport = ebm_budyko.subprocess['budyko_transport'].heating_rate['Ts']

ax4 = fig.add_subplot(224, sharex = ax1)
ax4.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, net_rad, label='net radiation',

color='red')
ax4.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, transport, label='heat transport',

color='blue')
ax4.plot(ebm_budyko.lat, net_rad+transport, label='balance',

color='black')

ax4.set_title('Energy', fontsize=14)
ax4.set_xlabel('latitude', fontsize=10)
ax4.set_ylabel('(W/m$^2$)', fontsize=12)
ax4.legend(loc='best')
ax4.grid()
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plt.show()

Now we can see that the latitudinal energy balance is statisfied. Each latitude gains as much heat (net radiation)
as is transported out of it (diffusion transport). There is a net radiation surplus in the equator region, so more
shortwave radiation is absorbed there than is emitted through longwave radiation. At the poles there is a net
radiation deficit. That imbalance is compensated by the diffusive energy transport term.

5.3.4 Global mean temperature

We use climlab to compute the global mean temperature and print the ice edge latitude:

In [11]: print 'The global mean temperature is %s degC.' \
%np.round(global_mean(ebm_budyko.Ts),2)

print 'The modeled ice edge is at %s deg.' % np.max(ebm_budyko.icelat)

The global mean temperature is 10.87 degC with a model ice edge at 56.0 deg.

The temperature is a bit too cold for current climate as model parameters are not tuned. Sensitive parameters are
a0, a2, ai and Tf (albedo), A and B (OLR), b (transport) and num_lat (grid resolution).
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CHAPTER

SIX

APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE

This chapter documents the source code of the climlab package. The focus is on the methods and functions that
the user invokes while using the package. Nevertheless also the underlying code of the climlab architecture has
been documented for a comprehensive understanding and traceability.

Until now only the Energy Balance Model revelent parts of climlab have been covered.

6.1 Subpackages

6.1.1 climlab.domain package

climlab.domain.axis module

Axis

class climlab.domain.axis.Axis(axis_type=’abstract’, num_points=10, points=None,
bounds=None)

Bases: object

Creates a new climlab Axis object.

An Axis (page 31) is an object where information of a spacial dimension of a _Domain (page 35) are
specified.

These include the type of the axis, the number of points, location of points and bounds on the spatial
dimension, magnitude of bounds differences delta as well as their unit.

The axes of a _Domain (page 35) are stored in the dictionary axes, so they can be accessed through
dom.axes if dom is an instance of _Domain (page 35).

Initialization parameters

An instance of Axis is initialized with the following arguments (for detailed information see Object at-
tributes below):

Parameters

• axis_type (str) – information about the type of axis [default: ‘abstract’]

• num_points (int) – number of points on axis [default: 10]

• points (array) – array with specific points (optional)
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• bounds (array) – array with specific bounds between points (optional)

Raises ValueError if axis_type is not one of the valid types or their euqivalents (see
below).

Raises ValueError if points are given and not array-like.

Raises ValueError if bounds are given and not array-like.

Object attributes

Following object attributes are generated during initialization:

Variables

• axis_type (str) – Information about the type of axis. Valid axis types are:

– ’lev’

– ’lat’

– ’lon’

– ’depth’

– ’abstract’ (default)

• num_points (int) – number of points on axis

• units (str) – Unit of the axis. During intialization the unit is chosen from the
defaultUnits dictionary (see below).

• points (array) – array with all points of the axis (grid)

• bounds (array) – array with all bounds between points (staggered grid)

• delta (array) – array with spatial differences between bounds

Axis Types

A couple of differing axis type strings are rendered to valid axis types. Alternate forms are listed here:

•’lev’

– ’p’

– ’press’

– ’pressure’

– ’P’

– ’Pressure’

– ’Press’

•’lat’

– ’Latitude’

– ’latitude’

•’lon’

– ’Longitude’

– ’longitude’

•’depth’

– ’Depth’

– ’waterDepth’

– ’water_depth’

– ’slab’
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The default units are:

defaultUnits = {'lev': 'mb',
'lat': 'degrees',
'lon': 'degrees',
'depth': 'meters',
'abstract': 'none'}

If bounds are not given during initialization, default end points are used:

defaultEndPoints = {'lev': (0., climlab.constants.ps),
'lat': (-90., 90.),
'lon': (0., 360.),
'depth': (0., 10.),
'abstract': (0, num_points)}

Example Creation of a standalone Axis:

>>> import climlab
>>> ax = climlab.domain.Axis(axis_type='Latitude', num_points=36)

>>> print ax
Axis of type lat with 36 points.

>>> ax.points
array([-87.5, -82.5, -77.5, -72.5, -67.5, -62.5, -57.5, -52.5, -47.5,

-42.5, -37.5, -32.5, -27.5, -22.5, -17.5, -12.5, -7.5, -2.5,
2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5, 22.5, 27.5, 32.5, 37.5, 42.5,

47.5, 52.5, 57.5, 62.5, 67.5, 72.5, 77.5, 82.5, 87.5])

>>> ax.bounds
array([-90., -85., -80., -75., -70., -65., -60., -55., -50., -45., -40.,

-35., -30., -25., -20., -15., -10., -5., 0., 5., 10., 15.,
20., 25., 30., 35., 40., 45., 50., 55., 60., 65., 70.,
75., 80., 85., 90.])

>>> ax.delta
array([ 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5.,

5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5.,
5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5., 5.])

climlab.domain.domain module

Atmosphere SlabAtmosphere

_Domain
Ocean SlabOcean

class climlab.domain.domain.Atmosphere(**kwargs)
Bases: climlab.domain.domain._Domain (page 35)

Class for the implementation of an Atmosphere Domain.

Object attributes
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Additional to the parent class _Domain (page 35) the following object attribute is modified during initial-
ization:

Variables domain_type (str) – is set to ’atm’

Example Setting up an Atmosphere Domain:

>>> import climlab
>>> atm_ax = climlab.domain.Axis(axis_type='pressure', num_points=10)
>>> atm_domain = climlab.domain.Atmosphere(axes=atm_ax)

>>> print atm_domain
climlab Domain object with domain_type=atm and shape=(10,)

>>> atm_domain.axes
{'lev': <climlab.domain.axis.Axis object at 0x7fe5b8ef8e10>}

>>> atm_domain.heat_capacity
array([ 1024489.79591837, 1024489.79591837, 1024489.79591837,

1024489.79591837, 1024489.79591837, 1024489.79591837,
1024489.79591837, 1024489.79591837, 1024489.79591837,
1024489.79591837])

set_heat_capacity()
Sets the heat capacity of the Atmosphere Domain.

Calls the utils heat capacity function atmosphere() (page 91) and gives the delta array of grid
points of it’s level axis self.axes[’lev’].delta as input.

Object attributes

During method execution following object attribute is modified:

Variables heat_capacity (page 91) (array) – the ocean domain’s heat capacity over
the ’lev’ Axis.

class climlab.domain.domain.Ocean(**kwargs)
Bases: climlab.domain.domain._Domain (page 35)

Class for the implementation of an Ocean Domain.

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class _Domain (page 35) the following object attribute is modified during initial-
ization:

Variables domain_type (str) – is set to ’ocean’

Example Setting up an Ocean Domain:

>>> import climlab
>>> ocean_ax = climlab.domain.Axis(axis_type='depth', num_points=5)
>>> ocean_domain = climlab.domain.Ocean(axes=ocean_ax)

>>> print ocean_domain
climlab Domain object with domain_type=ocean and shape=(5,)

>>> ocean_domain.axes
{'depth': <climlab.domain.axis.Axis object at 0x7fe5b8f102d0>}

>>> ocean_domain.heat_capacity
array([ 8362600., 8362600., 8362600., 8362600., 8362600.])

set_heat_capacity()
Sets the heat capacity of the Ocean Domain.
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Calls the utils heat capacity function ocean() (page 92) and gives the delta array of grid points of
it’s depth axis self.axes[’depth’].delta as input.

Object attributes

During method execution following object attribute is modified:

Variables heat_capacity (page 91) (array) – the ocean domain’s heat capacity over
the ’depth’ Axis.

class climlab.domain.domain.SlabAtmosphere(axes=<climlab.domain.axis.Axis object>,
**kwargs)

Bases: climlab.domain.domain.Atmosphere (page 33)

A class to create a SlabAtmosphere Domain by default.

Initializes the parent Atmosphere (page 33) class with a simple axis for a Slab Atmopshere created by
make_slabatm_axis() (page 37) which has just 1 cell in height by default.

Example Creating a SlabAtmosphere Domain:

>>> import climlab
>>> slab_atm_domain = climlab.domain.SlabAtmosphere()

>>> print slab_atm_domain
climlab Domain object with domain_type=atm and shape=(1,)

>>> slab_atm_domain.axes
{'lev': <climlab.domain.axis.Axis object at 0x7fe5c4281610>}

>>> slab_atm_domain.heat_capacity
array([ 10244897.95918367])

class climlab.domain.domain.SlabOcean(axes=<climlab.domain.axis.Axis object>,
**kwargs)

Bases: climlab.domain.domain.Ocean (page 34)

A class to create a SlabOcean Domain by default.

Initializes the parent Ocean (page 34) class with a simple axis for a Slab Ocean created by
make_slabocean_axis() (page 37) which has just 1 cell in depth by default.

Example Creating a SlabOcean Domain:

>>> import climlab
>>> slab_ocean_domain = climlab.domain.SlabOcean()

>>> print slab_ocean_domain
climlab Domain object with domain_type=ocean and shape=(1,)

>>> slab_ocean_domain.axes
{'depth': <climlab.domain.axis.Axis object at 0x7fe5c42814d0>}

>>> slab_ocean_domain.heat_capacity
array([ 41813000.])

class climlab.domain.domain._Domain(axes=None, **kwargs)
Bases: object

Private parent class for Domains.

A Domain defines an area or spatial base for a climlab Process (page 60) object. It consists of axes which
are Axis (page 31) objects that define the dimensions of the Domain.

In a Domain the heat capacity of grid points, bounds or cells/boxes is specified.
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There are daughter classes Atmosphere (page 33) and Ocean (page 34) of the private _Domain
(page 35) class implemented which themselves have daughter classes SlabAtmosphere (page 35) and
SlabOcean (page 35).

Several methods are implemented that create Domains with special specifications. These are

•single_column() (page 38)

•zonal_mean_column() (page 38)

•box_model_domain() (page 36)

Initialization parameters

An instance of _Domain is initialized with the following arguments:

Parameters axes (dict or Axis (page 31)) – Axis object or dictionary of Axis object where
domain will be defined on.

Object attributes

Following object attributes are generated during initialization:

Variables

• domain_type (str) – Set to ’undefined’.

• axes (dict) – A dictionary of the domains axes. Created by _make_axes_dict()
(page 36) called with input argument axes

• numdims (int) – Number of Axis (page 31) objects in self.axes dictionary.

• ax_index (dict) – A dictionary of domain axes and their corresponding index in an
ordered list of the axes with:

– ’lev’ or ’depth’ is last

– ’lat’ is second last

• shape (tuple) – Number of points of all domain axes. Order in tuple given by
self.ax_index.

• heat_capacity (page 91) (array) – the domain’s heat capacity over axis specified
in function call of set_heat_capacity() (page 36)

_make_axes_dict(axes)
Makes an axes dictionary.

Note: In case the input is None, the dictionary {’empty’: None} is returned.

Function-call argument

Parameters axes (dict or single instance of Axis (page 31) object or None) – axes input

Raises ValueError if input is not an instance of Axis class or a dictionary of Axis objetcs

Returns dictionary of input axes

Return type dict

set_heat_capacity()
A dummy function to set the heat capacity of a domain.

Should be overridden by daugter classes.

climlab.domain.domain.box_model_domain(num_points=2, **kwargs)
Creates a box model domain (a single abstract axis).

Parameters num_points (int) – number of boxes [default: 2]
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Returns Domain with single axis of type ’abstract’ and self.domain_type =
’box’

Return type _Domain (page 35)

Example

>>> from climlab import domain
>>> box = domain.box_model_domain(num_points=2)

>>> print box
climlab Domain object with domain_type=box and shape=(2,)

climlab.domain.domain.make_slabatm_axis(num_points=1)
Convenience method to create a simple axis for a slab atmosphere.

Function-call argument

Parameters num_points (int) – number of points for the slabatmosphere Axis [default: 1]

Returns an Axis with axis_type=’lev’ and num_points=num_points

Return type Axis (page 31)

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> slab_atm_axis = climlab.domain.make_slabatm_axis()

>>> print slab_atm_axis
Axis of type lev with 1 points.

>>> slab_atm_axis.axis_type
'lev'

>>> slab_atm_axis.bounds
array([ 0., 1000.])

>>> slab_atm_axis.units
'mb'

climlab.domain.domain.make_slabocean_axis(num_points=1)
Convenience method to create a simple axis for a slab ocean.

Function-call argument

Parameters num_points (int) – number of points for the slabocean Axis [default: 1]

Returns an Axis with axis_type=’depth’ and num_points=num_points

Return type Axis (page 31)

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> slab_ocean_axis = climlab.domain.make_slabocean_axis()

>>> print slab_ocean_axis
Axis of type depth with 1 points.

>>> slab_ocean_axis.axis_type
'depth'

>>> slab_ocean_axis.bounds
array([ 0., 10.])
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>>> slab_ocean_axis.units
'meters'

climlab.domain.domain.single_column(num_lev=30, water_depth=1.0, lev=None,
**kwargs)

Creates domains for a single column of atmosphere overlying a slab of water.

Can also pass a pressure array or pressure level axis object specified in lev.

If argument lev is not None then function tries to build a level axis and num_lev is ignored.

Function-call argument

Parameters

• num_lev (int) – number of pressure levels (evenly spaced from surface to TOA)
[default: 30]

• water_depth (float) – depth of the ocean slab [default: 1.]

• lev (Axis (page 31) or pressure array) – specification for height axis (optional)

Raises ValueError if lev is given but neither Axis nor pressure array.

Returns a list of 2 Domain objects (slab ocean, atmosphere)

Return type list of SlabOcean (page 35), SlabAtmosphere (page 35)

Example

>>> from climlab import domain

>>> sfc, atm = domain.single_column(num_lev=2, water_depth=10.)

>>> print sfc
climlab Domain object with domain_type=ocean and shape=(1,)

>>> print atm
climlab Domain object with domain_type=atm and shape=(2,)

climlab.domain.domain.zonal_mean_column(num_lat=90, num_lev=30, water_depth=10.0,
lat=None, lev=None, **kwargs)

Creates two Domains with one water cell, a latitude axis and a level/height axis.

•SlabOcean: one water cell and a latitude axis above (similar to zonal_mean_surface()
(page 39))

•Atmosphere: a latitude axis and a level/height axis (two dimensional)

Function-call argument

Parameters

• num_lat (int) – number of latitude points on the axis [default: 90]

• num_lev (int) – number of pressure levels (evenly spaced from surface to TOA)
[default: 30]

• water_depth (float) – depth of the water cell (slab ocean) [default: 10.]

• lat (Axis (page 31) or latitude array) – specification for latitude axis (optional)

• lev (Axis (page 31) or pressure array) – specification for height axis (optional)

Raises ValueError if lat is given but neither Axis nor latitude array.

Raises ValueError if lev is given but neither Axis nor pressure array.

Returns a list of 2 Domain objects (slab ocean, atmosphere)

Return type list of SlabOcean (page 35), Atmosphere (page 33)
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Example

>>> from climlab import domain
>>> sfc, atm = domain.zonal_mean_column(num_lat=36,num_lev=10)

>>> print sfc
climlab Domain object with domain_type=ocean and shape=(36, 1)

>>> print atm
climlab Domain object with domain_type=atm and shape=(36, 10)

climlab.domain.domain.zonal_mean_surface(num_lat=90, water_depth=10.0, lat=None,
**kwargs)

Creates a Domain with one water cell and a latitude axis above.

Domain has a single heat capacity according to the specified water depth.

Function-call argument

Parameters

• num_lat (int) – number of latitude points on the axis [default: 90]

• water_depth (float) – depth of the water cell (slab ocean) [default: 10.]

• lat (Axis (page 31) or latitude array) – specification for latitude axis (optional)

Raises ValueError if lat is given but neither Axis nor latitude array.

Returns surface domain

Return type SlabOcean (page 35)

Example

>>> from climlab import domain
>>> sfc = domain.zonal_mean_surface(num_lat=36)

>>> print sfc
climlab Domain object with domain_type=ocean and shape=(36, 1)

climlab.domain.field module

Fieldndarray

class climlab.domain.field.Field
Bases: numpy.ndarray

Custom class for climlab gridded quantities, called Field.

This class behaves exactly like numpy.ndarray but every object has an attribute called self.domain
which is the domain associated with that field (e.g. state variables).

Initialization parameters

An instance of Field is initialized with the following arguments:

Parameters
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• input_array (array) – the array which the Field object should be initialized with

• domain (_Domain (page 35)) – the domain associated with that field (e.g. state vari-
ables)

Object attributes

Following object attribute is generated during initialization:

Variables domain (page 33) (_Domain (page 35)) – the domain associated with that field
(e.g. state variables)

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> import numpy as np
>>> from climlab import domain
>>> from climlab.domain import field

>>> # distribution of state
>>> distr = np.linspace(0., 10., 30)
>>> # domain creation
>>> sfc, atm = domain.single_column()
>>> # build state of type Field
>>> s = field.Field(distr, domain=atm)

>>> print s
[ 0. 0.34482759 0.68965517 1.03448276 1.37931034

1.72413793 2.06896552 2.4137931 2.75862069 3.10344828
3.44827586 3.79310345 4.13793103 4.48275862 4.82758621
5.17241379 5.51724138 5.86206897 6.20689655 6.55172414
6.89655172 7.24137931 7.5862069 7.93103448 8.27586207
8.62068966 8.96551724 9.31034483 9.65517241 10. ]

>>> print s.domain
climlab Domain object with domain_type=atm and shape=(30,)

>>> # can slice this and it preserves the domain
>>> # a more full-featured implementation would have intelligent
>>> # slicing like in iris
>>> s.shape == s.domain.shape
True
>>> s[:1].shape == s[:1].domain.shape
False

>>> # But some things work very well. E.g. new field creation:
>>> s2 = np.zeros_like(s)

>>> print s2
[ 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.]

>>> print s2.domain
climlab Domain object with domain_type=atm and shape=(30,)

climlab.domain.field.global_mean(field)
Calculates the latitude weighted global mean of a field with latitude dependence.

Parameters field (Field (page 39)) – input field

Raises ValueError if input field has no latitude axis

Returns latitude weighted global mean of the field

Return type float
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Example initial global mean temperature of EBM model:

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.domain.field import global_mean

>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> global_mean(model.Ts)
Field(11.997968598413685)

climlab.domain.initial module

Convenience routines for setting up initial conditions.

climlab.domain.initial.column_state(num_lev=30, num_lat=1, lev=None, lat=None, wa-
ter_depth=1.0)

Sets up a state variable dictionary consisting of temperatures for atmospheric column (Tatm) and surface
mixed layer (Ts).

Surface temperature is always 288 K. Atmospheric temperature is initialized between 278 K at lowest alti-
tude and 200 at top of atmosphere according to the number of levels given.

Function-call arguments

Parameters

• num_lev (int) – number of pressure levels (evenly spaced from surface to top of
atmosphere) [default: 30]

• num_lat (int) – number of latitude points on the axis [default: 1]

• lev (Axis (page 31) or pressure array) – specification for height axis (optional)

• lat (array) – size of array determines dimension of latitude (optional)

• water_depth (float) – irrelevant

Returns dictionary with two temperature Field (page 39) for atmospheric column Tatm and
surface mixed layer Ts

Return type dict

Example

>>> from climlab.domain import initial
>>> T_dict = initial.column_state()

>>> print T_dict
{'Tatm': Field([ 200. , 202.68965517, 205.37931034, 208.06896552,

210.75862069, 213.44827586, 216.13793103, 218.82758621,
221.51724138, 224.20689655, 226.89655172, 229.5862069 ,
232.27586207, 234.96551724, 237.65517241, 240.34482759,
243.03448276, 245.72413793, 248.4137931 , 251.10344828,
253.79310345, 256.48275862, 259.17241379, 261.86206897,
264.55172414, 267.24137931, 269.93103448, 272.62068966,
275.31034483, 278. ]), 'Ts': Field([ 288.])}

climlab.domain.initial.surface_state(num_lat=90, water_depth=10.0, T0=12.0, T2=-
40.0)

Sets up a state variable dictionary for a zonal-mean surface model (e.g. basic EBM).

Returns a single state variable Ts, the temperature of the surface mixed layer, initialized by a basic temper-
ature and the second Legendre polynomial.

Function-call arguments
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Parameters

• num_lat (int) – number of latitude points on the axis [default: 90]

• water_depth (float) – irrelevant

• T0 (float) – base value for initial temperature

– unit ∘C

– default value: 12

• T2 (float) – factor for 2nd Legendre polynomial P2 (page 93) to calculate initial
temperature

– unit: dimensionless

– default value: -40

Returns dictionary with temperature Field (page 39) for surface mixed layer Ts

Return type dict

Example

>>> from climlab.domain import initial
>>> import numpy as np

>>> T_dict = initial.surface_state(num_lat=36)

>>> print np.squeeze(T_dict['Ts'])
[-27.88584094 -26.97777479 -25.18923361 -22.57456133 -19.21320344
-15.20729309 -10.67854785 -5.76457135 -0.61467228 4.61467228

9.76457135 14.67854785 19.20729309 23.21320344 26.57456133
29.18923361 30.97777479 31.88584094 31.88584094 30.97777479
29.18923361 26.57456133 23.21320344 19.20729309 14.67854785
9.76457135 4.61467228 -0.61467228 -5.76457135 -10.67854785

-15.20729309 -19.21320344 -22.57456133 -25.18923361 -26.97777479
-27.88584094]

6.1.2 climlab.dynamics package

climlab.dynamics.budyko_transport module

BudykoTransportEnergyBudgetTimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.dynamics.budyko_transport.BudykoTransport(b=3.81, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.energy_budget.EnergyBudget (page 58)

calculates the 1 dimensional heat transport as the difference between the local temperature and the global
mean temperature.

Parameters b (float) – budyko transport parameter

• unit: W/
(︀
m2 ∘C

)︀

• default value: 3.81

As BudykoTransport is a Process (page 60) it needs a state do be defined on. See example for details.

Computation Details:
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In a global Energy Balance Model

𝐶
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑅 ↓ −𝑅 ↑ −𝐻

with model state 𝑇 , the energy transport term 𝐻 can be described as

𝐻 = 𝑏[𝑇 − 𝑇 ]

where 𝑇 is a vector of the model temperature and 𝑇 describes the mean value of 𝑇 .

For further information see [Budyko_1969].

Example Budyko Transport as a standalone process:

import climlab
from climlab.dynamics.budyko_transport import BudykoTransport
from climlab import domain
from climlab.domain import field
from climlab.utils.legendre import P2
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# create domain
sfc = domain.zonal_mean_surface(num_lat = 36)

lat = sfc.lat.points
lat_rad = np.deg2rad(lat)

# define initial temperature distribution
T0 = 15.
T2 = -20.
Ts = field.Field(T0 + T2 * P2(np.sin(lat_rad)), domain=sfc)

# create BudykoTransport process
budyko_transp = BudykoTransport(state=Ts)

### Integrate & Plot ###

fig = plt.figure( figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)

for i in np.arange(0,3,1):
ax.plot(lat, budyko_transp.default, label='day %s' % (i*40))
budyko_transp.integrate_days(40.)

ax.set_title('Standalone Budyko Transport')
ax.set_xlabel('latitude')
ax.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax.set_ylabel('temperature ($^{\circ}$C)')
ax.legend(loc='best')
plt.show()
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Getter returns the budyko transport parameter

Setter sets the budyko transport parameter

Type float

climlab.dynamics.diffusion module

Diffusion MeridionalDiffusionImplicitProcessTimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.dynamics.diffusion.Diffusion(K=None, diffusion_axis=None,
use_banded_solver=False, **kwargs)

Bases: climlab.process.implicit.ImplicitProcess (page 59)

A parent class for one dimensional implicit diffusion modules.

Solves the one dimensional heat equation

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑

𝑑𝑦

[︂
𝐾 · 𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑦

]︂

Initialization parameters

Parameters

• K (float) – the diffusivity parameter in units of [length]2

time where length is the unit of the
spatial axis on which the diffusion is occuring.

• diffusion_axis (str) – dictionary key for axis on which the diffusion is occuring
in process’s domain axes dictionary

• use_banded_solver (bool) – input flag, whether to use
scipy.linalg.solve_banded() instead of numpy.linalg.solve()
[default: False]
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Note: The banded solver scipy.linalg.solve_banded() is faster than
numpy.linalg.solve() but only works for one dimensional diffusion.

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class ImplicitProcess (page 59) following object attributes are generated or
modified during initialization:

Variables

• param (dict) – parameter dictionary is extended by diffusivity parameter K (unit:
[length]2

time )

• use_banded_solver (bool) – input flag specifying numerical solving method
(given during initialization)

• diffusion_axis (str) – dictionary key for axis where diffusion is occuring:
specified during initialization or output of method _guess_diffusion_axis()
(page 48)

• K_dimensionless (array) – diffusion parameter K multiplied by the timestep
and divided by mean of diffusion axis delta in the power of two. Array has the size of
diffusion axis bounds. 𝐾dimensionless[𝑖] = 𝐾 Δ𝑡

(Δbounds)
2

• diffTriDiag (array) – tridiagonal diffusion matrix made by
_make_diffusion_matrix() (page 48) with input self.K_dimensionless

Example Here is an example showing implementation of a vertical diffusion. It shows that a
subprocess can work on just a subset of the parent process state variables.

import climlab
from climlab.dynamics.diffusion import Diffusion
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

c = climlab.GreyRadiationModel()
K = 0.5
d = Diffusion(K=K, state = {'Tatm':c.state['Tatm']}, **c.param)

c.add_subprocess('diffusion',d)

### Integrate & Plot ###

fig = plt.figure( figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)

ax.plot(c.lev, c.state['Tatm'], label='step 0')
c.step_forward()
ax.plot(c.lev, c.state['Tatm'], label='step 1')

ax.invert_xaxis()
ax.set_title('Diffusion subprocess')
ax.set_xlabel('level (mb)')
#ax.set_xticks([])
ax.set_ylabel('temperature (K)')
ax.legend(loc='best')
plt.show()
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_implicit_solver()
Invertes and solves the matrix problem for diffusion matrix and temperature T.

The method is called by the _compute() (page 59) function of the ImplicitProcess (page 59)
class and solves the matrix problem

𝐴 · 𝑇new = 𝑇old

for diffusion matrix A and corresponding temperatures. 𝑇old is in this case the current state variable
which already has been adjusted by the explicit processes. 𝑇new is the new state of the variable. To de-
rive the temperature tendency of the diffusion process the adjustment has to be calculated and muliplied
with the timestep which is done by the _compute() (page 59) function of the ImplicitProcess
(page 59) class.

This method calculates the matrix inversion for every state variable and calling ei-
ther solve_implicit_banded() or numpy.linalg.solve() dependent on the flag
self.use_banded_solver.

Variables

• state (dict) – method uses current state variables but does not modify them

• use_banded_solver (bool) – input flag whether to use
_solve_implicit_banded() (page 49) or numpy.linalg.solve()
to do the matrix inversion

• diffTriDiag (array) – the diffusion matrix which is given with the current state
variable to the method solving the matrix problem

class climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion(K=None, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.dynamics.diffusion.Diffusion (page 44)

A parent class for Meridional diffusion processes.

Calculates the energy transport in a diffusion like process along the temperature gradient:

𝐻(𝜙) =
𝐷

cos𝜙

𝜕

𝜕𝜙

(︂
cos𝜙

𝜕𝑇 (𝜙)

𝜕𝜙

)︂

for an Energy Balance Model whose Energy Budget can be noted as:

𝐶(𝜙)
𝑑𝑇 (𝜙)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑅 ↓ (𝜙) −𝑅 ↑ (𝜙) + 𝐻(𝜙)
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Initialization parameters

An instance of MeridionalDiffusion is initialized with the following arguments:

Parameters K (float) – diffusion parameter in units of 1/𝑠

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class Diffusion (page 44) which is initialized with
diffusion_axis=’lat’, following object attributes are modified during initialization:

Variables

• K_dimensionless (array) – As K_dimensionless has been computed like
𝐾dimensionless = 𝐾 Δ𝑡

(Δbounds)2 with 𝐾 in units 1/𝑠, the ∆(bounds) have to be converted
from deg to rad to make the array actually dimensionless. This is done during initiali-
ation.

• diffTriDiag (array) – the diffusion matrix is recomputed with appropriate
weights for the meridional case by _make_meridional_diffusion_matrix()
(page 49)

Example Meridional Diffusion of temperature as a stand-alone process:

import numpy as np
import climlab
from climlab.dynamics.diffusion import MeridionalDiffusion
from climlab.utils import legendre

sfc = climlab.domain.zonal_mean_surface(num_lat=90, water_depth=10.)
lat = sfc.lat.points
initial = 12. - 40. * legendre.P2(np.sin(np.deg2rad(lat)))

# make a copy of initial so that it remains unmodified
Ts = climlab.Field(np.array(initial), domain=sfc)

# thermal diffusivity in W/m**2/degC
D = 0.55

# meridional diffusivity in 1/s
K = D / sfc.heat_capacity
d = MeridionalDiffusion(state=Ts, K=K)

d.integrate_years(1.)

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

fig = plt.figure( figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
ax.set_title('Example for Meridional Diffusion')
ax.set_xlabel('latitude')
ax.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax.set_ylabel('temperature ($^{\circ}$C)')
ax.plot(lat, initial, label='initial')
ax.plot(lat, Ts, label='Ts (1yr)')
ax.legend(loc='best')
plt.show()
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climlab.dynamics.diffusion._guess_diffusion_axis(process_or_domain)
Scans given process, domain or dictionary of domains for a diffusion axis and returns appropriate name.

In case only one axis with length > 1 in the process or set of domains exists, the name of that axis is returned.
Otherwise an error is raised.

Parameters process_or_domain (Process (page 60), _Domain (page 35) or dict of
domains) – input from where diffusion axis should be guessed

Raises ValueError if more than one diffusion axis is possible.

Returns name of the diffusion axis

Return type str

climlab.dynamics.diffusion._make_diffusion_matrix(K, weight1=None,
weight2=None)

Builds the general diffusion matrix with dimension nxn.

Note: 𝑛 = number of points of diffusion axis 𝑛 + 1 = number of bounts of diffusion axis

Function-all argument

Parameters

• K (array) – dimensionless diffusivities at cell boundaries (size: 1xn+1)

• weight1 (array) – weight_1 (size: 1xn+1)

• weight2 (array) – weight_2 (size: 1xn)

Returns completely listed tridiagonal diffusion matrix (size: nxn)

Return type array

Note: The elements of array K are acutally dimensionless:

𝐾[𝑖] = 𝐾physical
∆𝑡

(∆𝑦)2

where 𝐾physical is in unit length2

time
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The diffusion matrix is build like the following

diffTriDiag =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 + 𝑠1
𝑤2,0

− 𝑠1
𝑤2,0

0 ... 0

− 𝑠1
𝑤2,1

1 + 𝑠1+𝑠2
𝑤2,1

− 𝑠2
𝑤2,1

0 ... 0

0 − 𝑠2
𝑤2,2

1 + 𝑠2+𝑠3
𝑤2,2

− 𝑠3
𝑤2,2

... 0

. . . . . . . . .
0 0 ... − 𝑠𝑛−2

𝑤2,𝑛−2
1 + 𝑠𝑛−2+𝑠𝑛−1

𝑤2,𝑛−2
− 𝑠𝑛−1

𝑤2,𝑛−2

0 0 ... 0 − 𝑠𝑛−1

𝑤2,𝑛−1
1 + 𝑠𝑛−1

𝑤2,𝑛−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

where

𝐾 = [𝐾0, 𝐾1, 𝐾2, ..., 𝐾𝑛−1, 𝐾𝑛]
𝑤1 = [𝑤1,0, 𝑤1,1, 𝑤1,2, ..., 𝑤1,𝑛−1, 𝑤1,𝑛]
𝑤2 = [𝑤2,0, 𝑤2,1, 𝑤2,2, ..., 𝑤2,𝑛−1]

and following subsitute:

𝑠𝑖 = 𝑤1,𝑖𝐾𝑖

climlab.dynamics.diffusion._make_meridional_diffusion_matrix(K, lataxis)
Calls _make_diffusion_matrix() (page 48) with appropriate weights for the meridional diffusion
case.

Parameters

• K (array) – dimensionless diffusivities at cell boundaries of diffusion axis lataxis

• lataxis (axis (page 31)) – latitude axis where diffusion is occuring

Weights are computed as the following:

𝑤1 = cos(bounds)
= [cos(𝑏0), cos(𝑏1), cos(𝑏2), ... , cos(𝑏𝑛−1), cos(𝑏𝑛)]

𝑤2 = cos(points)
= [cos(𝑝0), cos(𝑝1), cos(𝑝2), ... , cos(𝑝𝑛−1)]

when bounds and points from lataxis are written as

bounds = [𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, ... , 𝑏𝑛−1, 𝑏𝑛]
points = [𝑝0, 𝑝1, 𝑝2, ... , 𝑝𝑛−1]

Giving this input to _make_diffusion_matrix() (page 48) results in a matrix like:

diffTriDiag =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 + 𝑢1

cos(𝑝0)
− 𝑢1

cos(𝑝0)
0 ... 0

− 𝑢1

cos(𝑝1)
1 + 𝑢1+𝑢2

cos(𝑝1)
− 𝑢2

cos(𝑏1)
0 ... 0

0 − 𝑢2

cos(𝑝2)
1 + 𝑢2+𝑢3

cos(𝑝2)
− 𝑢3

cos(𝑝2)
... 0

. . . . . . . . .
0 0 ... − 𝑢𝑛−2

cos(𝑝𝑛−2)
1 + 𝑢𝑛−2+𝑢𝑛−1

cos(𝑝𝑛−2)
− 𝑢𝑛−1

cos(𝑝𝑛−2)

0 0 ... 0 − 𝑢𝑛−1

cos(𝑝𝑛−1)
1 + 𝑢𝑛−1

cos(𝑝𝑛−1)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

with the substitue of:

𝑢𝑖 = cos(𝑏𝑖)𝐾𝑖

climlab.dynamics.diffusion._solve_implicit_banded(current, banded_matrix)
Uses a banded solver for matrix inversion of a tridiagonal matrix.

Converts the complete listed tridiagonal matrix (nxn) into a three row matrix (3xn) and calls
scipy.linalg.solve_banded().

Parameters
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• current (array) – the current state of the variable for which matrix inversion should
be computed

• banded_matrix (array) – complete diffusion matrix (dimension: nxn)

Returns output of scipy.linalg.solve_banded()

Return type array

6.1.3 climlab.model package

climlab.model.ebm module

EBM EBM_seasonalEnergyBudget EBM_annualTimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.model.ebm.EBM(num_lat=90, S0=1365.2, A=210.0, B=2.0, D=0.555, wa-
ter_depth=10.0, Tf=-10.0, a0=0.3, a2=0.078, ai=0.62,
timestep=350632.51200000005, T0=12.0, T2=-40.0, **kwargs)

Bases: climlab.process.energy_budget.EnergyBudget (page 58)

A parent class for all Energy-Balance-Model classes.

This class sets up a typical EnergyBalance Model with following subprocesses:

•Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) parametrization through AplusBT (page 69)

•solar insolation paramtrization through P2Insolation (page 79)

•albedo parametrization in dependence of temperature through StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89)

•energy diffusion through MeridionalDiffusion (page 46)

Initialization parameters

An instance of EBM is initialized with the following arguments (for detailed information see Object at-
tributes below):

Parameters

• num_lat (int) – number of equally spaced points for the latitue grid. Used for do-
main intialization of zonal_mean_surface (page 39)

– default value: 90

• S0 (float) – solar constant

– unit: W
m2

– default value: 1365.2

• A (float) – parameter for linear OLR parametrization AplusBT (page 69)

– unit: W
m2

– default value: 210.0

• B (float) – parameter for linear OLR parametrization AplusBT (page 69)

– unit: W
m2 ∘C

– default value: 2.0

• D (float) – diffusion parameter for Meridional Energy Diffusion
MeridionalDiffusion (page 46)

– unit: W
m2 ∘C

– default value: 0.555
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• water_depth (float) – depth of zonal_mean_surface (page 39) domain,
which the heat capacity is dependent on

– unit: meters

– default value: 10.0

• Tf (float) – freezing temperature

– unit: ∘C

– default value: -10.0

• a0 (float) – base value for planetary albedo parametrization
StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89)

– unit: dimensionless

– default value: 0.3

• a2 (float) – parabolic value for planetary albedo parametrization
StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89)

– unit: dimensionless

– default value: 0.078

• ai (float) – value for ice albedo paramerization in StepFunctionAlbedo
(page 89)

– unit: dimensionless

– default value: 0.62

• timestep (float) – specifies the EBM’s timestep

– unit: seconds

– default value: (365.2422 * 24 * 60 * 60 ) / 90

-> (90 timesteps per year)

• T0 (float) – base value for initial temperature

– unit ∘C

– default value: 12

• T2 (float) – factor for 2nd Legendre polynomial P2 (page 93) to calculate initial
temperature

– unit: dimensionless

– default value: 40

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class EnergyBudget (page 58) following object attributes are generated and
updated during initialization:

Variables

• param (dict) – The parameter dictionary is updated with a couple of the initatilzation
input arguments, namely ’S0’, ’A’, ’B’, ’D’, ’Tf’, ’water_depth’, ’a0’,
’a2’ and ’ai’.

• domains (dict) – If the object’s domains and the state dictionaries are empty
during initialization a domain sfc is created through zonal_mean_surface()
(page 39). In the meantime the object’s domains and state dictionaries are updated.

• subprocess (dict) – Several subprocesses are created (see above) through calling
add_subprocess() (page 61) and therefore the subprocess dictionary is updated.
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• topdown (bool) – is set to False to call subprocess compute methods first. See also
TimeDependentProcess (page 66).

• diagnostics (dict) – is initialized with keys: ’OLR’, ’ASR’,
’net_radiation’, ’albedo’ and ’icelat’ through init_diagnostic()
(page 62).

Example Creation and integration of the preconfigured Energy Balance Model:

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> model.integrate_years(2.)
Integrating for 180 steps, 730.4844 days, or 2.0 years.
Total elapsed time is 2.0 years.

For more information how to use the EBM class, see the Tutorials (page 15) chapter.

diffusive_heat_transport()
Compute instantaneous diffusive heat transport in unit PW on the staggered grid (bounds) through
calculating:

𝐻(𝜙) = −2𝜋𝑅2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙)𝐷
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝜙
≈ −2𝜋𝑅2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙)𝐷

∆𝑇

∆𝜙

Return type array of size np.size(self.lat_bounds)

global_mean_temperature()
Convenience method to compute global mean surface temperature.

Calls global_mean() (page 40) method which for the object attriute Ts which calculates the lati-
tude weighted global mean of a field.

Example Calculating the global mean temperature of initial EBM temperature:

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM(T0=14., T2=-25)

>>> model.global_mean_temperature()
Field(13.99873037400856)

heat_transport()
Returns instantaneous heat transport in unit PW on the staggered grid (bounds) through calling
diffusive_heat_transport() (page 52).

Example

import climlab
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# creating & integrating model
model = climlab.EBM()
model.step_forward()

# plot
fig = plt.figure( figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)

bounds = model.domains['Ts'].axes['lat'].bounds
ax.plot(bounds, model.heat_transport())

ax.set_title('heat transport')
ax.set_xlabel('latitude')
ax.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
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ax.set_ylabel('energy (PW)')
plt.axhline(linewidth=2, color='grey', linestyle='dashed')
plt.show()
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heat_transport_convergence()
Returns instantaneous convergence of heat transport.

ℎ(𝜙) = − 1

2𝜋𝑅2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙)

𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝜙
≈ − 1

2𝜋𝑅2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙)

∆𝐻

∆𝜙

h is the dynamical heating rate in unit W/m2 which is the convergence of energy transport into each
latitude band, namely the difference between what’s coming in and what’s going out.

Example

import climlab
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# creating & integrating model
model = climlab.EBM()
model.integrate_converge()

# plot
fig = plt.figure( figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)

ax.plot(model.lat, model.heat_transport_convergence())

ax.set_title('heat transport convergence')
ax.set_xlabel('latitude')
ax.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax.set_ylabel('energy (W/m$^2$)')
plt.axhline(linewidth=2, color='grey', linestyle='dashed')
plt.show()
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inferred_heat_transport()
Calculates the inferred heat transport by integrating the TOA energy imbalance from pole to pole.

The method is calculating

𝐻(𝜙) = 2𝜋𝑅2

∫︁ 𝜙

−𝜋/2

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 𝑅𝑇𝑂𝐴𝑑𝜑

where 𝑅𝑇𝑂𝐴 is the net radiation at top of atmosphere.

Returns total heat transport on the latitude grid in unit PW

Return type array of size np.size(self.lat_lat)

Example

import climlab
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# creating & integrating model
model = climlab.EBM()
model.step_forward()

# plot
fig = plt.figure( figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)

ax.plot(model.lat, model.inferred_heat_transport())

ax.set_title('inferred heat transport')
ax.set_xlabel('latitude')
ax.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax.set_ylabel('energy (PW)')
plt.axhline(linewidth=2, color='grey', linestyle='dashed')
plt.show()
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class climlab.model.ebm.EBM_annual(**kwargs)
Bases: climlab.model.ebm.EBM_seasonal (page 55)

A class that implements Energy Balance Models with annual mean insolation.

The annual solar distribution is calculated through averaging the DailyInsolation (page 77) over time
which has been used in used in the parent class EBM_seasonal (page 55). That is done by the subpro-
cess AnnualMeanInsolation (page 75) which is more realistic than the P2Insolation (page 79)
module used in the classical EBM (page 50) class.

According to the parent class EBM_seasonal (page 55) the model will not have an ice-albedo feedback,
if albedo ice parameter ’ai’ is not given. For details see there.

Object attributes

Following object attributes are updated during initialization:

Variables subprocess (dict) – suprocess ’insolation’ is overwritten by
AnnualMeanInsolation (page 75)

Example The EBM_annual (page 55) class uses a different insolation subprocess than the
EBM (page 50) class:

>>> import climlab
>>> model_annual = climlab.EBM_annual()

>>> print model_annual

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM_annual'>.
State variables and domain shapes:

Ts: (90, 1)
The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM_annual'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>
insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.AnnualMeanInsolation'>

class climlab.model.ebm.EBM_seasonal(a0=0.33, a2=0.25, ai=None, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.model.ebm.EBM (page 50)

A class that implements Energy Balance Models with realistic daily insolation.
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This class is inherited from the general EBM (page 50) class and uses the insolation subprocess
DailyInsolation (page 77) instead of P2Insolation (page 79) to compute a realisitc distribution
of solar radiation on a daily basis.

If argument for ice albedo ’ai’ is not given, the model will not have an albedo feedback.

An instance of EBM_seasonal is initialized with the following arguments:

Parameters

• a0 (float) – base value for planetary albedo parametrization
StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89) [default: 0.33]

• a2 (float) – parabolic value for planetary albedo parametrization
StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89) [default: 0.25]

• ai (float) – value for ice albedo paramerization in StepFunctionAlbedo
(page 89) (optional)

Object attributes

Following object attributes are updated during initialization:

Variables

• param (dict) – The parameter dictionary is updated with ’a0’ and ’a2’.

• subprocess (dict) – suprocess ’insolation’ is overwritten by
DailyInsolation (page 77).

if ’ai’ is not given:

Variables

• param (dict) – ’ai’ and ’Tf’ are removed from the parameter dictionary (initial-
ized by parent class EBM (page 50))

• subprocess (dict) – suprocess ’albedo’ is overwritten by P2Albedo
(page 88).

if ’ai’ is given:

Variables

• param (dict) – The parameter dictionary is updated with ’ai’.

• subprocess (dict) – suprocess ’albedo’ is overwritten by
StepFunctionAlbedo (page 89) (which basically has been there before but
now is updated with the new albedo parameter values).

Example The annual distribution of solar insolation:

import climlab
from climlab.utils import constants as const
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# creating model
model = climlab.EBM_seasonal()
model.step_forward()

solar = model.subprocess['insolation'].insolation

# plot
fig = plt.figure( figsize=(6,4))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)

season_days = const.days_per_year/4
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for season in ['winter','spring','summer','autumn']:
ax.plot(model.lat, solar, label=season)
model.integrate_days(season_days)

ax.set_title('seasonal solar distribution')
ax.set_xlabel('latitude')
ax.set_xticks([-90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90])
ax.set_ylabel('solar insolation (W/m$^2$)')
ax.legend(loc='best')
plt.show()
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6.1.4 climlab.process package

climlab.process.diagnostic module

DiagnosticProcessTimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.process.diagnostic.DiagnosticProcess(**kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.time_dependent_process.TimeDependentProcess (page 66)

A parent class for all processes that are strictly diagnostic, namely no time dependence.

During initialization following attribute is set:

Variables time_type (str) – is set to ’diagnostic’
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climlab.process.energy_budget module

EnergyBudget ExternalEnergySourceTimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.process.energy_budget.EnergyBudget(**kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.time_dependent_process.TimeDependentProcess (page 66)

A parent class for explicit energy budget processes.

This class solves equations that include a heat capacitiy term like 𝐶 𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡 = flux convergence

In an Energy Balance Model with model state 𝑇 this equation will look like this:

𝐶
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑅 ↓ −𝑅 ↑ −𝐻

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑅 ↓
𝐶

− 𝑅 ↑
𝐶

− 𝐻

𝐶

Every EnergyBudget object has a heating_rate dictionary with items corresponding to each state vari-
able. The heating rate accounts the actual heating of a subprocess, namely the contribution to the energy
budget of 𝑅 ↓, 𝑅 ↑ and 𝐻 in this case. The temperature tendencies for each subprocess are then calculated
through dividing the heating rate by the heat capacitiy 𝐶.

Initialization parameters

An instance of EnergyBudget is initialized with the forwarded keyword arguments **kwargs of the
corresponding children classes.

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class TimeDependentProcess following object attributes are generated or
modified during initialization:

Variables

• time_type (str) – is set to ’explicit’

• heating_rate (dict) – energy share for given subprocess in unit W/m2 stored in
a dictionary sorted by model states

class climlab.process.energy_budget.ExternalEnergySource(**kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.energy_budget.EnergyBudget (page 58)

A fixed energy source or sink to be specified by the user.

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class EnergyBudget (page 58) the following object attribute is modified during
initialization:

Variables heating_rate (dict) – energy share dictionary for this subprocess is set to zero
for every model state.

After initialization the user should modify the fields in the heating_rate dictionary, which contain
heating rates in unit W/m2 for all state variables.

Example Creating an Energy Balance Model with a uniform external energy source of 10 W/m2

for all latitudes:

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.process.energy_budget import ExternalEnergySource
>>> import numpy as np

>>> # create model & external energy subprocess
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>>> model = climlab.EBM(num_lat=36)
>>> ext_en = ExternalEnergySource(state= model.state,**model.param)

>>> # modify external energy rate
>>> ext_en.heating_rate.keys()
['Ts']

>>> np.squeeze(ext_en.heating_rate['Ts'])
Field([-0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,

0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,
0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0., -0.])

>>> ext_en.heating_rate['Ts'][:]=10

>>> np.squeeze(ext_en.heating_rate['Ts'])
Field([ 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10.,

10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10.,
10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10., 10.,
10., 10., 10.])

>>> # add subprocess to model
>>> model.add_subprocess('ext_energy',ext_en)

>>> print model
climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (36, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
ext_energy: <class 'climlab.process.energy_budget.ExternalEnergySource'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

climlab.process.implicit module

ImplicitProcessTimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.process.implicit.ImplicitProcess(**kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.time_dependent_process.TimeDependentProcess (page 66)

A parent class for modules that use implicit time discretization.

During initialization following attributes are intitialized:

Variables

• time_type (str) – is set to ’implicit’

• adjustment (dict) – the model state adjustments due to this implicit subprocess

_compute()
Computes the state variable tendencies in time for implicit processes.
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To calculate the new state the _implicit_solver() method is called for daughter classes. This
however returns the new state of the variables, not just the tendencies. Therefore, the adjustment is
calculated which is the difference between the new and the old state and stored in the object’s attribute
adjustment.

Calculating the new model states through solving the matrix problem already includes the multipli-
cation with the timestep. The derived adjustment is divided by the timestep to calculate the implicit
subprocess tendencies, which can be handeled by the compute() (page 67) method of the parent
TimeDependentProcess (page 66) class.

Variables adjustment (dict) – holding all state variables’ adjustments of the implicit
process which are the differences between the new states (which have been solved
through matrix inversion) and the old states.

climlab.process.process module

Process

class climlab.process.process.Process(state=None, domains=None, subprocess=None,
lat=None, lev=None, num_lat=None,
num_levels=None, input=None, **kwargs)

Bases: object

A generic parent class for all climlab process objects. Every process object has a set of state variables on a
spatial grid.

For more general information about Processes and their role in climlab, see Process (page 5) section
climlab-architecture.

Initialization parameters

An instance of Process is initialized with the following arguments (for detailed information see Object
attributes below):

Parameters

• state (Field (page 39)) – spatial state variable for the process. Set to None if not
specified.

• domains (_Domain (page 35) or dict of _Domain (page 35)) – domain(s) for the
process

• subprocess (Process (page 60) or dict of Process (page 60)) – subprocess(es)
of the process

• lat (array) – latitudinal points (optional)

• lev – altitudinal points (optional)

• num_lat (int) – number of latitudional points (optional)

• num_levels (int) – number of altitudinal points (optional)

• input (dict) – collection of input quantities

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class Process (page 60) following object attributes are generated during initial-
ization:
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Variables

• domains (dict) – dictionary of process _Domain (page 35)

• state (dict) – dictionary of process states (of type Field (page 39))

• param (dict) – dictionary of model parameters which are given through **kwargs

• diagnostics (dict) – a dictionary with all diagnostic variables

• _input_vars (dict) – collection of input quantities like boundary conditions and
other gridded quantities

• creation_date (str) – date and time when process was created

• subprocess (dict of Process (page 60)) – dictionary of suprocesses of the process

add_input(inputlist)
Updates the process’s list of inputs.

Parameters inputlist (list) – list of names of input variables

add_subprocess(name, proc)
Adds a single subprocess to this process.

Parameters

• name (string) – name of the subprocess

• proc (Process (page 60)) – a Process object

Raises ValueError if proc is not a process

Example Replacing an albedo subprocess through adding a subprocess with same name:

>>> from climlab.model.ebm import EBM_seasonal
>>> from climlab.surface.albedo import StepFunctionAlbedo

>>> # creating EBM model
>>> ebm_s = EBM_seasonal()

>>> print ebm_s

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM_seasonal'>.
State variables and domain shapes:

Ts: (90, 1)
The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM_seasonal'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>
insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.DailyInsolation'>

>>> # creating and adding albedo feedback subprocess
>>> step_albedo = StepFunctionAlbedo(state=ebm_s.state, **ebm_s.param)
>>> ebm_s.add_subprocess('albedo', step_albedo)
>>>
>>> print ebm_s

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM_seasonal'>.
State variables and domain shapes:

Ts: (90, 1)
The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM_seasonal'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
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albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>
iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.DailyInsolation'>

add_subprocesses(procdict)
Adds a dictionary of subproceses to this process.

Calls add_subprocess() (page 61) for every process given in the input-dictionary. It can also
pass a single process, which will be given the name default.

Parameters procdict (dict) – a dictionary with process names as keys

depth
Property of depth points of the process.

Getter Returns the points of axis ’depth’ if availible in the process’s domains.

Type array

Raises ValueError if no ’depth’ axis can be found.

depth_bounds
Property of depth bounds of the process.

Getter Returns the bounds of axis ’depth’ if availible in the process’s domains.

Type array

Raises ValueError if no ’depth’ axis can be found.

init_diagnostic(name, value=0.0)
Defines a new diagnostic quantity called name and initialize it with the given value.

Quantity is accessible and settable in two ways:

•as a process attribute, i.e. proc.name

•as a member of the diagnostics dictionary, i.e. proc.diagnostics[’name’]

Parameters

• name (str) – name of diagnostic quantity to be initialized

• value (array) – initial value for quantity - accepts also type float, int, etc. [default:
0.]

Example Add a diagnostic CO2 variable to an energy balance model:

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> # initialize CO2 variable with value 280 ppm
>>> model.init_diagnostic('CO2',280)

>>> # access variable directly or through diagnostic dictionary
>>> model.CO2
280
>>> model.diagnostics.keys()
['ASR', 'CO2', 'net_radiation', 'icelat', 'OLR', 'albedo']

input
dictionary with all input variables

That can be boundary conditions and other gridded quantities independent of the process

Getter Returns the content of self._input_vars.
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Type dict

lat
Property of latitudinal points of the process.

Getter Returns the points of axis ’lat’ if availible in the process’s domains.

Type array

Raises ValueError if no ’lat’ axis can be found.

lat_bounds
Property of latitudinal bounds of the process.

Getter Returns the bounds of axis ’lat’ if availible in the process’s domains.

Type array

Raises ValueError if no ’lat’ axis can be found.

lev
Property of altitudinal points of the process.

Getter Returns the points of axis ’lev’ if availible in the process’s domains.

Type array

Raises ValueError if no ’lev’ axis can be found.

lev_bounds
Property of altitudinal bounds of the process.

Getter Returns the bounds of axis ’lev’ if availible in the process’s domains.

Type array

Raises ValueError if no ’lev’ axis can be found.

lon
Property of longitudinal points of the process.

Getter Returns the points of axis ’lon’ if availible in the process’s domains.

Type array

Raises ValueError if no ’lon’ axis can be found.

lon_bounds
Property of longitudinal bounds of the process.

Getter Returns the bounds of axis ’lon’ if availible in the process’s domains.

Type array

Raises ValueError if no ’lon’ axis can be found.

remove_diagnostic(name)
Removes a diagnostic from the process.diagnostic dictionary and also delete the associated
process attribute.

Parameters name (str) – name of diagnostic quantity to be removed

Example Remove diagnostic variable ‘icelat’ from energy balance model:

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> # display all diagnostic variables
>>> model.diagnostics.keys()
['ASR', 'OLR', 'net_radiation', 'albedo', 'icelat']

>>> model.remove_diagnostic('icelat')
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>>> model.diagnostics.keys()
['ASR', 'OLR', 'net_radiation', 'albedo']

>>> # Watch out for subprocesses that may still want
>>> # to access the diagnostic 'icelat' variable !!!

remove_subprocess(name)
Removes a single subprocess from this process.

Parameters name (string) – name of the subprocess

Example Remove albedo subprocess from energy balance model:

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> print model
climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:

Ts: (90, 1)
The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

>>> model.remove_subprocess('albedo')

>>> print model
climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:

Ts: (90, 1)
The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

set_state(name, value)
Sets the variable name to a new state value.

Parameters

• name (string) – name of the state

• value (Field (page 39) or array) – state variable

Raises ValueError if state variable value is not having a domain.

Raises ValueError if shape mismatch between existing domain and new state variable.

Example Resetting the surface temperature of an EBM to −5∘C on all latitues:

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab import Field
>>> import numpy as np

>>> # setup model
>>> model = climlab.EBM(num_lat=36)

>>> # create new temperature distribution
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>>> initial = -5 * ones(size(model.lat))
>>> model.set_state('Ts', Field(initial, domain=model.domains['Ts']))

>>> np.squeeze(model.Ts)
Field([-5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5.,

-5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5.,
-5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5., -5.])

climlab.process.process.get_axes(process_or_domain)
Returns a dictionary of all Axis in a domain or dictionary of domains.

Parameters process_or_domain (Process (page 60) or _Domain (page 35)) – a pro-
cess or a domain object

Raises

exc TypeError if input is not or not having a domain

Returns dictionary of input’s Axis

Return type dict

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.process.process import get_axes

>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> get_axes(model)
{'lat': <climlab.domain.axis.Axis object at 0x7ff13b9dd2d0>,
'depth': <climlab.domain.axis.Axis object at 0x7ff13b9dd310>}

climlab.process.process.process_like(proc)
Copys the given process.

The creation date is updated.

Parameters proc (Process (page 60)) – process

Returns new process identical to the given process

Return type Process (page 60)

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.process.process import process_like

>>> model = climlab.EBM()
>>> model.subprocess.keys()
['diffusion', 'LW', 'albedo', 'insolation']

>>> albedo = model.subprocess['albedo']
>>> albedo_copy = process_like(albedo)

>>> albedo.creation_date
'Thu, 24 Mar 2016 01:32:25 +0000'

>>> albedo_copy.creation_date
'Thu, 24 Mar 2016 01:33:29 +0000'
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climlab.process.time_dependent_process module

Process TimeDependentProcess

class climlab.process.time_dependent_process.TimeDependentProcess(time_type=’explicit’,
timestep=None,
top-
down=True,
**kwargs)

Bases: climlab.process.process.Process (page 60)

A generic parent class for all time-dependent processes.

TimeDependentProcess is a child of the Process (page 60) class and therefore inherits all those
attributes.

Initialization parameters

An instance of TimeDependentProcess is initialized with the following arguments (for detailed infor-
mation see Object attributes below):

Parameters

• timestep (float) – specifies the timestep of the object (optional)

• time_type (str) – how time-dependent-process should be computed [default: ‘ex-
plicit’]

• topdown (bool) – whether geneterate process_types in regular or in reverse order
[default: True]

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class Process (page 60) following object attributes are generated during initial-
ization:

Variables

• has_process_type_list (bool) – information whether attribute pro-
cess_types (which is needed for compute() (page 67) and build in
_build_process_type_list()) exists or not. Attribute is set to ’False’
during initialization.

• topdown (bool) – information whether the list process_types (which contains all
processes and sub-processes) should be generated in regular or in reverse order. See
_build_process_type_list().

• timeave (dict) – a time averaged collection of all states and diagnostic processes
over the timeperiod that integrate_years() (page 68) has been called for last.

• tendencies (dict) – computed difference in a timestep for each state. See
compute() (page 67) for details.

• time_type (str) – how time-dependent-process should be computed. Possible val-
ues are: ’explicit’, ’implicit’, ’diagnostic’, ’adjustment’.

• time (dict) –

a collection of all time-related attributes of the process. The dictionary contains
following items:
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– ’timestep’: see initialization parameter

– ’num_steps_per_year’: see set_timestep() (page 69) and
timestep() (page 69) for details

– ’day_of_year_index’: counter how many steps have been integrated in current
year

– ’steps’: counter how many steps have been integrated in total

– ’days_elapsed’: time counter for days

– ’years_elapsed’: time counter for years

– ’days_of_year’: array which holds the number of numerical steps per year,
expressed in days

compute()
Computes the tendencies for all state variables given current state and specified input.

The function first computes all diagnostic processes. They don’t produce any tendencies directly but
they may effect the other processes (such as change in solar distribution). Subsequently, all tendencies
and diagnostics for all explicit processes are computed.

Tendencies due to implicit and adjustment processes need to be calculated from a state that is already
adjusted after explicit alteration. For that reason the explicit tendencies are applied to the states tem-
porarily. Now all tendencies from implicit processes are calculated by matrix inversions and similar
to the explicit tendencies, the implicit ones are applied to the states temporarily. Subsequently, all
instantaneous adjustments are computed.

Then the changes that were made to the states from explicit and implicit processes are removed again
as this compute() (page 67) function is supposed to calculate only tendencies and not apply them
to the states.

Finally, all calculated tendencies from all processes are collected for each state, summed up and stored
in the dictionary self.tendencies, which is an attribute of the time-dependent-process object,
for which the compute() (page 67) method has been called.

Object attributes

During method execution following object attributes are modified:

Variables

• tendencies (dict) – dictionary that holds tendencies for all states is calculated for
current timestep through adding up tendencies from explicit, implicit and adjustment
processes.

• diagnostics (dict) – process diagnostic dictionary is updated by diagnostic dic-
tionaries of subprocesses after computation of tendencies.

compute_diagnostics(num_iter=3)
Compute all tendencies and diagnostics, but don’t update model state. By default it will call compute()
3 times to make sure all subprocess coupling is accounted for. The number of iterations can be changed
with the input argument.

integrate_converge(crit=0.0001, verbose=True)
Integrates the model until model states are converging.

Parameters

• crit (float) – exit criteria for difference of iterated solutions [default: 0.0001]

• verbose (bool) – information whether total elapsed time should be printed [de-
fault: True]

Example
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>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> model.global_mean_temperature()
Field(11.997968598413685)

>>> model.integrate_converge()
Total elapsed time is 10.0 years.

>>> model.global_mean_temperature()
Field(14.288155406577301)

integrate_days(days=1.0, verbose=True)
Integrates the model forward for a specified number of days.

It convertes the given number of days into years and calls integrate_years() (page 68).

Parameters

• days (float) – integration time for the model in days [default: 1.0]

• verbose (bool) – information whether model time details should be printed [de-
fault: True]

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> model.global_mean_temperature()
Field(11.997968598413685)

>>> model.integrate_days(80.)
Integrating for 19 steps, 80.0 days, or 0.219032740466 years.
Total elapsed time is 0.211111111111 years.

>>> model.global_mean_temperature()
Field(11.873680783355553)

integrate_years(years=1.0, verbose=True)
Integrates the model by a given number of years.

Parameters

• years (float) – integration time for the model in years [default: 1.0]

• verbose (bool) – information whether model time details should be printed [de-
fault: True]

It calls step_forward() (page 69) repetitively and calculates a time averaged value over the inte-
grated period for every model state and all diagnostics processes.

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> model.global_mean_temperature()
Field(11.997968598413685)

>>> model.integrate_years(2.)
Integrating for 180 steps, 730.4844 days, or 2.0 years.
Total elapsed time is 2.0 years.
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>>> model.global_mean_temperature()
Field(13.531055349437258)

set_timestep(timestep=86400.0, num_steps_per_year=None)
Calculates the timestep in unit seconds and calls the setter function of timestep() (page 69)

Parameters

• timestep (float) – the amount of time over which step_forward() (page 69)
is integrating in unit seconds [default: 24*60*60]

• num_steps_per_year (float) – a number of steps per calendar year (optional)

If the parameter num_steps_per_year is specified and not None, the timestep is calculated accordingly
and therefore the given input parameter timestep is ignored.

step_forward()
Updates state variables with computed tendencies.

Calls the compute() (page 67) method to get current tendencies for all process states. Multiplied
with the timestep and added up to the state variables is updating all model states.

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> # checking time step counter
>>> model.time['steps']
0

>>> # stepping the model forward
>>> model.step_forward()

>>> # step counter increased
>>> model.time['steps']
1

timestep
The amount of time over which step_forward() (page 69) is integrating in unit seconds.

Getter Returns the object timestep which is stored in self.param[’timestep’].

Setter Sets the timestep to the given input. See also set_timestep() (page 69).

Type float

6.1.5 climlab.radiation package

climlab.radiation.AplusBT module

AplusBT

EnergyBudget
AplusBT_CO2

TimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT(A=200.0, B=2.0, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.energy_budget.EnergyBudget (page 58)

The simplest linear longwave radiation module.
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Calculates the Outgoing Longwave Radation (OLR) 𝑅 ↑ as

𝑅 ↑= 𝐴 + 𝐵 · 𝑇

where 𝑇 is the state variable.

Should be invoked with a single temperature state variable only.

Initialization parameters

An instance of AplusBT is initialized with the following arguments:

Parameters

• A (float) – parameter for linear OLR parametrization

– unit: W
m2

– default value: 200.0

• B (float) – parameter for linear OLR parametrization

– unit: W
m2 ∘C

– default value: 2.0

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class EnergyBudget (page 58) following object attributes are generated or mod-
ified during initialization:

Variables

• A (page 71) (float) – calls the setter function of A() (page 71)

• B (page 71) (float) – calls the setter function of B() (page 71)

• diagnostics (dict) – key ’OLR’ initialized with value: Field (page 39) of zeros
in size of self.Ts

• OLR (Field (page 39)) – the subprocess attribute self.OLR is created with correct
dimensions

Warning: This module currently works only for a single state variable!

Example Simple linear radiation module (stand alone):

>>> import climlab

>>> # create a column atmosphere and scalar surface
>>> sfc, atm = climlab.domain.single_column()

>>> # Create a state variable
>>> Ts = climlab.Field(15., domain=sfc)

>>> # Make a dictionary of state variables
>>> s = {'Ts': Ts}

>>> # create process
>>> olr = climlab.radiation.AplusBT(state=s)

>>> print olr
climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (1,)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>

>>> # to compute tendencies and diagnostics
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>>> olr.compute()

>>> # or to actually update the temperature
>>> olr.step_forward()

>>> print olr.state
{'Ts': Field([ 5.69123176])}

A
Property of AplusBT parameter A.

Getter Returns the parameter A which is stored in attribute self._A

Setter

• sets parameter A which is addressed as self._A to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’A’]

Type float

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> # getter
>>> model.subprocess['LW'].A
210.0
>>> # setter
>>> model.subprocess['LW'].A = 220
>>> # getter again
>>> model.subprocess['LW'].A
220

>>> # subprocess parameter dictionary
>>> model.subprocess['LW'].param['A']
220

B
Property of AplusBT parameter B.

Getter Returns the parameter B which is stored in attribute self._B

Setter

• sets parameter B which is addressed as self._B to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’B’]

Type float

class climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT_CO2(CO2=300.0, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.energy_budget.EnergyBudget (page 58)

Linear longwave radiation module considering CO2 concentration.

This radiation subprocess is based in the idea to linearize the Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) emitted
to space according to the surface temperature (see AplusBT (page 69)).

To consider a the change of the greenhouse effect through range of 𝐶𝑂2 in the atmosphere, the parameters
A and B are computed like the following:

𝐴(𝑐) = −326.4 + 9.161𝑐− 3.164𝑐2 + 0.5468𝑐3

𝐵(𝑐) = 1.953 − 0.04866𝑐 + 0.01309𝑐2 − 0.002577𝑐3

where 𝑐 = log 𝑝
300 and 𝑝 represents the concentration of 𝐶𝑂2 in the atmosphere.
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For further reading see [Caldeira_1992].

Initialization parameters

An instance of AplusBT_CO2 is initialized with the following argument:

Parameters CO2 (float) – The concentration of 𝐶𝑂2 in the atmosphere. Referred to as 𝑝 in
the above given formulas.

• unit: ppm (parts per million)

• default value: 300.0

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class EnergyBudget (page 58) following object attributes are generated or up-
dated during initialization:

Variables

• CO2 (page 73) (float) – calls the setter function of CO2() (page 73)

• diagnostics (dict) – the subprocess’s diagnostic dic-
tionary self.diagnostic is initialized through calling
self.init_diagnostic(’OLR’, 0. * self.Ts)

• OLR (Field (page 39)) – the subprocess attribute self.OLR is created with correct
dimensions

Example Replacing an the regular AplusBT subprocess in an energy balance model:

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.radiation.AplusBT import AplusBT_CO2

>>> # creating EBM model
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> print model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

>>> # creating and adding albedo feedback subprocess
>>> LW_CO2 = AplusBT_CO2(CO2=400, state=model.state, **model.param)

>>> # overwriting old 'LW' subprocess with same name
>>> model.add_subprocess('LW', LW_CO2)

>>> print model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>
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diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT_CO2'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

CO2
Property of AplusBT_CO2 parameter CO2.

Getter Returns the CO2 concentration which is stored in attribute self._CO2

Setter

• sets the CO2 concentration which is addressed as self._CO2 to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’CO2’]

Type float

climlab.radiation.Boltzmann module

BoltzmannEnergyBudgetTimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.radiation.Boltzmann.Boltzmann(eps=0.65, tau=0.95, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.energy_budget.EnergyBudget (page 58)

A class for black body radiation.

Implements a radiation subprocess which computes longwave radiation with the Stefan-Boltzmann law for
black/grey body radiation.

According to the Stefan Boltzmann law the total power radiated from an object with surface area 𝐴 and
temperature 𝑇 (in unit Kelvin) can be written as

𝑃 = 𝐴𝜀𝜎𝑇 4

where 𝜀 is the emissivity of the body.

As the EnergyBudget (page 58) of the Energy Balance Model is accounted in unit energy/area (W/m2)
the energy budget equation looks like this:

𝐶
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑅 ↓ −𝑅 ↑ −𝐻

The Boltzmann (page 73) radiation subprocess represents the outgoing radiation 𝑅 ↑ which then can be
written as

𝑅 ↑= 𝜀𝜎𝑇 4

with state variable 𝑇 .

Initialization parameters

An instance of Boltzmann is initialized with the following arguments:

Parameters

• eps (float) – emissivity of the planet’s surface which is the effectiveness in emitting
energy as thermal radiation [default: 0.65]
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• tau (float) – transmissivity of the planet’s atmosphere which is the effectiveness in
transmitting the longwave radiation emitted from the surface [default: 0.95]

Object attributes

During initialization both arguments described above are created as object attributes which calls their setter
function (see below).

Variables

• eps (page 74) (float) – calls the setter function of eps() (page 74)

• tau (page 75) (float) – calls the setter function of tau() (page 75)

• diagnostics (dict) – the subprocess’s diagnostic dic-
tionary self.diagnostic is initialized through calling
self.init_diagnostic(’OLR’, 0. * self.Ts)

• OLR (Field (page 39)) – the subprocess attribute self.OLR is created with correct
dimensions

Example Replacing an the regular AplusBT subprocess in an energy balance model:

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.radiation.Boltzmann import Boltzmann

>>> # creating EBM model
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> print model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

>>> # creating and adding albedo feedback subprocess
>>> LW_boltz = Boltzmann(eps=0.69, tau=0.98, state=model.state, **model.param)

>>> # overwriting old 'LW' subprocess with same name
>>> model.add_subprocess('LW', LW_boltz)

>>> print model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.Boltzmann.Boltzmann'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>
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eps
Property of emissivity parameter.

Getter Returns the albedo value which is stored in attribute self._eps

Setter

• sets the emissivity which is addressed as self._eps to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’eps’]

Type float

tau
Property of the transmissivity parameter.

Getter Returns the albedo value which is stored in attribute self._tau

Setter

• sets the emissivity which is addressed as self._tau to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’tau’]

Type float

climlab.radiation.insolation module

AnnualMeanInsolation DailyInsolation

_Insolation FixedInsolation

P2Insolation

DiagnosticProcessTimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.radiation.insolation.AnnualMeanInsolation(S0=1365.2,
orb={‘long_peri’:
281.37, ‘ecc’: 0.017236,
‘obliquity’: 23.446},
**kwargs)

Bases: climlab.radiation.insolation._Insolation (page 80)

A class for latitudewise solar insolation averaged over a year.

This class computes the solar insolation for each day of the year and latitude specified in the domain on the
basis of orbital parameters and astronomical formulas.

Therefore it uses the method daily_insolation() (page 81). For details how the solar distribution is
dependend on orbital parameters see there.

The mean over the year is calculated from data given by daily_insolation() (page 81) and stored in
the object’s attribute self.insolation

Initialization parameters

Parameters

• S0 (float) – solar constant

– unit: W
m2

– default value: 1365.2

• orb (dict) – a dictionary with three orbital parameters (as provided by
OrbitalTable (page 83)):

– ’ecc’ - eccentricity

* unit: dimensionless
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* default value: 0.017236

– ’long_peri’ - longitude of perihelion (precession angle)

* unit: degrees

* default value: 281.37

– ’obliquity’ - obliquity angle

* unit: degrees

* default value: 23.446

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class _Insolation (page 80) following object attributes are generated and up-
dated during initialization:

Variables

• insolation (page 75) (Field (page 39)) – the solar distribution is calculated as a
Field on the basis of the self.domains[’default’] domain and stored in the
attribute self.insolation.

• orb (page 77) (dict) – initialized with given argument orb

Example Create regular EBM and replace standard insolation subprocess by
AnnualMeanInsolation:

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.radiation import AnnualMeanInsolation

>>> # model creation
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> print model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

>>> # catch model domain for subprocess creation
>>> sfc = model.domains['Ts']

>>> # create AnnualMeanInsolation subprocess
>>> new_insol = AnnualMeanInsolation(domains=sfc, **model.param)

>>> # add it to the model
>>> model.add_subprocess('insolation',new_insol)

>>> print model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)
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The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.AnnualMeanInsolation'>

orb
Property of dictionary for orbital parameters.

orb contains: (for more information see OrbitalTable (page 83))

•’ecc’ - eccentricity [unit: dimensionless]

•’long_peri’ - longitude of perihelion (precession angle) [unit: degrees]

•’obliquity’ - obliquity angle [unit: degrees]

Getter Returns the orbital dictionary which is stored in attribute self._orb.

Setter

• sets orb which is addressed as self._orb to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’orb’] and

• calls method _compute_fixed()

Type dict

class climlab.radiation.insolation.DailyInsolation(S0=1365.2, orb={‘long_peri’:
281.37, ‘ecc’: 0.017236, ‘obliq-
uity’: 23.446}, **kwargs)

Bases: climlab.radiation.insolation.AnnualMeanInsolation (page 75)

A class to compute latitudewise daily solar insolation for specific days of the year.

This class computes the solar insolation on basis of orbital parameters and astronomical formulas.

Therefore it uses the method daily_insolation() (page 81). For details how the solar distribution is
dependend on orbital parameters see there.

Initialization parameters

Parameters

• S0 (float) – solar constant

– unit: W
m2

– default value: 1365.2

• orb (dict) – a dictionary with orbital parameters:

– ’ecc’ - eccentricity

* unit: dimensionless

* default value: 0.017236

– ’long_peri’ - longitude of perihelion (precession angle)

* unit: degrees

* default value: 281.37

– ’obliquity’ - obliquity angle

* unit: degrees
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* default value: 23.446

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class _Insolation (page 80) following object attributes are generated and up-
dated during initialization:

Variables

• insolation (page 75) (Field (page 39)) – the solar distribution is calculated as a
Field on the basis of the self.domains[’default’] domain and stored in the
attribute self.insolation.

• orb (page 77) (dict) – initialized with given argument orb

Example Create regular EBM and replace standard insolation subprocess by
DailyInsolation:

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.radiation import DailyInsolation

>>> # model creation
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> print model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

>>> # catch model domain for subprocess creation
>>> sfc = model.domains['Ts']

>>> # create DailyInsolation subprocess and add it to the model
>>> model.add_subprocess('insolation',DailyInsolation(domains=sfc, **model.param))

>>> print model

climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>

diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.DailyInsolation'>

class climlab.radiation.insolation.FixedInsolation(S0=341.3, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.radiation.insolation._Insolation (page 80)
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A class for fixed insolation at each point of latitude off the domain.

The solar distribution for the whole domain is constant and specified by a parameter.

Initialization parameters

Parameters S0 (float) – solar constant

• unit: W
m2

• default value: const.S0/4 = 341.2

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.radiation.insolation import FixedInsolation

>>> model = climlab.EBM()
>>> sfc = model.Ts.domain

>>> fixed_ins = FixedInsolation(S0=340.0, domains=sfc)

>>> print fixed_ins
climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.FixedInsolation'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.FixedInsolation'>

class climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation(S0=1365.2, s2=-0.48, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.radiation.insolation._Insolation (page 80)

A class for parabolic solar distribution over the domain’s latitude on the basis of the second order Legendre
Polynomial.

Calculates the latitude dependent solar distribution as

𝑆(𝜙) =
𝑆0

4
(1 + 𝑠2𝑃2(𝑥))

where 𝑃2(𝑥) = 1
2 (3𝑥2 − 1) is the second order Legendre Polynomial and 𝑥 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙).

Initialization parameters

Parameters

• S0 (float) – solar constant

– unit: W
m2

– default value: 1365.2

• s2 (floar) – factor for second legendre polynominal term

– default value: -0.48

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.radiation.insolation import P2Insolation

>>> model = climlab.EBM()
>>> sfc = model.Ts.domain

>>> p2_ins = P2Insolation(S0=340.0, s2=-0.5, domains=sfc)

>>> print p2_ins
climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
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The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

s2
Property of second legendre polynomial factor s2.

s2 in following equation:

𝑆(𝜙) =
𝑆0

4
(1 + 𝑠2𝑃2(𝑥))

Getter Returns the s2 parameter which is stored in attribute self._s2.

Setter

• sets s2 which is addressed as self._S0 to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’s2’] and

• calls method _compute_fixed()

Type float

class climlab.radiation.insolation._Insolation(S0=1365.2, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.diagnostic.DiagnosticProcess (page 57)

A private parent class for insolation processes.

Calling compute() will update self.insolation with current values.

Initialization parameters

An instance of _Insolation is initialized with the following arguments (for detailed information see
Object attributes below):

Parameters S0 (float) – solar constant

• unit: W
m2

• default value: 1365.2

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class DiagnosticProcess (page 57) following object attributes are generated
and updated during initialization:

Variables

• insolation (page 75) (Field (page 39)) – the array is initialized with zeros of the
size of self.domains[’sfc’] or self.domains[’default’].

• S0 (page 80) (float) – initialized with given argument S0

• diagnostics (dict) – key ’insolation’ initialized with value:
Field (page 39) of zeros in size of self.domains[’sfc’] or
self.domains[’default’]

• insolation (page 75) – the subprocess attribute self.insolation is created
with correct dimensions

Note: self.insolation should always be modified with self.insolation[:] = ... so that
links to the insolation in other processes will work.

S0
Property of solar constant S0.

The parameter S0 is stored using a python property and can be changed through self.S0 =
newvalue which will also update the parameter dictionary.
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Warning: changing self.param[’S0’] will not work!

Getter Returns the S0 parameter which is stored in attribute self._S0.

Setter

• sets S0 which is addressed as self._S0 to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’S0’] and

• calls method _compute_fixed()

Type float

6.1.6 climlab.solar package

climlab.solar.insolation module

This module contains general-purpose routines for computing incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmo-
sphere.

Currently, only daily average insolation is computed.

Note: Ported and modified from MATLAB code daily_insolation.m

Original authors:

Ian Eisenman and Peter Huybers, Harvard University, August 2006

Available online at http://eisenman.ucsd.edu/code/daily_insolation.m

If using calendar days, solar longitude is found using an approximate solution to the differential equation represent-
ing conservation of angular momentum (Kepler’s Second Law). Given the orbital parameters and solar longitude,
daily average insolation is calculated exactly following [Berger_1978]. Further references: [Berger_1991].

climlab.solar.insolation.daily_insolation(lat, day, orb={‘long_peri’: 281.37, ‘ecc’:
0.017236, ‘obliquity’: 23.446}, S0=None,
day_type=1)

Compute daily average insolation given latitude, time of year and orbital parameters.

Orbital parameters can be computed for any time in the last 5 Myears with lookup_parameters()
(page 84) (see example below).

Function-call argument

Parameters

• lat (array) – Latitude in degrees (-90 to 90).

• day (array) – Indicator of time of year. See argument day_type for details about
format.

• orb (dict) – a dictionary with three members (as provided by OrbitalTable
(page 83))

– ’ecc’ - eccentricity

* unit: dimensionless

* default value: 0.017236

– ’long_peri’ - longitude of perihelion (precession angle)

* unit: degrees

* default value: 281.37
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– ’obliquity’ - obliquity angle

* unit: degrees

* default value: 23.446

• S0 (float) – solar constant

– unit: W/m2

– default value: 1365.2

• day_type (int) – Convention for specifying time of year (+/- 1,2) [optional].

day_type=1 (default): day input is calendar day (1-365.24), where day 1 is January
first. The calendar is referenced to the vernal equinox which always occurs at day 80.

day_type=2: day input is solar longitude (0-360 degrees). Solar longitude is the angle
of the Earth’s orbit measured from spring equinox (21 March). Note that calendar
days and solar longitude are not linearly related because, by Kepler’s Second Law,
Earth’s angular velocity varies according to its distance from the sun.

Raises ValueError if day_type is neither 1 nor 2

Returns

Daily average solar radiation in unit W/m2.

Dimensions of output are (lat.size, day.size, ecc.size)

Return type array

Code is fully vectorized to handle array input for all arguments.

Orbital arguments should all have the same sizes. This is automatic if computed from
lookup_parameters() (page 84)

Example to compute the timeseries of insolation at 65N at summer solstice over the past 5
Myears:

from climlab.solar.orbital import OrbitalTable
from climlab.solar.insolation import daily_insolation

# import orbital table
table = OrbitalTable()

# array with specified kyears
years = np.linspace(-5000, 0, 5001)

# orbital parameters for specified time
orb = table.lookup_parameters( years )

# insolation values for past 5 Myears at 65N at summer solstice
S65 = daily_insolation( 65, 172, orb )

For more information about computation of solar insolation see the Tutorials (page 15)
chapter.

climlab.solar.insolation.solar_longitude(day, orb={‘long_peri’: 281.37,
‘ecc’: 0.017236, ‘obliquity’: 23.446},
days_per_year=None)

Estimates solar longitude from calendar day.

Method is using an approximation from [Berger_1978] section 3 (lambda = 0 at spring equinox).

Function-call arguments

Parameters

• day (array) – Indicator of time of year.
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• orb (dict) – a dictionary with three members (as provided by OrbitalTable
(page 83))

– ’ecc’ - eccentricity

* unit: dimensionless

* default value: 0.017236

– ’long_peri’ - longitude of perihelion (precession angle)

* unit: degrees

* default value: 281.37

– ’obliquity’ - obliquity angle

* unit: degrees

* default value: 23.446

• days_per_year (float) – number of days in a year (optional) (default: 365.2422)
Reads the length of the year from constants (page 90) if available.

Returns solar longitude lambda_long in dimension‘‘( day.size, ecc.size )‘‘

Return type array

Works for both scalar and vector orbital parameters.

climlab.solar.orbital module

LongOrbitalTableOrbitalTable

This module defines the
class OrbitalTable (page 83) which holds orbital data, and includes a method lookup_parameters()
(page 84) which interpolates the orbital data for a specific year (- works equally well for arrays of years).

The base class OrbitalTable() (page 83) is designed to work with 5 Myears of orbital data (eccentricity,
obliquity, and longitude of perihelion) from [Berger_1991].

Data will be read from the file orbit91, which was originally obtained from
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/insolation/ If the file isn’t found locally, the module will attempt to
read it remotely from the above URL.

A subclass LongOrbitalTable() (page 83) works with La2004 orbital data for -51 to +21 Myears as calcu-
lated by [Laskar_2004]. See http://vo.imcce.fr/insola/earth/online/earth/La2004/README.TXT

class climlab.solar.orbital.LongOrbitalTable
Bases: climlab.solar.orbital.OrbitalTable (page 83)

Loads orbital parameter tables for -51 to +21 Myears.

Based on calculations by [Laskar_2004] http://vo.imcce.fr/insola/earth/online/earth/La2004/README.TXT

Usage is identical to parent class OrbitalTable() (page 83).

class climlab.solar.orbital.OrbitalTable
Invoking OrbitalTable() will load 5 million years of orbital data from [Berger_1991] and compute linear
interpolants.

The data can be accessed through the method lookup_parameters() (page 84).
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Object attributes

Following object attributes are generated during initialization:

Variables

• kyear (array) – time table with negative values are before present (unit: kyears)

• ecc (array) – eccentricity over time (unit: dimensionless)

• long_peri (array) – longitude of perihelion (precession angle) (unit: degrees)

• obliquity (array) – obliquity angle (unit: degrees)

• kyear_min (float) – minimum value of time table (unit: kyears)

• kyear_max (float) – maximum value of time table (unit: kyears)

lookup_parameters(kyear=0)
Look up orbital parameters for given kyear measured from present.

Note: Input kyear is thousands of years after present. For years before present, use kyear < 0.

Function-call argument

Parameters kyear (array) – Time for which oribtal parameters should be given. Will
handle scalar or vector input (for multiple years). [default: 0]

Returns

a three-member dictionary of orbital parameters:

• ’ecc’: eccentricity (dimensionless)

• ’long_peri’: longitude of perihelion relative to vernal equinox (degrees)

• ’obliquity’: obliquity angle or axial tilt (degrees).

Each member is an array of same size as kyear.

Return type dict

climlab.solar.orbital_cycles module

OrbitalCycles

class climlab.solar.orbital_cycles.OrbitalCycles(model, kyear_start=-
20.0, kyear_stop=0.0, seg-
ment_length_years=100.0, or-
bital_year_factor=1.0, ver-
bose=True)

Automatically integrates a process through changes in orbital parameters.

OrbitalCycles is a module for setting up long integrations of climlab processes over orbital cycles.

The duration between integration start and end time is partitioned in time segments over which the orbital
parameters are held constant. The process is integrated over every time segment and the process state Ts is
stored for each segment.
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The storage arrays are saving:

•current model state at end of each segment

•model state averaged over last integrated year of each segment

•global mean of averaged model state over last integrated year of each segment

Note: Input kyear is thousands of years after present. For years before present, use kyear < 0.

Initialization parameters

Parameters

• model (TimeDependentProcess (page 66)) – a time dependent process

• kyear_start (float) – integration start time.

As time reference is present, argument should be < 0 for time before present.

– unit: kiloyears

– default value: -20.

• kyear_stop (float) – integration stop time.

As time reference is present, argument should be ≤ 0 for time before present.

– unit: kiloyears

– default value: 0.

• segment_length_years (float) – is the length of each integration with fixed
orbital parameters. [default: 100.]

• orbital_year_factor (float) – is an optional speed-up to the orbital cycles.
[default: 1.]

• verbose (bool) – prints product of calculation and information about computation
progress [default: True]

Object attributes

Following object attributes are generated during initialization:

Variables

• model (TimeDependentProcess (page 66)) – timedependent process to be inte-
grated

• kyear_start (float) – integration start time

• kyear_stop (float) – integration stop time

• segment_length_years (float) – length of each integration with fixed orbital
parameters

• orbital_year_factor (float) – speed-up factor to the orbital cycles

• verbose (bool) – print flag

• num_segments (int) – number of segments with fixed oribtal parameters, calculated
through:

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑔 =
−(𝑘𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑘𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝) * 1000

𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ * 𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

• T_segments_global (array) – storage for global mean temperature for final year
of each segment

• T_segments (array) – storage for actual temperature at end of each segment
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• T_segments_annual (array) – storage for timeaveraged temperature over last
year of segment

dimension: (size(Ts), num_segments)

• orb_kyear (array) – integration start time of all segments

• orb (page 77) (dict) – orbital parameters for last integrated segment

Example Integration of an energy balance model for 10,000 years with corresponding orbital
parameters:

from climlab.model.ebm import EBM_seasonal
from climlab.solar.orbital_cycles import OrbitalCycles
from climlab.surface.albedo import StepFunctionAlbedo
ebm = EBM_seasonal()
print ebm

# add an albedo feedback
albedo = StepFunctionAlbedo(state=ebm.state, **ebm.param)
ebm.add_subprocess('albedo', albedo)

# start the integration
# run for 10,000 orbital years, but only 1,000 model years
experiment = OrbitalCycles(ebm, kyear_start=-20, kyear_stop=-10, orbital_year_factor=10.)

6.1.7 climlab.surface package

climlab.surface.albedo module

ConstantAlbedo

DiagnosticProcess

Iceline

P2Albedo

StepFunctionAlbedo

TimeDependentProcessProcess

class climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo(albedo=0.33, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.diagnostic.DiagnosticProcess (page 57)

A class for constant albedo values at all spatial points of the domain.

Initialization parameters

Parameters albedo (float) – albedo values [default: 0.33]

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class DiagnosticProcess (page 57) following object attributes are generated
and updated during initialization:

Variables albedo (page 86) (Field (page 39)) – attribute to store the albedo value. During
initialization the albedo() (page 87) setter is called.

Example Creation of a constant albedo subprocess on basis of an EBM domain:
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>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.surface.albedo import ConstantAlbedo

>>> # model creation
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> sfc = model.domains['Ts']

>>> # subprocess creation
>>> const_alb = ConstantAlbedo(albedo=0.3, domains=sfc, **model.param)

Uniform prescribed albedo.

albedo
Property of albedo value.

Getter Returns the albedo value which is stored in diagnostic dict
self.diagnostic[’albedo’]

Setter

• sets albedo which is addressed as diagnostics[’albedo’] to the new value
through creating a Field on the basis of domain self.domain[’default’]

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’albedo’]

Type Field

class climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline(Tf=-10.0, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.diagnostic.DiagnosticProcess (page 57)

A class for an Iceline subprocess.

Depending on a freezing temperature it calculates where on the domain the surface is covered with ice,
where there is no ice and on which latitude the ice-edge is placed.

Initialization parameters

Parameters Tf (float) – freezing temperature where sea water freezes and surface is covered
with ice

• unit: ∘C

• default value: -10

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class DiagnosticProcess (page 57) following object attributes are generated
and updated during initialization:

Variables

• param (dict) – The parameter dictionary is updated with the input argument ’Tf’.

• diagnostics (dict) – key ’icelat’ initialized

• icelat (array) – the subprocess attribute self.icelat is created

find_icelines()
Finds iceline according to the surface temperature.

This method is called by the private function _compute() and updates following attributes
according to the freezing temperature self.param[’Tf’] and the surface temperature
self.param[’Ts’]:

Object attributes

Variables

• noice (Field (page 39)) – a Field of booleans which are True where 𝑇𝑠 ≥ 𝑇𝑓
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• ice (Field (page 39)) – a Field of booleans which are True where 𝑇𝑠 < 𝑇𝑓

• icelat (array) – an array with two elements indicating the ice-edge latitudes

• diagnostics (dict) – key ’icelat’ is updated according to object attribute
self.icelat during modification

class climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo(a0=0.33, a2=0.25, **kwargs)
Bases: climlab.process.diagnostic.DiagnosticProcess (page 57)

A class for parabolic distributed albedo values across the domain on basis of the second order Legendre
Polynomial.

Calculates the latitude dependent albedo values as

𝛼(𝜙) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎2𝑃2(𝑥)

where 𝑃2(𝑥) = 1
2 (3𝑥2 − 1) is the second order Legendre Polynomial and 𝑥 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙).

Initialization parameters

Parameters

• a0 (float) – basic parameter for albedo function [default: 0.33]

• a2 (float) – factor for second legendre polynominal term in albedo function [default:
0.25]

Object attributes

Additional to the parent class DiagnosticProcess (page 57) following object attributes are generated
and updated during initialization:

Variables

• a0 (page 88) (float) – attribute to store the albedo parameter a0. During initialization
the a0() (page 88) setter is called.

• a2 (page 89) (float) – attribute to store the albedo parameter a2. During initialization
the a2() (page 89) setter is called.

• diagnostics (dict) – key ’albedo’ initialized

• albedo (page 86) (Field (page 39)) – the subprocess attribute self.albedo is
created with correct dimensions (according to self.lat)

Example Creation of a parabolic albedo subprocess on basis of an EBM domain:

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.surface.albedo import P2Albedo

>>> # model creation
>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> # modify a0 and a2 values in model parameter dictionary
>>> model.param['a0']=0.35
>>> model.param['a2']= 0.10

>>> # subprocess creation
>>> p2_alb = P2Albedo(domains=model.domains['Ts'], **model.param)

>>> p2_alb.a0
0.33
>>> p2_alb.a2
0.1

a0
Property of albedo parameter a0.
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Getter Returns the albedo parameter value which is stored in attribute self._a0

Setter

• sets albedo parameter which is addressed as self._a0 to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’a0’]

• calls method _compute_fixed()

Type float

a2
Property of albedo parameter a2.

Getter Returns the albedo parameter value which is stored in attribute self._a2

Setter

• sets albedo parameter which is addressed as self._a2 to the new value

• updates the parameter dictionary self.param[’a2’]

• calls method _compute_fixed()

Type float

class climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo(Tf=-10.0, a0=0.3, a2=0.078, ai=0.62,
**kwargs)

Bases: climlab.process.diagnostic.DiagnosticProcess (page 57)

A step function albedo suprocess.

This class itself defines three subprocesses that are created during initialization:

•’iceline’ - Iceline (page 87)

•’warm_albedo’ - P2Albedo (page 88)

•’cold_albedo’ - ConstantAlbedo (page 86)

Initialization parameters

Parameters

• Tf (float) – freezing temperature for Iceline subprocess

– unit: ∘C

– default value: -10

• a0 (float) – basic parameter for P2Albedo subprocess [default: 0.3]

• a2 (float) – factor for second legendre polynominal term in P2Albedo subprocess
[default: 0.078]

• ai (float) – ice albedo value for ConstantAlbedo subprocess [default: 0.62]

Additional to the parent class DiagnosticProcess (page 57) following object attributes are gener-
ated/updated during initialization:

Variables

• param (dict) – The parameter dictionary is updated with a couple of the initatilzation
input arguments, namely ’Tf’, ’a0’, ’a2’ and ’ai’.

• topdown (bool) – is set to False to call subprocess compute method first

• diagnostics (dict) – key ’albedo’ initialized

• albedo (page 86) (Field (page 39)) – the subprocess attribute self.albedo is
created

Example Creation of a step albedo subprocess on basis of an EBM domain:
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>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.surface.albedo import StepFunctionAlbedo
>>>
>>> model = climlab.EBM(a0=0.29, a2=0.1, ai=0.65, Tf=-2)
>>>
>>> step_alb = StepFunctionAlbedo(state= model.state, **model.param)
>>>
>>> print step_alb
climlab Process of type <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>.
State variables and domain shapes:
Ts: (90, 1)

The subprocess tree:
top: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

6.1.8 climlab.utils package

climlab.utils.attr_dict module

AttrDict

OrderedAttrDictOrderedDict

class climlab.utils.attr_dict.AttrDict(*args, **kwargs)
Bases: dict

Constructs a dict object with attribute access to data.

class climlab.utils.attr_dict.OrderedAttrDict(*args, **kwargs)
Bases: collections.OrderedDict

Constructs an OrderedDict object with attribute access to data.

climlab.utils.constants module

Contains a collection of physical constants for the atmosphere and ocean.

import numpy as np

a = 6.373E6 # Radius of Earth (m)
Lhvap = 2.5E6 # Latent heat of vaporization (J / kg)
Lhsub = 2.834E6 # Latent heat of sublimation (J / kg)
Lhfus = Lhsub - Lhvap # Latent heat of fusion (J / kg)
cp = 1004. # specific heat at constant pressure for dry air (J / kg / K)
Rd = 287. # gas constant for dry air (J / kg / K)
kappa = Rd / cp
Rv = 461.5 # gas constant for water vapor (J / kg / K)
cpv = 1875. # specific heat at constant pressure for water vapor (J / kg / K)
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Omega = 2 * np.math.pi / 24. / 3600. # Earth's rotation rate, (s**(-1))
g = 9.8 # gravitational acceleration (m / s**2)
kBoltzmann = 1.3806488E-23 # the Boltzmann constant (J / K)
c_light = 2.99792458E8 # speed of light (m/s)
hPlanck = 6.62606957E-34 # Planck's constant (J s)
# sigma = 5.67E-8 # Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W / m**2 / K**4)
# sigma derived from fundamental constants
sigma = (2*np.pi**5 * kBoltzmann**4) / (15 * c_light**2 * hPlanck**3)

S0 = 1365.2 # solar constant (W / m**2)
# value is consistent with Trenberth and Fasullo, Surveys of Geophysics 2012

ps = 1000. # approximate surface pressure (mb or hPa)

rho_w = 1000. # density of water (kg / m**3)
cw = 4181.3 # specific heat of liquid water (J / kg / K)

tempCtoK = 273.15 # 0degC in Kelvin
tempKtoC = -tempCtoK # 0 K in degC
mb_to_Pa = 100. # conversion factor from mb to Pa

# Some useful time conversion factors
seconds_per_minute = 60.
minutes_per_hour = 60.
hours_per_day = 24.

# the length of the "tropical year" -- time between vernal equinoxes
# This value is consistent with Berger (1978)
# "Long-Term Variations of Daily Insolation and Quaternary Climatic Changes"
days_per_year = 365.2422
seconds_per_hour = minutes_per_hour * seconds_per_minute
minutes_per_day = hours_per_day * minutes_per_hour
seconds_per_day = hours_per_day * seconds_per_hour
seconds_per_year = seconds_per_day * days_per_year
minutes_per_year = seconds_per_year / seconds_per_minute
hours_per_year = seconds_per_year / seconds_per_hour
# average lenghts of months based on dividing the year into 12 equal parts
months_per_year = 12.
seconds_per_month = seconds_per_year / months_per_year
minutes_per_month = minutes_per_year / months_per_year
hours_per_month = hours_per_year / months_per_year
days_per_month = days_per_year / months_per_year

area_earth = 4 * np.math.pi * a**2

# present-day orbital parameters, in the same format generated by orbital.py
orb_present = {'ecc': 0.017236, 'long_peri': 281.37, 'obliquity': 23.446}

climlab.utils.heat_capacity module

Routines for calculating heat capacities for grid boxes.

climlab.utils.heat_capacity.atmosphere(dp)
Returns heat capacity of a unit area of atmosphere, in units J /m**2 / K.

𝐶𝑎 =
𝑐𝑝 · 𝑑𝑝 · 𝑓mb-to-Pa

𝑔

where
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variable value unit description
𝐶𝑎 output J/m2/K heat capacity for atmospheric cell
𝑐𝑝 1004. J/kg/K specific heat at constant pressure for dry air
𝑑𝑝 input mb pressure for atmospheric cell
𝑓mb-to-Pa 100 Pa/mb conversion factor from mb to Pa
𝑔 9.8 m/s2 gravitational acceleration

Function-call argument

Parameters dp (array) – pressure intervals (unit: mb)

Returns the heat capacity for atmosphere cells correspoding to pressure input (unit: J /m**2 /
K)

Return type array

Example Calculate atmospheric heat capacity for pressure intervals of 1, 10, 100 mb:

>>> from climlab.utils import heat_capacity

>>> pressure_interval = array([1,10,100]) # in mb
>>> heat_capacity.atmosphere(pressure_interval) # in J /m**2 / K
array([ 10244.89795918, 102448.97959184, 1024489.79591837])

climlab.utils.heat_capacity.ocean(dz)
Returns heat capacity of a unit area of water, in units J /m**2 / K.

𝐶𝑜 = 𝜌𝑤 · 𝑐𝑤 · 𝑑𝑧

where

variable value unit description
𝐶𝑜 output J/m2/K heat capacity for oceanic cell
𝑐𝑤 4181.3 J/kg/K specific heat of liquid water
𝑑𝑧 input m water depth of oceanic cell
𝜌𝑤 1000. kg/m3 density of water

Function-call argument

Parameters dz (array) – water depth of ocean cells (unit: m)

Returns the heat capacity for ocean cells correspoding to depth input (unit: J /m**2 / K)

Return type array

Example Calculate atmospheric heat capacity for pressure intervals of 1, 10, 100 m:

>>> from climlab.utils import heat_capacity

>>> pressure_interval = array([1,10,100]) # in m
>>> heat_capacity.ocean(pressure_interval) # in J /m**2 / K
array([ 4.18130000e+06, 4.18130000e+07, 4.18130000e+08])

climlab.utils.heat_capacity.slab_ocean(water_depth)
Returns heat capacity of a unit area slab of water, in units of J / m**2 / K.

Takes input argument water_depth and calls ocean() (page 92)

Function-call argument

Parameters float – water depth of slab ocean (unit: m)

Returns the heat capacity for slab ocean cell (unit: J / m**2 / K)

Return type float
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climlab.utils.legendre module

Can calculate the first several Legendre polynomials, along with (some of) their first derivatives.

climlab.utils.legendre.P0(x)

𝑃0(𝑥) = 1

climlab.utils.legendre.P1(x)

𝑃1(𝑥) = 1

climlab.utils.legendre.P2(x)
The second Legendre polynomial.

𝑃2(𝑥) =
1

2
(3𝑥2 − 1)

climlab.utils.legendre.Pn(x)
Calculate Legendre polyomials P0 to P28 and returns them in a dictionary Pn.

Parameters x (float) – argument to calculate Legendre polynomials

Return Pn dictionary which contains order of Legendre polynomials (from 0 to 28) as keys and
the corresponding evaluation of Legendre polynomials as values.

Return type dict

climlab.utils.legendre.Pnprime(x)
Calculates first derivatives of Legendre polynomials and returns them in a dictionary Pnprime.

Parameters x (float) – argument to calculate first derivate of Legendre polynomials

Return Pn dictionary which contains order of Legendre polynomials (from 0 to 4 and even
numbers until 14) as keys and the corresponding evaluation of first derivative of Legendre
polynomials as values.

Return type dict

climlab.utils.walk module

climlab.utils.walk.process_tree(top, name=’top’)
Creates a string representation of the process tree for process top.

This method uses the walk_processes() (page 94) method to create the process tree.

Parameters

• top (Process (page 60)) – top process for which process tree string should be created

• name (str) – name of top process

Returns string representation of the process tree

Return type str

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.utils import walk

>>> model = climlab.EBM()
>>> proc_tree_str = walk.process_tree(model, name='model')

>>> print proc_tree_str
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model: <class 'climlab.model.ebm.EBM'>
diffusion: <class 'climlab.dynamics.diffusion.MeridionalDiffusion'>
LW: <class 'climlab.radiation.AplusBT.AplusBT'>
albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.StepFunctionAlbedo'>

iceline: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.Iceline'>
cold_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.ConstantAlbedo'>
warm_albedo: <class 'climlab.surface.albedo.P2Albedo'>

insolation: <class 'climlab.radiation.insolation.P2Insolation'>

climlab.utils.walk.walk_processes(top, topname=’top’, topdown=True, ignore-
Flag=False)

Generator for recursive tree of climlab processes

Starts walking from climlab process top and generates a complete list of all processes and sub-processes
that are managed from top process. level indicades the rank of specific process in the process hierarchy:

Note:

•level 0: top process

– level 1: sub-processes of top process

* level 2: sub-sub-processes of top process (=subprocesses of level 1 processes)

The method is based on os.walk().

Parameters

• top (Process (page 60)) – top process from where walking should start

• topname (str) – name of top process [default: ‘top’]

• topdown (bool) – whether geneterate process_types in regular or in reverse order
[default: True]

• ignoreFlag (bool) – whether topdown flag should be ignored or not [default:
False]

Returns name (str), proc (process), level (int)

Example

>>> import climlab
>>> from climlab.utils import walk

>>> model = climlab.EBM()

>>> for name, proc, top_proc in walk.walk_processes(model):
... print name
...
top
diffusion
LW
iceline
cold_albedo
warm_albedo
albedo
insolation
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6.2 Inheritance Diagram

AnnualMeanInsolation DailyInsolation

_Insolation FixedInsolation

P2Insolation

AplusBT

EnergyBudget

AplusBT_CO2

Boltzmann

BudykoTransport

EBM

ExternalEnergySource

Atmosphere SlabAtmosphere

_Domain Ocean

Axis

ConstantAlbedo

DiagnosticProcess Iceline

P2Albedo

StepFunctionAlbedo

TimeDependentProcess

ImplicitProcess

Diffusion MeridionalDiffusion

EBM_seasonal EBM_annual

Fieldndarray

LongOrbitalTableOrbitalTable

SlabOcean

OrbitalCycles

Process
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

LICENSE

8.1 climlab

The climlab Python package is licensed under MIT License:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 Brian E. J. Rose

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

8.2 Documentation

The climlab Documentation is licensed under MIT License:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 Moritz Kreuzer, Brian E. J. Rose

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.
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CONTACT

9.1 climlab package

The climlab package has been developed by Brian Rose:

Brian E. J. Rose
Department of Atmospheric and Environmental Sciences
University at Albany
brose@albany.edu

Bug reports can be reported through the issue tracker on github.

9.2 climlab documentation

The documentation has been built by Moritz Kreuzer using Sphinx. Based on some commentary strings in the
source code and a couple of Jupyter Notebooks, this documentation has been developed.

Currently, it covers only the Energy Balance Model relevant parts of the package.

Moritz Kreuzer
Potsdam Institut for Climate Impact Research (PIK)
Potsdam, Germany
kreuzer@pik-potsdam.de
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